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                                                                        ABSTRACT 
 
The 1980s and 1990s saw two major changes in the political economy of the media and the 
world economy at large: technological advancement and transfer and privatisation. There 
were significant shifts in media industries: newspapers, broadcasting, cinema and 
telecommunications when governments begun re-regulating their air waves so as to  permit 
private satellite transmission via both encryption and free-to-air, in addition to public service 
and private channels. In most societies where these changes have taken place, public service 
broadcasting has been threatened by the rapid rise of commercial institutions, resulting in stiff 
competition for audiences. 
 
This study set out to determine the extent to which commercialisation, in the era of 
liberalisation and commercialisation of media services in Uganda, has affected Radio 
Uganda’s programming. Using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods of 
investigation, I have established that while Radio Uganda still maintains certain public 
service principles and values, programming policy has increasingly been changed by 
commercial considerations. This is shown by the recent rise of commercial programmes and a 
fall in education and developmental programmes. Limitations of finance and other resources 
have compromised the roles and character of public service radio programming. The majority 
of programmes currently on Radio Uganda are evidently geared to attract advertisers rather 
than serve the public interest.  
  
The study recommends, among other measures, that the licence fee be developed as a source 
of revenue for Radio Uganda. Secondly, government should inject more funding into public 
 xi  
service broadcasting institutions to supplement other sources of income, before granting them 
autonomy. Thirdly, while advertising and sponsorship brings in a considerable amount of 
revenue, it should not take a central place that undermines the listener’s interest in radio 
programming. The Broadcasting Council should therefore map out solid policies that will 
systematically guide Radio Uganda in its programming in the new order.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This study examines the impact of media commercialisation on the public service 
programming of Radio Uganda. From a media studies perspective, the study is largely 
premised on the hypothesis that Radio Uganda, due to pressures to commercialise, is slowly 
losing its public service values and principles.  This chapter provides a general background to 
the study from both global and the Ugandan perspectives, and offers a statement of the 
problem which generated my interest in undertaking the study. It also outlines the objectives of 
the study, pertinent research issues, the significance of the study, and the structure of the thesis. 
 
1.1     Background to the Study 
Public service broadcasting the world over is undergoing continuous change as technological 
developments such as satellite broadcasting and cable television make it easier for market-
based broadcasting organisation (Blumler 1992). Against a background of global trends of 
liberalisation and privatisation, public service broadcasters are faced with the challenge of 
having to compete with private broadcasters for audiences and revenue in order to sustain 
public broadcasts (Blumler 1992). In Uganda, Radio Uganda, the public service broadcaster 
has for sometime been engaged in competition with the numerous private commercial stations 
that have been established since the liberalisation of the airwaves in 1993. The station has itself 
opened up four commercial channels, namely, Star FM, Green Channel, Gulu FM and Kabale 
FM.   It has also taken to spots advertising and the transmission of fully sponsored programmes 
of different genres and objectives (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). 
 
At the time of its inception in 1953, Radio Uganda, then, the Uganda Broadcasting Service, 
was mandated to foster development by promoting the country’s economic and social 
advancement through public service broadcasting (Balikuddembe 1992). The station followed 
the BBC model as articulated by Reith in his 1924 book, ‘Broadcast over Britain’. In this 
model, traditional public service values include “programming for diversity, citizenship, 
minority and national identity” (Reith cited in Tomaselli 1994:127). Reith therefore outlined 
three basic functions of public service broadcasting: to inform the public on political, 
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economic, social and cultural developments within society; to educate or enlighten the people 
of the nation as a whole; and to entertain them with programmes of high standards and good 
taste (Tomaselli 1994). From the Ugandan perspective, according to Balikuddembe (1992), 
there is a fourth function: mobilisation. The present study is an investigation of how Radio 
Uganda fulfils these functions amidst competition with the private commercial stations. 
 
1.2   Statement of the Problem 
Radio commercialisation, being a new phenomenon in Uganda, has brought with it social, 
political and economic challenges: public service broadcasting in Uganda, as elsewhere in the 
world, is exposed to the harsh realities of having to compete with the private commercial 
stations for revenue and audiences, as well as cope with shrinking government funding, 
without the support of a clearly defined vision of their new role in a pluralistic world (Baguma 
et al., in Muthoni 2000). Yet, amidst all this, there has been little research on the broadcasting 
sector in Uganda that goes beyond the anecdotal (Balikuddembe 1992; Kiyaga 1997; Baguma 
et al., in Muthoni 2000). The prevailing competition to build audiences also poses the threat of 
introducing a homogenising effect, characteristic of many market-driven media systems 
(Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000: 87). This would be at the expense of the traditional public 
service broadcasting values mentioned above. This study has therefore investigated the 
influence of commercial logic in the programming of Radio Uganda and its implications for its 
public service mandate. 
 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
 
1.3.1 General Objective  
This study has basically examined the influence of commercialisation on the programming and 
performance of Radio Uganda. It has in the first instance established that there have been 
changes in the programming of Uganda’s public service radio, changes that involve a shift 
from the ideals and values of public service broadcasting towards commercially-oriented 
programming. This has happened in various degrees in most countries where the liberalisation 
and hence commercialisation of media services have been embraced (Blumler 1992; Murdock 
1994). 
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1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
Specifically the study has sought to: 
a) establish whether Radio Uganda in post-liberalised Uganda still maintains its public 
service values when programming, or whether it is now driven primarily by profit motives. 
b)  examine the nature of programmes produced before and after liberalisation.  
c) compare the performance of Radio Uganda before and after liberalisation.  
d) evaluate the amount of time allotted to developmental programmes vis-à-vis commercial 
programmes. 
e) present suggestions to transform Radio Uganda into a viable public service broadcasting 
institution that will address the developmental needs of the citizens. 
The above objectives have been addressed by looking at the station’s programming (schedules) 
in terms of commercial (entertainment, advertisements and sponsored) programmes vis-à-vis 
developmental (educative, development and informational) programmes, as well as talking to 
key players at Radio Uganda. 
 
1.4 Research Issues and Assumptions  
This study was guided by the assumption that Radio Uganda remains central to development 
possibilities in Uganda: its infrastructure is broadly spread, covering over 90% of the country, 
and the diversity of its programmes in a multiplicity of languages  (currently standing at 26) 
underlines its importance in ensuring the population’s universal access to information 
(Balikuddembe1992). However, at the onset of the study, there were indications that Radio 
Uganda,  due to pressures to commercialise, is slowly losing its public service role (Baguma et 
al., in Muthoni 2000). For example, at the beginning of the ye ar 2001, I observed changes in 
the timing of educational programmes which were shifted from prime-time in favour of 
commercial and entertainment programmes. 
 
 Another important issue noted at the onset of the study was that the liberalisation of airwaves 
in Uganda had greatly impacted on the programming of the public service broadcasters, Radio 
Uganda and Uganda Television (UTV).  The rapid proliferation of commercial television 
stations, for example, paved the way for a sharp rise in the amount of foreign 
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programmes on UTV. This is due to the cheapness of foreign programmes as compared to the 
production cost of local programmes, often in indigenous languages and dealing with local 
issues. Similarly, the formats on Radio Uganda had changed in favour of talk shows and 
entertainment programmes, which tend to attract sponsors and audiences. Foreign music had 
also become a common phenomenon on Radio Uganda (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). 
 
1.5 Significance of the Study 
For scholars, academics and researchers, I hope that the findings of the study will contribute to 
the existing literature in the field of broadcasting, particularly on the liberalisation of the 
electronic media and its challenge to public service broadcasting institutions. On a more 
practical level, it is hoped that findings of this study will provide empirical information that 
will influence Radio Uganda’s programming towards the planning and production of 
programmes in the national interest. 
 
1.6 Methods of the Study 
   This study is a combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods. Two principle 
techniques were applied in data collection: document analysis and in-depth interviewing. The 
major documents reviewed in the study were programme schedules used by the station before 
and after liberalisation. This preference was made in line with an observation McQuail (2000) 
makes about mass communication research. He notes that for many purposes of analysis of 
mass communication, such as assessing change or criticising performance, it is essential to 
characterize the content of particular media and channels (McQuail 2000). Thus the analysis of 
Radio Uganda’s programme scheduling before and after liberalisation has revealed the extent 
to which commercialisation has influenced programming. For example, the study has 
established a shift in the timing of educational and developmental programmes from prime or 
peak listening time in order to make way for commercial or sponsored programmes. 
  
   In-depth interviews were conducted on the basis of the resulting analysis. These interviews 
have yielded descriptive and explanatory data from Radio Uganda’s decision makers, 
programme managers and programme producers. The respondents provided their personal    
experiences, views and interpretations of public service broadcasting values and principles as 
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well as commercialisation at Radio Uganda. In particular, the producers provided data on the 
challenges of liberalisation, their new responsibilities, roles and expectations. How decisions 
on programme production, scheduling and advertisements are made at Radio Uganda, 
constituted a guiding theme in the interviews. Exploring this theme would clearly be 
importantly instrumental in determining the extent to which commercialisation has influenced 
the current changes in programming. These methods have yielded overwhelming evidence of 
changes geared towards commercialisation at Radio Uganda. 
 
My study is theoretically conceptualised in the framework of the concepts of public service 
broadcasting and the public sphere as articulated by theorists: Reith (cited in Tomasselli 1994) 
and Habermas (1989). It is also informed by a detailed review of literature on worldwide 
debates about the erosion of public service broadcasting principles due to commercialisation. 
  
1.7 Thesis outline 
    The thesis consists of six chapters: In this first chapter, titled “Introduction”, I present a general 
background to the study and offer a brief account of its concerns, objectives and methods.  
 
Chapter two, titled “Theoretical Perspectives and Literature Review” is devoted to the 
theoretical considerations underlying the study. It presents a review of literature on debates 
surrounding public service broadcasting and on theoretical and empirical arguments 
concerning the effects of commercialisation on programming. All the arguments correspond 
with the research issues and assumptions outlined in the introduction. The second chapter also 
points out that the study is premised on the notion that public service broadcasting has a key 
role to play in enhancing public dialogue, an aspect located within the concept of the public 
sphere as articulated by Habermas (1989). 
 
    In the third chapter, titled “History of Radio Uganda and context”, I examine the establishment 
and development of Radio Uganda prior to the liberalisation of media services in 1993. This is 
aimed at providing an understanding of issues of funding, roles and control of the station. It is 
in line with the public service broadcasting approach which contends that these institutions, 
usually start off with obligations which cannot be quantified in terms of the standard financial 
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measurements used by commercial institutions, because they are about intangible public goods, 
unquantifiable, or at least impossible to measure directly (McQuail 2000). 
 
   The fourth chapter, titled “Methods of Data collection and Analysis”, focuses on the methods, 
procedures and techniques employed by this study. It primarily gives a rationale for the 
adoption of qualitative techniques of data collection and analysis, that is, in-depth interviewing, 
programme schedule analysis, and document analysis. This section also explains how data was 
processed and analysed. 
 
In chapter five, titled “Findings, Interpretations and Discussion”, I present and discuss the 
findings of the study in terms of seven major themes, namely: 
· indicators of change in programming towards commercialisation, 
· perceptions of public service broadcasting,  
· Radio Uganda’s mandate,  
· issues of funding, 
· programming policy, 
· programme production and scheduling and, 
· commercialisation.  
The report combines data emanating from programme schedules analysis, in-depth interviews 
and document analysis. In this chapter, I also discuss the findings in accordance with the 
research issues and assumptions mentioned in the introduction. The implications of 
commercialised programming at Radio Uganda, for its public service mandate are examined, 
in relation to the issues raised in chapter two (theoretical perspectives and literature review). I 
also discuss how the station has responded to the new challenges, and to what degree these 
responses have led to the redefinition of public service broadcasting. The chapter finally 
revisits the concepts of public service broadcasting and the public sphere discussed in the 
second chapter, in line with the study findings.  
 
Finally in the sixth chapter, titled “Concluding Reflections and Recommendations”, I give a 
summary of the study and suggest possible reforms for the future of Radio Uganda . These 
recommendations are made in the light of the study findings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents a review of literature on theoretical arguments and debates surrounding 
public service broadcasting the world over, commercialisation and other issues relevant to the 
study. The chapter is divided into five different sections. The first section introduces the study 
and the choice of the theoretical framework. Sections two and three provide an overview of the 
concepts of public service broadcasting and the public sphere (major theoretical frameworks 
employed in the study), while section four critically views the effect of commercialisation on 
the output of public service broadcasting. The last section discusses the current crisis of public 
service broadcasting institutions as a result of competition from commercial broadcasting 
institutions. 
 
2.1 Theoretical Framework 
This study examines the impact of media commercialisation on programming: a study of Radio 
Uganda. From a media studies perspective, it particularly focuses on the influence of 
commercialisation on the programming of Uganda’s public service radio. The theoretical 
perspectives employed in this study are: public service broadcasting and the public sphere. The 
study views the role of the media particularly radio in the public sphere. It argues that the 
media, especially public service broadcasters have a key role to play in development and in 
enhancing public dialogue (Curran and Gurevitch 2000; McQuail 2000). This view stems from 
Habermas’(1989) concept of the public sphere. He contends that “media institutions on the one 
hand are the source of symbolic production and may be used as means of social control, on the 
other hand, the media have emancipatory potential owing to their ability to enhance public 
dialogue about important social, economic and political issues” (1989:303).  
 
Given the theoretical focus of my study, the next section attempts to address the following 
relevant issues: What constitutes public service radio, what is the basis for entrusting 
obligations upon it, what kind of obligations are these and what is a public sphere and how 
does it relate to public service radio?  
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2.1.1 The Concept of public service broadcasting 
      There have been numerous attempts at defining the concept ‘ public service broadcasting’ (for 
instance, Dahlgren 1995; Syvertsen 1991; Scanell and Cardiff 1982; Keane 1995a; Tomaselli 
1994; and McQuail 2000 and McChesney 1997) of which public service radio is just an aspect 
thereof. However, the definition of what is precisely meant by public service broadcasting 
remains unclear. McQuail (1994), for example, points out that there has never been a generally 
acceptable version of the theory of public service broadcasting, and the diversity of form is 
now greater than ever before. He contends that emphasis in describing the concept should be 
on the general notion of ‘the public interest’ which should also deploy some notion of 
diversity. But Syvertsen writes in view of the various debates in defining public service 
broadcasting: 
To any one who bothers to compare the different definitions present in 
the debate, it becomes apparent that these vary tremendously in shape 
and form. Some use the concept in order to describe a national system as 
a whole, others use it order to describe certain institutions and others 
again use it to describe a mixture of programmes. There are substantial 
disagreements at which precise characteristics should be included in the 
definitions. (1992:17-18) 
 
In the above, Syvertsen clearly demonstrates how problematic the description of the concept of 
public service broadcasting remains. However we can consider the definition of public service 
broadcasting from McQuail (2000) and McChesney (1997) points of views. These define 
public service broadcasting as a system of broadcasting that is publicly funded and operated in 
a non- profit way, and required by law to meet various informational needs of all citizens.  For 
the purpose of this study, public service broadcasting is defined in terms of state owned 
television and radio establishments, that are not only financed by the state through the tax 
payers funds and/ or partly by viewers and listeners through a compulsory licence fee, but are 
also controlled by the state (Opoku-Mensah 1998). This is the common form of public service 
broadcasting in most African nations. In the Ugandan context, public service broadcasting 
refers to television and radio stations owned, financed and controlled by the state. Both 
Uganda’s public broadcasters, Radio Uganda and Uganda Television , fall under this category 
and have a mandate to inform, educate, mobilise and entertain the populace (Baguma et al., in 
Muthoni 2000).  
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The above definitions nonetheless, share the perception of public service radio as one aimed at 
providing a service to the public. It compares with the dictionary-based definition of public 
service broadcasting as one “whose first duty is to a public within a democracy serving to 
inform, educate and entertain, not serving to fulfil the requirements of commercial 
interests”(Watson and Hill 1989:4). 
 
      The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC ) was the first pre-eminent public service      
broadcasting institution to embrace the principles of public service and devotion to the highest 
interest of community and nation, under the guiding hand of its first Director-General, John 
Reith (Tomaselli 1994). Lord Reith (cited in Tomaselli 1994:127), identified four crucial 
elements of broadcasting:  
· rejection of commercialism,  
· extension of programmes to every one in the community,  
· the establishment of unified control over broadcasting, 
· the maintenance of high standards”. 
      Radio, he argued, was a scarce resource, which needed to be developed and regulated in the 
interests of the nation. Reith conceived the task of the BBC primarily in cultural and education 
terms. Accordingly, public service broadcasting should seek to inform and enlighten the people 
of the nation as well as entertaining them with programmes of “high standards and good taste”. 
Traditional public service values under the Reithian model therefore, include: programming 
“for diversity, citizenship, minority and national identity” (Tomaselli 1994:127). According to 
Reith, the universal reach helped to constitute the public as members of a unitary public. It 
was, according to Reith, a ‘good thing’ that it could be shared by all alike for the same outlay 
and to the same extent: “The genius and the fool, the wealthy and the poor listen 
simultaneously, and to the same event. There is nothing in it, which is exclusive to those who 
pay” (Reith cited in Tomaselli 1994: 17-18).  
 
Like Reith, McQuail (1994) emphasizes universality of service, diversity, editorial 
independence, social responsibility and accountability, cultural quality and identity, public 
financing and none-profit operations, as key aspects of public service broadcasting The above 
view is rooted in the 1986 Peacock committee in Britain. The committee according to McQuail 
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(1994) endorsed geographical universality of provision and reception; providing for all tastes 
and interests; catering for minorities; having a concern for national identity; keeping 
broadcasting independent from government and vested interests; having some element of direct 
funding by the public; encouraging competition in programmes, and not just for audiences, and 
encouraging the freedom of broadcasters as key principles of public service broadcasting.  
 
It is apparent from the above aspects that Reith’s model of public service broadcasting began 
with the conception of the public. Thus, it is a compelling factor for broadcasting to be 
organised as a public good and as a public service available to all. In his historical account of 
public television in both Britain and Norway, Syvertsen (1992: 67-80) critically illustrates that 
the public service arrangement was the ultimate compromise of conflicting economic, political, 
technical, regional, social and cultural interests. The “public service” model was implemented 
as means to fulfil specific obligations to the public in most nations at the time when 
broadcasting was introduced. However, the Reithian beliefs can be thought of as an instance in 
which the public service ideals were nurtured at an institutionalised level early in the history of 
public service broadcasting (Blumler 1992).  
 
It is crucial to underline the fact that the general idea of organising broadcasting as a public 
service is not just unique and particular to Britain. As Thompson (1990) argues, the public 
service broadcasting model has been transplanted with varying degrees of success from its 
originating country, Britain, to numerous other social formations, where such institutions play 
pivotal roles in the development process. In Uganda, for example, since independence as will 
be discussed in the chapter 3 of this study, Radio Uganda operated under the BBC model but 
with a considerable degree of government control. This same situation pertains in most African 
nations. The justification for continued state control over broadcasting in Africa according to 
Opuku-Mensah (1998) has generally been the important role it can play in stimulating 
education and economic development. Governments recognizes the pivotal “public service 
role” of broadcasting in feeding information to fragile societies. For example in Uganda, media 
campaigns on health issues, agriculture and environmental issues, radio has often been 
deployed and proven useful (Kayanja 1995). But as the study demonstrates in chapter five, 
public service broadcasting at Radio Uganda is currently being interpreted as a marked-based 
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one. I will now briefly define and discuss the concept of commercialisation as opposed to 
public service broadcasting  
 
2.1.2 Public service broadcasting versus Commercial broadcasting  
Commercialisation in the broadcasting sector, according to (Murdock and Golding 1989), is a 
product of two major processes currently taking place: technological innovation and 
convergence, and privatisation. The former is creating a range of new kinds of communications 
and information services as well as restructuring established media industries, whilst the latter 
provides the essential social and ideological context in which these changes are being 
promoted and developed.  
 
In this study, the term commercialisation is used within the context of liberalization, 
privatisation and globalisation which have given preference to the private sector to drive 
economic and technological development (McQuail 1994). Thus, private commercial 
broadcasting stations operate for profits by monopolistic concerns, and are heavily dependant 
on product advertising revenue. The aim and underpinning of private stations exerts 
considerable influence on content in the direction of political populism as well as support for 
business consumerism and free consumerism (Curran 2000; McQuail 1994). McChesney 
(2000) contends that neo-liberal policies have assisted in the realm of a global commercial 
media market-based broadcasting. This has become a foreboding world for public service 
broadcasters.  
 
These trends are accompanied by a parallel restructuring of consumption, most important to 
this discussion is the fact that the new market-oriented systems addresses people (audiences) 
predominantly through their identity as consumers, both of the communication and information 
products they buy, and of the products promoted by advertisers who finances these institutions 
and most of the new services. In the process, the system marginalizes and displaces their 
identities as citizens (Murdock 1992). In most cases, informational needs of the citizens 
especially minority groups are usually disregarded in commercial broadcasting. These should 
be represented rather than being suppressed.  
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Dietz (1987) argues that while the exercise of citizenship presupposes collective action in 
pursuit of equality and fraternity as well as of individual liberty, the ideology of consumerism 
encourages people to seek private solutions to public problems by purchasing a commodity. It 
urges them to buy their way out of trouble rather than encouraging them to press for social 
change and improved social provision. It also redefines the nature of citizenship it self so that it  
“becomes less a collective, political activity than an individual, economic activity – the right to 
pursue one’s interests without hindrance, in the market place” (1987: 5). 
 
Indeed, the above is often the case. According to Murdock (1992), the consumer market place 
offers an array of competing products, but it does not confer the right to participate in deciding 
the rules that govern either market transactions or the distribution of wealth and income that 
allows people to enter the market in the first place. It provides choice at a price, but without 
empowerment thus compromising the aspect of the public interest. Carver (1995) in his 
analysis of commercial stations supports this view. He contends: 
To meet their running costs, commercial stations are almost wholly 
dependant on limited and finite advertising revenue, and therefore are 
unable to invest in the expensive equipment needed to cover the entire 
country, or to employ sufficient staff to reach the multiplicity of 
language groups. (1995:6) 
 
In relation to the above, McQuail (2000) observes that where media are run on commercial 
basis, the media’s view of what is the public interest tend to equate ‘public interest’ with what 
interests the public. This shifts the responsibility for norms, ethics and values and so on to 
society. In this regard he emphasizes that the whole dispute lies at the heart of a debate over 
liberalism and collectivism that has raged for the entire 20th century affecting all spheres of 
public life. 
 
Note should also be taken that historical trends in broadcasting indicate that this system was 
not an engine of profit making. According to McChesney (2000), vibrant political debates took 
place in various nations over how best to deploy broadcasting. In both America and Britain, for 
example, advertisers worked diligently to have the systems accept advertising. In Britain most 
especially, these campaigns were unable to generate even minimum public enthusiasm for 
commercialised programming.  
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When reconciled to public service broadcasting principles, the very idea of selling audiences 
becomes very problematic. This, according to Curran and Seaton (1988), pauses a threat to 
programming. For instance, what kind of listenership do advertisers want, and how are the 
audiences packaged to attract sales? Indeed how does the real purpose of providing audiences 
to advertisers affect the apparent purpose of producing programmes for public consumption? In 
order to understand how public these institutions are, it is necessary to map out a theoretical 
basis for conceptualising obligations for public service broadcasting institutions. Hence for 
now, I critically review three cornerstones of public service broadcasting namely: control 
structure, privileges, and obligations. The obligations will be discussed in line with the various 
principles of public service broadcasting as they emerged in the various theoretical debates 
outlined earlier on in this discus sion.  
 
2.1.3 Control Structure 
In principal, public service broadcasting institutions are construed as self-governing and 
autonomous, particularly in their day-to-day affairs. In Britain for example, according to 
Syvertsen (1992), a publicly appointed Board of Directors with a Chairman and a Director-
General ensures such autonomy in management matters. The Board is ideally made up of 
members from varied social groups and associations guaranteeing a degree of diverse public 
representation. On closer analysis however, a control structure underwritten in public 
legislation governs public service broadcasting. The control structure is explained by the way 
the broadcast medium historically developed. Essentially the scarcity of electromagnetic 
resources in the past meant that ways of regulating the existing ones were adopted to ensure 
that they were utilised for the public “common good”. This entailed a number of measures 
from the state: 
Firstly and most importantly, the ultimate authority to broadcast came 
from the state, and it was to the state that the institutions in the last 
instances were accountable. Secondly, the controllers of the Corporations 
were publicly appointed. Thirdly, financial allocation and control resided 
with the state. And finally, the state retained a measure of control over 
content. (Syvertsen 1992:82) 
 
As the present study indicates in chapter 3, the Ugandan government does not only own, 
finance and control Radio Uganda, but the entire staff is publicly appointed by the Public 
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Service Commission, a body responsible for the appointments of civil servants. However, 
Garnham (1980) observes that state control of public service broadcasting institutions does not 
necessarily mean that this is the best method of serving that public. He raises two important 
questions in this regard: First, can the state be trusted to make judgements of national priority 
as to how broadcasting should be used. Or the need of each individual citizen for maximum 
freedom of choice in their search for personal satisfaction, and the need for broadcasters to 
express the world as they see it? Does the state represent people and should it therefore control 
broadcasting directly? The second question he poses is whether broadcasters can be given 
freedom without “encasing them in an ivory tower subject to the temptations of cultural 
elitism” (Garnham 1980:15). These questions point to the problematic nature as to the 
mechanism of the control structure placed upon public service broadcasting. 
 
Therefore, it can be argued that public service broadcasting control through bodies such as 
Parliament and Ministries of Information, as it is in Uganda, aims at bringing broadcasting 
under some kind of control exercised in broader public interest. In reality however the control 
structures make broadcasting vulnerable, especially from the state itself, since it might have its 
own vested interests outside public representation. It is for this reason therefore, that 
independent broadcasting associations or authorities are set up. 
 
According to McQuail (2000) Independent Broadcasting Authorities aim at balancing the 
traditional control of the state. Their mandates often include carrying out broader consultations 
on protection and viability of public broadcasting, limitations on cross-media control and 
licensing conditions. They hold public hearings and comment on various aspects of public 
broadcasting. At most the state is reduced to being one of the actors rather that the ultimate 
controller of the process. 
 
Meanwhile, the basis of state control of broadcasting in general has been taken over by rapid 
technological changes. As observed in the introductory chapter of this study, these changes 
have transformed the whole basis of public service broadcasting. Blumler (1992) and Keane 
(1991) note that the traditional technological argument of spectrum scarcity, for instance, has 
been rendered redundant by the new technological possibilities such as cable and satellite 
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television, community radio and television in addition to computerised networks. Therefore, 
former public service broadcasting monopolies are forced to exist alongside the new structures 
making the monopolistic control of the medium by individual states ineffective and clearly 
indicating that it is now possible to broadcast outside the control structures imposed by the 
nation state.  
 
2.1.4 Privileges 
Besides experiencing a control structure public service broadcasting institutions have also a 
number of privileges awarded them. High above the list of privileges is the legislated 
monopoly. In the case of Britain, political economists have argued that the absence of 
competition secured the BBC important positions in Britain. The monopoly provided an 
economic and efficient way of expanding and managing the broadcast system in the early years 
of scarce resource (Curran 2000; Keane 1991; Syvertsen 1992; Tomaselli1994). As Reith 
argued, “Unity of control is essential in a concern where expansion is so rapid and the 
problems so unique”  (cited in Tomaselli 1994:73). Secondly, the monopoly was important 
because it solved the problem of funding. According to Syvertsen (1992), absence of a 
monopoly would hinder the sustainability of the compulsory licence fee. Finally, a monopoly 
station was, at least in Reith’s view, seen to be important for realizing the cultural potentials of 
broadcasting (Tomaselli 1994). 
 
 In a significant way, the licence fee is also another kind of privilege. Licence fee guarantees an 
important source of income to the broadcasting institution. The licence fee, often fixed and 
compulsory, is a distinct advantage to a public broadcaster over a commercial broadcaster 
when it comes to a steady funding base (Syvertsen 1992). However, licence revenue only 
makes noticeable contribution where the audience size is big and where audiences are 
generally obliged to pay their licence fee on a regular basis. In Uganda however, the licence 
fee has not been effective but public service broadcasters have since their inception, been 
funded by government through the taxpayer’s funds. It can be argued therefore, that from the 
very beginning of public service broadcasting, crucial links were made between the two main 
privileges of the BBC: monopoly and licence fee, and between the privileges on the one hand 
and the possibilities of fulfilling the obligations on the other.  
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The privileges formerly enjoyed by public service broadcasters are presently being eroded by 
changing circumstances whereby the broadcast media, is becoming more internationalised and 
commercialised. Public service broadcasting institutions are therefore finding their privileges 
not enough to withstand competition with new players in the field. This problem has forced 
most public broadcasters, according to Keane,“to intensify co-production deals, to privatise or 
sub-contract parts of their programming and production facilities, to engage in international 
marketing ventures, and in general to speak the language of profit conscious business 
executives” (1995: 6-7). However there is a dilemma in the fact that public broadcasters will 
still owe society a special set of obligations regardless of their dwindling privileges base.     
  
2.1.5 Obligations 
The third and most important cornerstone of public service broadcasting relates to the 
obligations that it is supposed to fulfil in return for their privileged positions and their high 
degree of operational autonomy. I will try to identify and discuss the most important of these 
expectations as they emerged in the different theoretical debates (Reith cited in Tomaselli 
1992; McQuail 1994; Dahlgren 1995; Murdock 1994; Thomson 1990; Keane 1991 and Curran 
et al 1996). It is important to note that these obligations in a way constitute the various public 
service broadcasting principles and expectations that are entrusted upon public service 
institutions. From the Reithian model and the various debates on the principles of public 
service broadcasting, this study has mapped out eight key principles of public service 
broadcasting upon which the obligations are based.  
 
The first principal and most important as critically discussed earlier on, is one that stipulates 
that public service broadcasting should be universally available to all citizens of the nation. 
Opoku-Mensah (1998:2), while analysing the state of broadcasting in Southern Africa, notes 
that, “the pub lic’s right to be informed on all matters of public interest is a fundamental right, 
the exercise of which ensures that all citizens are able to participate in all matters related to 
their social, political and economic life and thereby to make an informed contribution to the 
development of their country”. This gives prominence to the idea that public broadcasters 
should provide a universal service. In the case of the BBC, the obligation to carry on a 
broadcasting service within all parts of the United Kingdom was set out in Paragraph 3a of the 
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BBC Charter (BBC 1927). The primary goal was to establish a structure which would secure 
all members of the population access to broadcasting. 
 
Whilst in Uganda the universality of these services is far more difficult to reach, Radio 
Uganda’s infrastructure is to a certain extent more broadly spread, covering over 90% of the 
country, and the diversity of programmes via a variety of languages underline its importance in 
ensuring the population’s universal access to info rmation (Balikuddembe1992: 54-57). In 
contrast, the greatest number of commercial stations, broadcast within a radius of about 150 
kilometres of Kampala, the capital city (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000).  
 
The second public service broadcasting principle emphasises that it must be funded by the 
public it serves, specifically by means of a compulsory licence fee levied on all radio and 
television sets owners who expects a good service in return (Dahlgren 1995). The third 
principle of the ideal–typical public service broadcasting that public broadcasters are obliged 
to adhere to is the need to encourage competition in good programming rather than 
competition in numbers (Tomaselli 1994). Balanced output is the crucial factor here. Public 
broadcasting institutions should provide a balanced programme schedule. They are expected to 
transmit not only the more popular types of programmes, but also programmes considered to 
be of a high value to society. As noted earlier when looking at the different theoretical 
perspectives, broadcasting is perceived to be of paramount importance for the enlightenment 
of the population (Opoku-Mensah, 1998; Reith cited in Tomaselli1994; Murdock, 1994; 
Thomson, 1990;Curran et al, 1996; Humprey1996; and Boyd-Barret 1995). Thus, it is 
expected of broadcasters to make the best within the fields of education, information and 
culture and to a certain extent entertainment, available to the general public. 
 
Balanced programming goes with the obligation to broadcast in the national interest. This 
would, according to Reith, help to strengthen national identity and national culture (Tomaselli 
1994). The idea of national identity however, was based on the view that in Britain there were 
certain values, ideas and institutions in society which were beyond controversy and conflict, 
that is, common to the nation as a whole (Syvertsen 992). The BBC along with other social 
institutions was thus expected to pay respect to these values.  
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The fourth and fifth public service broadcasting principles crucial to this discussion stipulates 
that public service radio programming should cater for all existing interests and tastes and that 
minorities in society must be given a special privilege in programming. In addition, the sixth 
principle stipulates that public service programming should be related to national identity and 
community. The seventh principle of public service broadcasting is that which stipulates that 
the service should keep away from all vested interests, especially the state and commercial 
interventions. In the same way, the eighth principle states that public service broadcasting 
guidelines must be designed to liberate rather than restrict programme makers (Keane 1991).  
 
This final principle involves, according to Keane the freedom for broadcasters to have full 
programming and editorial independence.  As I see it, these two principles are clearly essential 
to public service broadcasting. Without keeping a clearly defined distance from vested interests 
in society such as commercial and government interventions, Radio Uganda’s role as a public 
service broadcaster is threatened. As findings of this study will show later in chapter five, 
programme production at Radio Uganda at the moment is heavily dependent on sponsors who 
not only influence content but also the nature in which the programmes are produced.  
 
This section is thus summed up by yet other illuminating guidelines towards the obligations, 
duties and principles of public service broadcasting. In its campaign for the liberalisation of 
broadcasting, the Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) outlined the major tasks of public 
service broadcasting to include the provision of comprehensive, varied and balanced television 
and radio programmes for the entire public including ethnic, national, religious and the 
minority groups. Stations must offer a multiplicity of views and ensure that the minorities have 
fair access to the public broadcast media. This obligation requires public service broadcasters 
to devote a percentage of broadcast time to the local languages of the different groups. The 
duties of public service broadcasting according to MISA include the requirement to inform the 
public about matters of public interest, provide balanced, objective news coverage and to offer 
a right to reply to inaccurate statements (Barker 2000). The next section addresses the issue of 
public service programming.  
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2.1.6 Public service programming 
As noted earlier in this section, the concept of public service broadcasting by definition and 
function, allows these institutions to carry programmes which may not have majority interest 
but are still essential for an informed citizenry. Such programmes tend to be neglected in 
commercial systems since they do not attract advertisers (McQuail 2000). The idea behind 
public service broadcasting is to have programming that is strong on public issues, rational, 
and representative of citizenry, without influence from private, commercial or political powers 
(Habermas 1989:303). 
 
Public service programming in most societies has roots in the broadcasting structure of the 
BBC built on the ideologies of the Rethian model. Since its inception in 1953, Radio Uganda 
has had programming ideals similar to those of the BBC, namely to inform, entertain and 
educate. Apart from having its staff trained by the BBC, the station took its character from the 
BBC during the colonial rule (Kiyaga 1997). These characteristics were also pronounced in 
broadcasting institutions in post-independent African states (Katz and Wedell 1977). 
 
Opoku-Mensah (1998) argues that public service programming in African states, was driven by 
two types of policy concerns, which were at times contradictory. These concerns also have 
traces in the history of programming at Radio Uganda. The first concern is that of political and 
national integration, aimed at building national and cultural identities. This is also coupled with 
social, economic, and educational development. Emphasis in programming therefore should be 
on locally produced programmes in indigenous languages on issues of culture and related 
aspects. The second concern is reflected in the pre-occupation with the use of radio as a tool 
for national development. Radio programmes therefore should be geared towards national 
development. Radio Uganda for example, has since independence, been deployed to fight the 
three enemies of the country: poverty, ignorance and diseases. The station introduced the 
Directorate of Educational Broadcasting in 1981 to cater for programmes on health, 
agricultural and environmental issues as well as serving minorities and disadvantaged groups 
(Kiyaga 1977). 
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 Keane (1991) views public service programming as a broad commitment to provide and to 
protect mixed and complimentary programme schedules. It includes a commitment to certain 
minorities and to covering, as far as possible, different genres of programme making. Hence, 
public service broadcasting is driven by higher aspirations than solely to provide entertainment. 
It can also be argued from the Keane perspective that public service broadcasting is the attempt 
to make popular quality programmes: “It does justice to human experience; it deals with more 
than stereotypes; it adds to the quality of peoples lives; and, its programme genres reflect the 
complexity of human beings” (Keane1991: 17). Having explored the merits and demerits of 
public service broadcasting, the next section looks at another theoretical perspective of the 
study, the public sphere.  
 
            2.2 The Public Sphere  
 The second theoretical approach in this study is one that is premised on the notion that public 
service radio programmes have a key role to play in the democratic public sphere. This 
theoretical angle assumes that public service radio programmes are potentially crucial for 
democracy and development within a given society (Curran 2000). The public sphere in this 
study is defined as a space where all interest groups interact with one another to discuss issues 
concerning society as a whole. It is a public space for interaction among citizens in the political 
processes (Curran 2000). The public sphere “takes place when citizens, exercising their rights 
of assembly and association, gather as public bodies to discuss issues of the day, especially 
those political concern as happened in certain parts of urban Europe from 17th century to the 
first half of the 19th century” (Dahlgren 1995:7).  
 
If we refer back to the previously discussed notions, principles and values of public service 
broadcasting, it is apparent that most discourses tend to critically link public service 
broadcasting in general to the public sphere, seeing it as central to the creation and sustaining 
of democracy and development. The media in general, and in the context of the present study, 
public service radio in particular, has a significant role to play in the public sphere. The central 
question from all these is whether public service broadcasting contributes to public life by 
presenting a diversity of values and perspectives on issues that affect the broad generality of 
the public, and if so, to what extent can we determine that it provides the public sphere?  
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2.2.1 The Media and the Public Sphere 
Commentators such as Dahlgren, Curran and Shulz draw on “The Structural Transformation of 
the Public sphere ” written by Habermas as the starting point for theorising about the media and 
its role in the public sphere, democracy and political life. For Habermas (1989), in 18th century 
Europe, political views and decisions in the public sphere were open not to the play of power, 
but to argument based upon evid ence, and the concern was not private interest but the public 
good. The public sphere was thus constituted as the free space for rational and universal 
politics distinct from the economy and the state. 
 
The free space mentioned above, refers to the link between the private lives of people and their 
political, economic and administrative institutions. Habermas saw it as the “sphere of private 
people coming together as a public in a free arena” (Goldsmiths Media Group 2000:38). Thus, 
the media has the role of mediating between the two by giving people access to the means 
through which they can debate and decide on the core issues of their welfare, in a framework 
of democratic participation (Goldsmiths Media Group 2000). The key characteristics of the 
Public Sphere according to Habermas (1979) included: 
· Protection from both power of state and church, 
· Sustainability by private individuals with alternative source of economic power, 
· Openness to all, in the same way access to the market was open to all. 
 
The ideal public sphere therefore is seen as being, a free unbiased space within society 
characterised by freedom from both the state and/or corporate control. It is through the media 
that people can get to participate freely on an equal basis in discussions relevant to the public 
good (Curran 2000; McQuail 2000).  Kuhn (1998) sees the public sphere as an “institutional 
framework and set of practices which encourage wide and inclusive debate about issues of 
social and political importance”(1998:23-24). McQuail (2000) also theorises that the public 
sphere is a rational space which provides a more or less autonomous and open arena or forum 
for public debate and where “access to the space is free, and freedom of assembly, association 
and expression are guaranteed”. (2000:157). 
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Scannell (1990) has focussed on the view that mass media today are not based on face to face 
conversational contact but on a system of communication at a distance, whereby time and 
distance is compressed without the need for physical contact. Curran (1991) points out that by 
generating a plurality of understanding, the media should enable individuals to reinterpret their 
social experience, and question the assumptions and ideas of the dominant culture. Curran 
further argues that “a public sphere that functions economically and politically requires the 
institutional guarantees of a constitutional state with a goal to recreate the media as a public 
sphere in a form that is relatively autonomous from both the government and the market” 
(1991:102-103). However examples from Africa, where the broadcasting sector is continuously 
controlled and dictated to by governments and recently by the market, indicate the divergence 
of most public broadcasters from the idea of the public sphere. Secondly, the current trends of 
commercialisation in the media, especially the broadcast media, have made the concept of 
public service broadcasting as a public sphere problematic and almost non-existent (Carver 
1995). 
 
The role of public service broadcasting as a public sphere is highly constrained by state 
control. There are many examples where public service broadcasters have acted as little more 
than mouth- pieces of governments (Downing 1995; Curran and Seaton 1988). This is typical 
of most African states (see above section on control structure). According to Opoku-Mensah 
(1998), the media in post-independent African states were expected and pressurized to support 
the rulers in what in reality was the establishment and perpetuation of a subservient media, 
which lack legitimacy, editorial independence and professionalism. These experiences reveal 
the variety of different pressures that have been applied. Public service broadcasters have been 
censored by restrictive laws and regulations, undermined by being packed with government 
supporters, squeezed by refusals to increase government funding, intimidated by public and 
private criticism, and crushed through sackings of staff and threat of privatisation (Curran 
2000). 
 
Habermas (1989) pointed out that the public sphere was destroyed by the very sources that had 
brought it into existence. He argues that the development of the capitalist economy in the 
direction of monopoly capitalism, among other things, led to an uneven distribution of wealth, 
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to rising entry cost to the public sphe re. These trends represent the current developments and 
rise of direct control by private and state interests of the flow of public information in the 
interest, not of rational discourse, but of manipulation. As the study will demonstrate later in 
chapter five, the former appears to be the direction in which public service broadcasting in 
Uganda is destined. The impacts of the new developments of privatisation and liberalisation 
are already being felt in the public sphere. Changes in the realm of news, programming and 
presentation as well as editorial policy debates are slowly taking a new shape. 
 
Given the above discussion, it can be noted that there are three crucial features of the media as 
a public sphere: free access for all to the public space, the freedom of expression, and lack of 
empasis on status in debates (McQuail 2000).  Curran (2000) notes that the notion of the media 
as a public sphere with its role in the process of democratic participation has remained as a 
strong evaluation of the media in modern day capitalist societies. To fully appreciate this view, 
it is crucial to note that within liberal theory, the media is ideally reduced to the workings of 
the free market, where competition is allowed to proceed without protection of any kind. 
Through the free market the media is seen to facilitate expression, information and 
participation in debates for the functioning of democracy (Curran 2000). Liberal theory ignores 
other influences that do shape the media, including political pressures and private interests of 
media share holders, the pressure exerted through news management as well as the ideological 
power of leading groups in society (Curran 2000). 
 
2.2.2 The Role of Radio in the Public Sphere 
As a crucial part of society, the media can play a pivotal role as agents of information and 
debate that facilitate development and functions of democracy; providing public arenas for 
political participation and promoting accountability of ruling elites (Curran 2000). For these 
roles to be fulfilled however, the media must be perceived as legitimate, independent, diverse 
and professional. Public service broadcasting and other media can thus be perceived as an 
essential part of the new public sphere. The media do not only transmit but also shape the form 
and, to a certain extent the context of the message or content (Mano 1997). Therefore, radio 
programming can only function as a public sphere in mediated messages and a representation 
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sense. This means that the listeners’ interests and informational needs should be represented in 
all aspects of programming. 
 
The dimension of representation in the public sphere points to such basic questions as what 
should be selected for portrayal and how it should be represented as these choices have a 
bearing on the reception process, itself a socially interactive phenomenon. Hence, in terms of 
the public sphere, “there must be discursive interaction to permit and foster the processes of 
social interactionsm” (Dahlgren 1995:17). The issue becomes one of how to make the best use 
of public service radio representation for democratic purposes. From here, the study proceeds 
to isolate some of the key and specific roles potentially earmarked for public service radio (and 
other media) in the public sphere. These include: the public watchdog, agency of representation 
and the creation of an informed citizenry. 
 
 2.2.3 The Public Watchdog 
Among the major roles of public service radio in the public sphere is the watchdog function 
which is crucial for the democratic well-being of society. On the one hand, the watchdog role 
involves revealing abuses in the exercise of state authority, although it is sometimes extended 
to include facilitating a general debate about the functioning of government (Curran 2000). 
This is something which is essential in all forms of democratic theory. It has to do with the 
principle that choices made by those in power are to be publicly scrutinized and contested. The 
watchdog role according to Ansah (1991) is important mainly because a democratic 
government is expected to render account of its stewardship on a regular basis, 
The mass media constitutes the institutional framework for carrying out this 
function of regular monitoring and scrutiny to ensure the performance matches 
promise. In a democratic society actions of government are expected to be 
regulated by the force of public opinion, and the press or mass media in 
general is the most appropriate medium for gauging and reflecting this public 
opinion. In the absence of any such monitoring mechanism, there is a danger 
that government will become complacent, unresponsive and irresponsible. 
(1991:7) 
 
On the other hand, a broader definition of the watchdog role exists. Curran (2000) defines the 
watchdog role in terms of the media as a source of redress against the abuse of power of others 
that is other than the state. However, the difference between these two definitions is important. 
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Whilst the first one restricts the watchdog function to government, the second broadens it 
beyond the state to business, civil society and individuals. Most important of all, is the fact that 
the first definition of the watchdog role encompasses arguments from a much older perspective 
which would not trust public service broadcasting to a watchdog role owing to their supposed 
proximity to government. But, as Curran argues in his reassessment of the traditional approach 
of the public watchdog role, public service broadcasters enjoy some “publicly” based 
independence that enable them to perform the watchdog role more meaningfully at times than 
privately owned broadcasting concerns. Curran also points out that strong internal systems of 
checks and balances and fear of public disapproval are strong components in public service 
broadcasting’s performance of the watchdog role (Curran 2000). The other major role of public 
service broadcasting in the public sphere is that of representation. 
 
2.2.4 Agency of Representation 
The media as noted before, are viewed as agencies of information and debate that facilitates the 
functioning of democracy. For example, the media brief the electorate and assist voters to 
make an informed choice at election time. They also provide a channel of communication 
between governments and governed, which helps society to clarify its objectives, formulate 
policy, coordinate activity and manage itself. Curran (2000) contends that representation 
fosters channels of communication that link organised groups and social networks to the public 
arena. This approach assists the internal functioning of these groups and amongst individuals 
belonging to such groupings. This is essential because it encourages broader participation of 
citizens in society. At the same time, participation in multiple areas helps to create a 
democratic public sphere in which citizens are involved in decision-making. 
 
Public service radio is thus obliged to play the representation role through staging a public 
dialogue informed by a diversity of values and perspectives in entertainment as well as in 
public affairs coverage (Curran 2000). It should also facilitate the role in which citizens 
reinterpret their social experiences, and question the general direction in which society is 
heading. The representation of diverse views existing in society is necessitated by the need to 
give people the opportunity to define their “normative vision of the world and their place in it 
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through access to alternative perspectives of society” (Curran 1991:103). Public service radio 
is especially obliged to play this role owing to the public based privileges that it enjoys. 
 
A more advanced form of public representation which radio is well suited to play according to 
Curran (2000) is the realisation of common objectives of society through agreement or 
compromise between conflicting interests. This can be done in association with other media by 
facilitating democratic procedures for resolving conflicts and defining collectively agreed aims. 
Curran further contends that to meet these obligations the media need to be diverse and open. It 
must be accessible to society and enable it to see its questions and puzzles articulated, its 
uncomfortable contradictions explored, invisible experiences brought into the light, its 
marginalized groups allowed a voice (Curran 2000). However, the advent of commercialisation 
may not enable this to happen, as the goal of profit maximization is likely to compromise these 
values (Carver 1995; Curran 2000; McChesney 2000). Curran (2000) recommends that public 
service radio should be organised in a way that enables diverse social groups and organisations 
to express their views. It should also involve people in wider societal dialogue from their 
various positions of interest. 
 
To conclude this section, my argument is that the role of public radio as an agency of 
representation is very essential because it encourages wide participation in society, potentially 
creating, in public service radio, a citizens’ channel which allows the public to be heard and to 
receive essential information on citizenship issues. 
 
2.2.5 Informed Citizenry 
Opoku-Mensah (1998) and Murdock (1992) note that there are three crucial elements for 
people to exercise their full rights as citizens of a given society. Firstly, they must have access 
to the broadest possible range of information, advice, and analysis that will enable them to 
know what their individual rights are, thus enabling them to pursue those rights effectively and 
to make informed decisions and contributions on matters of social, political and economic 
concern in their lives (Opoku-Mensah 1998). Secondly, Murdock argues, they must have 
access to, and be able to use communication facilities in order to register criticism and propose 
alternative courses of action. Thirdly, they must be able to recognize themselves and their 
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aspirations in the range of representations on offer within the central communication sectors 
and be able to contribute to developing and extending these interpretations (Murdock 1992). 
 
Considering the potential role of public service radio discussed in the preceding sections, one 
can argue that public service radio broadcasters are obliged to foster and maintain citizenship 
rights to knowledge and information, for the democratic well-being of society. This would not 
be appealing to private commercial broadcasters, because such programming would not be 
attractive to advertisers. Murdock (1992) identifies four basic spheres in which such citizenship 
rights should be underwritten. The first sphere concerns civil rights in the sense of rights that 
are exercised in the sphere of civil society: freedom of expression; freedom of movement; 
freedom of association; and freedom of conscious.  Murdock contends that without these civil 
rights, it is impossible to work towards a fully democratic society based on open debate and a 
genuine competition for power. 
 
The second issue is that citizenship has to do with political rights to participate in the making 
and exercise of the laws by which one consents to be governed. In liberal democracies these 
entail both the right to choose between competing candidates for legislative assemblies, and the 
right to participate in the application of laws in courts through the jury system. Public service 
radio must therefore develop and maintain the existence of political rights so that all citizens 
know and make use of them. 
 
Other sets of citizenship rights are social and cultural rights based on the extended definition of 
citizenship as a right to membership of a social and cultural formation. This implies the right to 
participate in existing patterns of social and cultural life and the right to challenge these 
configurations and develop alternative identities and forms of expression. Opoku-Mensah 
(1998) also argues that public service radio’s role is important as it is obliged to provide 
information on social and cultural rights through its programming. The other crucial role of 
radio in the public sphere is that of entertainment. 
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2.2.6 Entertainment 
Representation via public service radio cannot exclusively be perceived in rationalistic or 
informational terms, radio can also be perceived as an entertainment and/ or enter-educate 
medium. Curran (1991) views public service radio entertainment, as one of the means by 
which people engage in an intuitive and expressive level in a public dialogue about the 
direction of society. A drama, musical, or a fictional magazine programme on radio is thus an 
important dimension in which public dialogue takes place and in this sense it is an integral part 
of the media’s informational role. The entertainment programmes on radio for example, are 
interlinked by the so-called serious ones such as news and current affairs or educational 
programmes, to provide a relief to listeners. In sum, public service radio is obliged to fulfil the 
entertainment function for the amusement and relief of its listeners. The public sphere concept 
in relation to the present study will be discussed further in chapter 5. 
 
2.3 Public service broadcasting in a State of Flux 
In the remaining part of this chapter, I will deal primarily with some of the reasons that have 
put public service broadcasting in a state of flux. The 1980s sand 1990s have seen two major 
changes in the world economy as well as in the political economy of the media: technological 
advancement and transfer as well as privatisation. Significant shifts in media industries, 
occurred when governments embarked on the exercise of re-regulating their air waves 
permitting private satellite transmission via both encryption and free-to-air, in addition to 
public service and private channels (Blumler 1992). 
 
Thus, public service broadcasters have to come to terms with a host of essentially novel 
conditions according to Blumler, there are:  
The termination of the monopoly sway of public service broadcasting bodies; 
an invasion of transnational forces at corporate, production and distribution 
levels; a shift from spectrum scarcity to multi-channel abundance; the 
unleashing of unprecedented competition for revenue and viewing shares; 
uncertainties about how the programming patterns on offer will be affected; 
associated uncertainties about likely shifts of audience preferences and tests in 
response. (1992:1) 
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In most societies where the above changes have taken place, public service broadcasting has 
been threatened with the sharp rise of commercial institutions resulting into a stiff competition 
for audiences who increasingly seek to be diverted (through entertainment) rather than 
represented. In response, public service broadcasters have consequently opted for more 
entertainment programmes. This has weakened the informational dialogue and link that used to 
exist between the media and the public (Opoku-Mensah 1998). In relation to this, Keane 
(1991) and Murdock (1992) point out that the dominant forms of commercial broadcasting 
stations do less to enhance the public sphere. This is because their operational goal is that of 
profit maximisation. In any case, stations driven by commercial considerations are generally 
unlikely to be interested in broadcasting to remote communities with little spending power.  In 
Uganda, for instance, five out of ten radio  commercial stations broadcast only in English and 
within a radius of about 150 kilometres of Kampala, the capital.  The state owned Radio 
Uganda by contrast, broadcasts everyday in twenty 23 vernacular languages in addition to 
Arabic, English and Swahili. 
 
It is clear that the decline of public service broadcasting is a threat to public service functions 
of broadcasting as a public sphere, against which it may seem that, the only remedy is the re-
introduction of strong state-regulated controls on private operators. However, such control 
would definitely be disliked by governments which have dismantled public service 
broadcasting. Boyd -Barret (1995) contends that it is difficult to see how a system dominated by 
private ownership can guarantee the diversity of information and argument required for the 
proper functioning of democracy and development. 
 
Boyd-Barret (1995) observe that, because market models of broadcasting are partly legitimated 
through a critique of the elitist and patronising aspects of public service ethic, an emancipatory 
rather than an oppressive conception of the public service ethic is needed to counter the 
arguments for a market-led broadcasting system. Murdock (1994) also argues that the 
liberalisation of broadcasting in Europe led to a sharp rise in foreign content. This is due both 
to the economics of local production and the fact that new distribution systems outstrip the 
supply of local programmes. This is the same situation pertaining in most African nations 
where broadcasting liberalisation has set foot. 
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In Uganda, for example, the rapid proliferation of commercial television, paved the way for a 
sharp rise in the amount of foreign programmes imported into the system particularly on 
Uganda Television, since the cost of the later outstripped the production of locally originated 
programmes by a very considerable margin. Similarly, playing foreign music on Radio Uganda 
has become a common phenomenon. The style of presentation has also had a considerable 
change in favour of more entertainment programmes. 
 
Another constraint to the public service broadcasting model as a public sphere is the tendency 
towards internationalisation of the media. Garnham (1980), while analysing the structures of 
televising in Britain, highlights the paradox that while media ownership, control and 
(entertainment) content become increasingly internationalised, it cannot be said that the 
media’s function is geared towards developing an international public(s) nor even a European 
public in the way that the BBC once created a national public for the United Kingdom. The 
media public affairs agendas today are not dominated by a systematic organised calendar of 
rituals and events similar to that of the BBC in its first three decades of broadcasting. This 
demonstrates the paradox facing public service broadcasters today whose quest for survival is 
being compromised by commercial considerations, and not considerations for public service 
principles and values. 
 
The impacts of commercialised broadcasting, however, will entirely depend on the terms on 
which competition is allowed to proceed. Britain was the first European country to introduce a 
commercial television service in competition with the public broadcasting system when the 
Independent Television Network  was launched in 1954. However, the private sector was 
carefully regulated to ensure a reasonable spread of ownership and to limit foreign 
programming to 14% of the total output.  Without these safe guards, moves to liberalise 
broadcasting serve to open up national markets to the major international corporations 
(Murdock 1994). 
 
In sum, I argue in support of Murdock’s (1994) view that the liberalisation and privatisation 
trends represent an unholy alliance between western governments desperate for growth and in 
competition with one another for that growth. This is coupled with multinational corporations 
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in search of new world markets in electronic technology and information goods and services. 
The result of this trend, Murdock (1992) argues, will be to shift the balance in the cultural 
sector between the market and public service decisively in favour of the market and to shift the 
dominant definition of public information from that of a public good to that of a privately 
appropriate commodity and the will to define audiences as consumers rather than citizens.  
 
Thus, the overall consequence of liberalisation particularly in developing nations, will be a gap 
between the number of voices in society and the number heard in the media. This is because 
the public media in the competition for audiences is likely to lose its values and norms and 
become more concentrated and homogenized. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has primarily discussed public service broadcasting theoretical perspective, in the 
process mapping out the ideal-type obligations that are expected of radio offered as a public 
service. The notion of the public sphere approach as revealed in the second part of the 
discussion, amplifies the importance of the various obligations facing public service radio and 
demonstrates how they are important for the democratic and developmental processes in 
society. This chapter has also highlighted theoretical concerns on the impact of 
commercialisation on public service radio programming. The next chapter presents a 
background to Radio Uganda. 
 
 
END NOTES  
_____________________________________________________________________ 
1 To inform the public on political, economic, social and cultural developments within the society; provide 
platform for debate and discussions of policy, choices and alternatives; play a watchdog for society over powerful 
institutions; entertain the public through appealing to emotions, fantasies and others and to represent a diversity of 
social groups by creating and sustaining identities and assist in mobilisation efforts, education not withstanding, 
are much more strengthened through public service broadcasting. 
 
2 In Britain, this point is illustrated by the BBC’s practice of asking for security clearance for new staff members, 
performers and contributors which became known in 1980. The vetting was carried out secretly and had nothing 
to do with access to knowledge. As in the Ugandan case, the broadcasters are hired through a civil service system, 
regards of their professional and technical qualifications (also see Kiyaga 1997). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
HISTORY OF RADIO UGANDA AND CONTEXT 
 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the establishment and development of Radio Uganda prior to the 
liberalisation of media services in 1993. It sets a basis for understanding the factors that led to 
this research and thereafter the findings of the research. In line with the public service 
broadcasting and the public sphere approaches, this historical account is vital to the 
understanding of Radio Uganda’s social responsibilities before commercialisation. The issues 
of programming, roles, funding, and control are discussed. 
 
3.1 A Brief History - The Uganda Broadcasting Service (1953 – 1963) 
The establishment of radio broadcasting in Uganda was as a result of recommendations by the 
Plymouth Report in 1937. This report, according to Kayanja (1994), contained views of the 
committee set up by the colonial government concerning the establishment of radio 
broadcasting in Uganda. Two years later, the Twinning Report paved way for radio 
broadcasting in Uganda (Miller cited in Kayanja 1994). Hence, Uganda Broadcasting Service 
(UBS) was introduced under the Colonial Ordinance Act and placed under full government 
control (Balikuddembe 1992). 
 
3.1.1 Control, Ownership and Financing 
In his study, Balikuddembe (1992) established that the channels of broadcasting in Uganda, 
both in colonial and post-colonial times, were to a great extent conceived on the grounds of 
serving the ruling power. As an illustration, Radio Uganda and Uganda Television are still 
owned and run by the government and since independence have been operated through official 
directives, laws, decrees and declarations of various political leaders. 
 
This mode of operation has its foundation in the 1958 Committee of Inquiry into government 
information services. The committee, Balikuddembe (1992) contends, had recommended that 
the Uganda Broadcasting Service  should be the immediate responsibility of a minister whose 
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portfolio would enable him to take an overall view of the country’s broadcasting affairs, 
problems and government policy as a whole. This trend continued even after Independence in 
1962. This is when the Uganda Broadcasting Service  became Radio Uganda  and was placed 
under then Ministry of Information and Tourism, with full government control and funding 
(Wamala 1992). 
 
3.1.2 Aims of Uganda Broadcasting Service. 
Whereas the aims of Uganda Broadcasting Service  at the time of its inception were associated 
with citizenry, to a greater extent they were meant to benefit the government of the day. These 
aims according to Balikuddembe (1992) included: 
· to link citizens closely with the colonial administration,  
· to foster confidence among the people and secure their cooperation in the measure 
taken for the country’s economic and social advancement, 
·  to kill rumours and combat subversive propaganda aimed at frustrating government 
measures and, 
· to  publicise Uganda abroad. 
 
Balikuddembe (1992) further notes that the above aims were drawn to combat the general 
strikes and anti-colonial propaganda that prevailed in the country at that time, following a 
survey done by a number of people including a BBC engineer, Graham Phillips. There was thus 
a centralised broadcast infrastructure to make radio specifically serve the intentions of the 
colonial administration and to foster development as Twinning, a British District officer put it, 
We envisaged the development of colonial broadcasting and its jurisdictions 
not only as an instrument of entertainment for Europeans and others of similar 
education but also as an instrument of advanced administration and 
development. (cited in Wamala 1992: 8)                                                                                                                 
 
                                                                                                                                              
Whilst the above statement seems rather obscure, the roles of Uganda Broadcasting Service  in 
relation to the concepts of public service broadcasting and the public sphere discussed in the 
preceding chapter were to a certain extent beginning to transpire through the mentioned 
functions: provide entertainment, advance colonial administration and enhance development. 
Despite the fact that radio was originally seen as a tool for serving the colonial interests, its 
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role in education and development was brought forward in the station’s subsequent 
programming.  
 
3.1.3 Programming at Uganda Broadcasting Service and later, Radio Uganda 
 
Wamala (1992) notes that regular broadcast at UBS begun with a pair of 250-watt medium 
wave transmitters providing 0.4-kilo watts to receive and transmit broadcasts to a radius of 15 
kilometres around Kampala, the capital city. To understand Twinning’s statement regarding the 
role of radio broadcasting in the colonial scheme of things, it is necessary to consider the 
implications of the term ‘development’ in relation to programming at UBS. According to 
Wamala (1992), subsequent programmes were geared towards enlightenment and education of 
the populace on issues such as agriculture, public health and political mobilisation. 
Agricultural programmes in particular, were meant to mobilise the populace to grow cash crops 
such as coffee, tea and cotton for the country as well as to provide raw materials for Western 
industries (Wamala 1992). 
 
In a related perspective, Balikuddembe (1992) notes that Radio Uganda’s mandate at its 
inception was geared towards the promotion of the country’s economic, political and social 
developments through public service broadcasting. Thus, public service broadcasting at UBS, 
according to Carver (1995), has roots in colonial broadcasting system modelled upon the 
British Broadcasting Corporation  and its core conception of   broadcasting discussed in 
chapter two. The programmes were in a multiplicity of languages since there was no lingua 
franca for all citizens. Later in 1954, the two-hour day broadcast of UBS chose to use English 
and Luganda as major broadcasting languages. These relayed international news from the BBC 
(Wamala 1992). 
 
On 1st November 1956, the UBS stopped relaying news from the BBC and started editing and 
compiling its own national and international news. In the same year, radio programmes 
increased from two to seven hours a day and more local languages such as Runyoro, Rutoro 
and Lugbara were introduced. English continued to serve the colonialists and Ugandan elites. 
By the end of 1960s, most of the community could receive radio programmes and by 1965 the 
station had two channels namely, Blue and Red. These broadcast in 16 languages for 98 hours 
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a week. The programmes included news (both local and foreign) and developmental 
programmes in the areas of agriculture, health and local drama (Wamala 1992). 
 
Following Uganda’s independence in 1962, the Uganda Broadcasting Service became Radio 
Uganda and fell under full government control. Airtime was increased and more vernacular 
languages were employed. Supported by short wave transmitters and more hours of 
transmission per channel, Radio Uganda was able to accommodate 22 of the local languages. It 
was also in 1962 that the commercial division was set up to cater for personal announcements 
such as death announcements, lost property and other personal issues (Wamala 1992). It was 
considered essential for people to communicate with each other on personal matters, thus, the 
introduction of the commercial section was more in the public interest than purely commercial 
motives. Wamala (1992) notes that the meagre revenue accruing from commercials was 
submitted to the government treasury to supplement the general financial allocation to these 
institutions. 
 
In 1969, government boosted radio capacity with four high-powered transmitters in Mawagga 
for the Mid-land section, Bobi for the Northern, Cheriba for the Western and Butebo for 
Eastern region. In this way, by 1971, each of the four main regions in the country was able to 
transmit to its people in their vernaculars for at least 8 hours a day. Major broadcasts included 
news in most of the languages mentioned above; developmental programmes like agriculture, 
health and the environment; religious programmes such as prayers, sermons and songs of 
praise; local drama, school broadcasts as well as foreign music (Balikuddembe 1992). By 
1975, the whole of Uganda and about 80 kilometres into the Congo had been covered. Radio 
Uganda however, remained fully controlled, owned and funded by government. 
 
In more general terms, there were programmes on Radio Uganda to supplement school 
education or to take core responsibility for instruction with the classroom teachers’ assistance.  
There were also out-of-school programmes to reach adults with basic literacy and numerous 
skills as well as more advanced distance education programmes at a higher school and 
university level (Kiyaga 1997). In addition, there were programmes to teach health, agriculture 
and nutrition issues as well as programmes to affect family planning decisions (as population 
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control measures) to the ever-increasing population. The populace were provided with informal 
education, adult training and more information diffusion programmes (Wamala 1992). 
 
This continued to be the state of radio broadcasting prior to the liberalisation of airwaves in 
1993. Categories of radio programmes and percentages of airtime on Radio Uganda as of 
March 1993 (shortly before liberalisation) are shown in the table below: 
 
Table 1: Categories of programmes and airtime allocation (Radio Uganda 1993) 
 
TYPE OF PROGRAMME 
 
PERCENTAGES OF WEEKLY AIRTIME 
Educational (agriculture, health,  
environment, and others) 
 
21% 
News and Current Affairs 33.2% 
Entertainment 17.1% 
Commercials and advertisements 25% 
Others 3.6% 
Total 100% 
Source: (Kayanja 1994: 29). 
 
Educational programmes are defined in the present study as those programmes geared towards 
creation of awareness amongst the populace on matters of public concern, with the overall aim 
of improving their lives (Jjuuko 1998). Such programmes tend to focus on issues such as 
agriculture, health, and the environment, among others. News and Current Affairs programmes 
are informative programmes on current issues in the country and the world at large. They 
include news bulletins in all the local languages, talk shows and highlights. Entertainment 
programmes include all sorts of amusements such as drama, local and foreign music, sports, 
folk songs and others. Commercial programmes are alsp defined in this study as those 
programmes produced and aired to acquire revenue. McQuail (1994) observes that content in 
such programmes is geared towards the direction of business consumerism. In the present 
study commercial programmes include: commercial spots, personal announcements and 
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infomercials. Programmes in the ‘others’ category include: station promotions, continuity 
announcements and musical interludes (see table 4 in chapter 5).  
 
It should be noted that this categorisation is based on the station’s different programme 
sections and the themes they represent. However the categorisation is also problematic. For 
instance, a drama programme can ably be located in the Educational category. For the purpose 
of clarity of analysis, this study has adopted the above categories (see table 4 in chapter5). 
Thus, the above table and the historical account of Radio Uganda’s programming prior to 
liberalisation, represents important aspects of public service broadcasting and its link to the 
public sphere, democracy and development. The developmental goal reflected in its public 
service broadcasting values, principles and norms is seen to focus on the public interest as 
illustrated by the categories of programmes indicated above. The figures indicate that at least 
75% of programmes were devoted to the needs of the citizens, in the areas of agriculture, 
health, news and current affairs, entertainment and other categories as determined by 
government. Meanwhile, commercials were allocated only 25%. 
 
3.2. Liberalisation of Airwaves in Uganda (1993) 
Liberalisation of media services in Uganda was part of the wider Structural Adjustments 
Programmes (SAPS) of the World Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that 
begun in 1987 (Kiyaga 1997). The whole purpose of liberalisation was to introduce 
competition into markets that were previously only served by the public sector. This trend 
according to (Murdock 1994) has happened in various degrees to the broadcasting sector in 
Europe, America and Africa.  In its publication, the World Bank (1992) puts Africa’s poor 
economic performance as a result of poor policies, macro-economic and sectoral, emanating 
from a development paradigm that gave the state a prominent role in production and in 
regulating economic activity. Protectionist trade policies and government monopolies reduced 
the competition so vital for increasing productivity. As a result, the state had to pull back from 
direct intervention and improve its capacity to provide basic services and a stable policy 
environment.  Kiyaga (1997) also notes, in support of the above view that: 
The government’s adoption of SAPS was due to lack of practical alternatives 
for addressing the deep economic crisis the country was facing, to eventual 
conviction by the government’s top officials of the necessity of adopting many 
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elements of the neo-liberal agenda, to absence of a strong, coherent anti-neo-
liberal lobby within the government structures and the broad Ugandan 
community, to some ‘nudging’ from the World Bank itself”.  (1997: 6) 
 
Liberalisation therefore has led to a formation of many media institutions in Uganda today 
particularly in the electronic media. According to Steadman & Associates (2000), there are 
over 15 radio and 6 television private commercial stations. Most of these media organizations 
are indigenous with neither previous experience nor exposure to broadcasting operations. 
When the Ministry of Information licensed them, there was no clear vision of what was 
expected of them. The optimum goal for many of these stations is to make profit without 
consideration for the moral obligations towards society (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). 
 
Thus, the role of public service broadcasting in Uganda is in transition particularly over the last 
eight years of liberalisation, deregulation and privatisation processes in the country. As a 
number of private commercial stations multiply, competition for audiences is sharpening. In a 
bid to cope with this competition, public broadcasters in Uganda are forced to introduce more 
commercial programmes, change programming and scheduling in favour of advertiser friendly 
broadcasts.  For example Radio Uganda as we have already observed in the preceding 
chapters, had to introduced four FM commercial stations namely: Star FM 98, Green Channel, 
Gulu FM 100,  and Kabale Station (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). Similarly, Uganda 
television had to shift transmission of developmental programmes such as This Farming World  
(an agricultural programme) from prime time to early hours of the day where the programme 
has no viewer-ship, to provide space for commercial or sponsored programmes. Being an 
employee of Uganda Television and producer of the above-mentioned programme, I was 
advised to look for sponsors in order to have the programme re-scheduled for prime time.    
 
The above scenario is an indication that national public service broadcasters  (Radio Uganda 
and Uganda TV) are slowly losing their public service mandate through pressures to 
commercialise so as to compete with the new independent private broadcasters. However, 
despite the fact that the number of independent private stations has increased, the diversity of 
locally produced programmes has not increased in the same way (Baguma et al in Muthoni 
2000). 
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3.3 Radio Uganda today 
Radio Uganda has infrastructure and transmission equipment that can ably cover the whole 
country (Kayanja 1995). There are short wave transmitters including one with 20 kilowatts 
capable of sending signals to almost the entire country and even beyond. In addition, there are 
medium wave transmitters in Butebo in the Eastern Region; Mawagga in the Central East, 
Bobbi in the Northern Region; and Kibira in the Central Region. Four other transmitters are 
located in the Southwest, Central and Northern parts of Uganda. The upcountry transmitters are 
situated in all areas of the country to enable the decentralisation of radio broadcasting to 
regional or lower levels.  
 
 Currently Radio Uganda transmits in 26 languages including Hindustani, Kishwahili and 
English. There are eight different sections for programme production namely: Politics and 
Economic Affairs, News and Current Affairs, Farm and Environment, Health, Religion and 
Culture, Gender, Sports and,  Presentation, Library and Transcription. Each of these sections is 
mandated to perform certain functions with clearly defined themes and goals that should come 
out in the programmes. Other key sections at the station include: Research and Public 
Relations , and the Commercial section. The station broadcasts every day for 24 hours on four 
channels: Red, Blue, Butebo and Green Channels. The latter is one of the commercial stations 
established soon after liberalisation. 
 
Thus, the station’s decentralised mode of broadcasting outlined above, is one way to ensure 
universality and diversity in its programming. This also prioritises Radio Uganda’s 
responsibility as the only broadcaster with nationwide reach, responsible for communicating 
matters of national interests to audiences of many languages in the remotest, rural parts of the 
country. Meanwhile, the public service mandate of Uganda’s public broadcasters, is being 
more clearly articulated, particularly in the context of the new Government White paper’s 
vision: 
The objectives of the policy are to ensure the provision of information 
for development to be as comprehensive as possible and so designed that 
it reaches its targeted recipients in the forms best adapted to their needs 
and the circumstances of reception. To secure these objectives, it is 
necessary to co-ordinate the available resources and channels for 
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communication notably Radio Uganda and Uganda Television. 
(Government of Uganda White Paper: Second Draft, January 1999:79) 
 
However, this does not match with the government’s funding commitment to the stations. In a 
bid to acquire revenue for the sustenance of public broadcasts, Radio Uganda is already in 
head-on competition with the new commercial stations. The current nature of programming at 
Radio Uganda therefore, as findings of the study show in chapter 5, highlights tremendous 
changes towards a commercial logic. How successful Radio Uganda will be in implementing 
the White Paper’s plan remains to be seen.  
The above discussion has provided a brief historical perspective of Radio Uganda from the 
time of its inception in 1953, to the time when Uganda liberalised her airwaves in 1993. The 
chapter has also given a background to the present day Radio Uganda, highlighting some of 
the current changes in programming that prompted this research. The next chapter presents the 
methods of data collection and analyses, employed by the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSES 
      
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the methodology used to carry out this study. In it I discuss: the research 
design, the physical location of the study, the population of study, sampling methods, research 
procedures as well as data analysis and processing. Finally, the chapter highlights some of the 
limitations to the study and how I endeavoured to overcome them. The above methodological 
approaches will be discussed in line with the questions raised in this study as well as their 
relevance to the aims of the study. 
 
4.1 Research Design 
Though largely qualitative, this study employed a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
methods of data collection and analysis. Hence, the techniques employed in the collection of 
data included: in-depth interviews and document analysis. I also reviewed the literature on the 
merits and demerits of public service broadcasting. An open-ended interview guide was 
designed to generate data from decision makers and producers on the prevailing changes at 
Radio Uganda. How decisions on programme production, scheduling and advertisements are 
made at Radio Uganda, constituted a guiding theme in the interviews. 
 
The qualitative research tradition was chosen because it allows the use of versatile techniques 
to understand social phenomena. It allows for a more focused analysis of experiences and 
perceptions (Lincoln and Guba 1995; Cantrell 1993). Lincoln and Guba observe further that 
qualitative methods are important because of their reliance on the human being as the key 
instrument of research: 
Qualitative methods are extensions of normal human activities: looking, 
listening, speaking, reading and the like. We believe the human will tend 
therefore, toward interviewing, observing and mining available 
documents and records. (1995:199) 
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Bryman (1988), notes that interviews in particular, are important in generating rounded account 
of a particular group or organisation since they require minimum guidance from the researcher 
and allows “considerable latitude for interviewees to express themselves freely” (1988:46). The 
flexibility of   in-depth interviewing in this study was important to get a wider understanding and 
description of the problem from the respondents’ personal perspectives as well easy interpretation 
of the respondent’s responses, and data analysis.  
 
I also studied and analysed Radio Uganda’s programmes schedules used before and after 
liberalisation to establish the extent to which commercialisation has influenced programming. 
McQuail (2000) notes that for many purposes of analysis of mass communication (for instance, 
assessing change or criticising performance) we need to be able to characterise the content of 
particular media and channels. Content analysis, according to Robinson and Reed (1998), is the 
reviewing of data to elicit recurrent themes. This method was, however used in a preliminary way 
eschewing the complexity involved in its conduct. This is the basis of schedule analysis. 
Scheduling according to Ellis (2000), defines the basic programme choices which define a 
broadcast service (2000). Therefore, analysis of programme schedules provided a concrete basis 
of analysing and discussing part of the inside character of public service radio programmes. In 
the first place, I categorised programmes in their different genres. Whilst the second stage was 
the analysis of programme schedules using public service principles and values as basic 
informative guidelines.  
 
 4.1.1 The physical location of the study 
The study was conducted in Kampala at the headquarters of Radio Uganda. Since the objectives 
of the study were primarily to establish the influences of commercialisation on programming, it 
was deemed important to conduct the study at the station’s headquarters. These premises host a 
variety of the station’s activities and accommodate the majority of the staff amongst whom, were 
the primary informants namely: decision makers, managers, heads of sections and senior 
producers. The secondary informants included: junior producers and others. Radio Uganda also 
houses the production studios for almost all the programmes. These premises therefore provided 
an appropriate study area to establish the existing changes in programming at Uganda’s public 
service radio. 
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 4.1.2 Population of Study   
The study population comprised of a diversity of respondents, but targeted a specific category of 
respondents, decision makers and other vital players in Radio Uganda : 
· The Acting Director of Information 
· The Commissioner for Radio Uganda 
· The Controller of Programmes 
· The Chief Commercial Manager 
· The Chief News Editor 
· Heads of Sections  
· Programme producers.  
 
These interviewees were important in assessing the extent to which commercialisation has 
influenced the current changes in programming. Interviews with producers were important as I 
wished to gauge how they understand their responsibilities, roles and expectations in the new 
order. The criteria for selecting the above interviewees was largely flexible and open ended but 
still, restricted to the fact that these have a significant input in Radio Uganda’s programming, 
especially in the areas of production, presentation, advertising and marketing, purchase, and 
control of the programming decisions. The above areas emerged as key aspects throughout the 
course of study. 
 
4.1.3 Programme Schedules 
Programmes schedules were the major documents reviewed. Due to the overwhelming 
amounts of programme schedules that were available for analysis, a systematic sampling 
technique was adopted. The universe was all programme schedules used in 1991, 1996 and 
2000. These represent two years before liberalisation (whic h occurred in 1993), two years after 
its introduction, and three years later (see table below in the sample size  section). From each of 
these years, I selected programme schedules for a two-month period based on the station’s 
annual pattern of quarter programming. Quarter programming at Radio Uganda is a minimum 
13-week schedule that programmes are planned. I therefore examined and analysed January 
and March schedules, from the first quarter of each of the three years.  
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This stratified random sampling method allows for the appropriate representation of schedules 
for the different programme genres (Deacon, et al., 1999), thus facilitating the assessment of 
the frequency and recurrence of programmes in the genres: educational, informational and 
entertainment (sponsored and non-sponsored), and how much time is allocated to them. This 
approach is useful to identify trends in programming over the years (Deacon, et al., 1999). The 
choice for these categories was based on the Reithian tradition of public service broadcasting 
mission: to inform, educate and entertain.  
 
   4.1.4 Sample Selection  
   Given the qualitative nature of this study, purposive sampling was used to select the study 
respondents. This type of sampling was applied due to the following reasons:  
a) The study aimed at specific and in-depth information from officials directly involved in 
decisions and actions regarding programming and programme production at Radio 
Uganda.   
b) The study also targeted a specific category of programme schedules, that is, a certain 
proportion of schedules of programmes produced before and after liberalisation of the 
airwaves. 
By conducting research with such respondents and schedule proportion, the researcher 
expected to get deeper understanding of the subject of the study and  a wider perspective into 
the problem. 
 
4.1.5 Sample Size 
A total of 18 respondents were selected to be interviewed for this  study. Also, a three-year 
sample of programme schedules was selected for analysis. Categorisation of the sample size 
for both respondents and programme schedules is shown in the tables 2 and 3 below.   
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Table 2 Categories of respondents 
Category of respondents Number 
1) Decision makers (policy and programming, controller of 
programmes) 
4 
2) Programme managers 3 
3) Heads of programmes 4 
4) Programme producers 6 
5) Retired programmers 1 
Total 18 
  
 
Table 3 Programme schedules for the selected years  
Year Month Number of schedules 
1991 January and March 62 
1996 January and March  62 
2000 January and March 62 
Total  (3 years) 6 months  186 
 
 
4.2 Research Procedure 
I discussed the content of the research instruments with my supervisor, who advised me on 
how the instruments could capture information from the respondents. He then provided me 
with a letter of introduction to the relevant authorities at Radio Uganda notifying them about 
my research agenda and objectives. This instrument (the letter) was very useful in obtaining 
permission to undertake the research in the study area. 
 
Before conducting interviews I had to generate data from library documents and programme 
schedules. Therefore I approached the Presentation Section where the Presentation Officer was 
very co-operative and availed me with all the required information and the programme 
schedules for the period of analysis. These shed light on the research issues and interview 
guides. Based on the resulting analysis, I then proceeded with the interviews.    
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I made appointments with the various respondents at the hours and venues of their own choice 
and convenience. Most interviews were carried out in their offices. Others were interviewed 
outside of offices to avoid disturbances from fellow workers, friends and even visitors while in 
office. I worked closely with the Commissioner of Radio Uganda, the Controller of 
Programmes, the Presentation Officer and a Senior Programme Producer, to make 
appointments with the various respondents in their respective sections, at the hours and venues 
of their own choice and convenience. This made the respondents to fully co-operate during the 
in-depth interviews. 
 
The duration of the interviews ranged from 45 minutes to 1 hour depending on how 
informative and patient the respondents were. The probing technique was employed where the 
respondents had not clearly or adequately answered the questions. At the onset of each 
interview, I explained to the respondents the purpose of the study, thus their consent was 
obtained in all cases. Due to the fact that the study targeted detailed qualitative data, I 
personally conducted all the interviews. A tape recorder was used in order to capture the details 
of the interviews.   
 
All in all, it took me four weeks to collect the required data for this research. 
 
4.3 Data Analysis and Processing 
Qualitative and quantitative techniques were employed in analysing the data. The process 
begun with the transcription of all the interviews taped. The information was then typed and 
manually analysed using themes and code categories in the interview guides and the conceptual 
framework.  
 
During the analysis a list of beliefs, opinions, ideas, observations, statements and attitudes 
expressed for each topic (theme) of the interview was made. The statements were coded in the 
left margins of the interview reports, and comments were coded in the right side margin. The 
statements were further categorised into new themes, depending on the resulting and 
subsequent analysis. Answers from the different respondents were then compared to establish 
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the most occurring responses and these were used in the analysis and interpretation of the data. 
The data was summarised in a narrative form and the most significant quotations are used to 
illustrate the major findings of the study presented in Chapter five. Relevant and reviewed 
literature is also used to discuss the findings of the study. The above is in line with Jensen and 
Jankowski’s view that “drawing of conclusions centrally involves the researcher as an agent of 
analysis and interpretation”. (1991:64).  
 
Using a quantitative approach, programme schedule analysis involved three major stages. 
Firstly, the classification of programme genres into 5 categories coded as A: News and Current 
Affairs, B: Educational and Development, C: Entertainment, D: Commercial programmes and 
E: Others (see table 4 for in chapter 5). Secondly, counting of programmes that were aired 
under the various categories during the study period. This was done with an assumption that all 
categories of programmes might have been equally affected by sudden changes to the 
programme schedule. Thirdly, the exercise also involved calculating the time allocated to the 
different programme categories using morning prime-time broadcasts, morning broadcasts, 
afternoon broadcasts, evening prime -time broadcasts and late night broadcasts variations. 
 
4.4 Limitations to the study 
A few methodological, practical and theoretical limitations were encountered during the course 
of study. 
 
Some respondents, especially producers, at the outset, did not feel free to air out their views 
because of the secrecy oath associated with civil servants in Uganda. These, before being 
deployed into service, take an oath never to reveal any inside information regarding any 
government institution under which they serve. However, I repeatedly explained to these 
respondents the purpose of the study and that it was purely for academic purposes. I requested 
the respondents to detach themselves from their official capacity as civil servants, but be 
objective in analysing the current changes at Radio Uganda.  As a result, I managed to obtain 
their full co-operation. This helped a great deal in shaping the trend of the interviews.   
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 In spite of the limitations cited above, the study was successfully conducted. The next section 
presents and discusses the findings of the studying, in accordance to the research issues and 
assumptions mentioned in the first chapter.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
FINDINGS, INTERPRETATIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This study set out to determine the extent to which commercialisation has influenced Radio 
Uganda’s programming in the era of liberalisation and commercialisation of media services in 
Uganda. The study is based on the hypothesis that Radio Uganda amidst competition with 
private commercial stations for audiences and revenue, is moving away from its public service 
mandate to programming that is commercially oriented. In this chapter I present and discuss 
the findings of the study. The interpretation and discussion are dictated by the objectives of the 
study as stated in chapter one, and informed by the theoretical considerations and literature 
review in chapter two. The chapter combines findings from in-depth interviews, programme 
schedules analysis, and documentary (secondary) data. The findings are presented, illustrated 
and corroborated with quotations arising from in-depth interviews with the following 
interviewees: 
· the Director of Information and Secretary to the Broadcasting Council: Okullu-Mura 
· the Commissioner of Radio Uganda: Jack Turyamujuuka 
· the Controller of Programmes: Charles Byekwaso 
· the Presentation Officer: John Alinaitwe  
· the Chief Commercial Manager: Paul Olungi 
· the Chief News Editor: Magemeso Namungalu 
· Heads of Sections: Sylvia Nakabugu, Richard Baguma, Joyce Gunura, Mary Irene 
Kaboole,   
· Producers and others 
 
For the purpose of clarity of analysis, data is presented and discussed concurrently, under the 
various sections. Due to the qualitative methodology employed in this study, the findings are 
presented in a narrative rather than the statistical form, based on seven major themes namely: 
i. Indicators of change in programming towards commercialisation.  
ii. Perceptions of public service broadcasting, 
iii. Radio Uganda’s mandate, 
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iv. Issues of funding, 
v. Programming policy 
vi. Programme production and scheduling 
vii. Commercialisation 
 
 5.2 Indicators of change in Radio Uganda’s programming towards commercialisation 
In this section I present a summary of findings in respect to the changes in Radio Uganda’s 
programming towards commercialisation. These changes are further discussed through out the 
whole presentation under the various sections and later in respect to public service 
broadcasting principles in the last section of this chapter, titled general discussion. My 
investigations have established numerous changes at the public radio during the era of 
liberalisation. Most significant and apparent changes include: the introduction of commercial 
channels, the replacement of 
 non-sponsored programmes with sponsored programmes, an increase in commercial airtime, 
commercialised content programming, a change in programme formats and scheduling, and the 
plans to make the institution autonomous of government control and financing. 
 
Despite its emphasis on public service broadcasting, Radio Uganda has now taken on a new 
role and mandate of generating revenue out of its service. Firstly, Radio Uganda has created 
commercial channels namely: Star FM and Green Channel. These channels according to the 
Commissioner of Radio Uganda are purely commercial and programming is different from that 
of mainstream Radio Uganda: 
These channels have a lot of freedom in their programming. For example Star FM.100 
would not find it difficult to advertise cigarettes, beer or condoms. As public service 
broadcasters we cannot touch such issues. Even the public now believe that Star FM is 
not part of Radio Uganda because of their recent nature of programming. (Interview 
with Jack Turyamujuuka, commissioner, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 13/07/2001) 
 
Trends in programming over the years as evidenced in interviews with various respondents 
indicate a shift from emphasis on programming for citizens’ needs towards a more commercial 
oriented programming. For example there is more emphasis on entertainment programmes and 
the style of presentation has also changed in favour of more talk shows and live broadcasts. 
The Controller of Programmes said: 
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Our programmes are much better. On top of talk shows and the emphasis on economic 
development and rural people, we are also emphasizing some relief to our listeners. We 
produce some fun and entertainment to hold them before sending the message. In the 
past we used to talk for some 30 minutes and then people would switch off. But now 
when we hear some body playing good music on another radio station, we also change 
in order to attract the audience. (Interview with Charles Byekwaso, Controller of 
Programmes, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 13/07/2001) 
 
On the one hand the above may be a sensible strategy, as it suggests that once there is 
listenership the developmental programmes can be promoted. On the other hand, most of these 
programmes are neither pre-planned nor researched so they may not be the right ones for the 
listeners’ needs. But as Chibita (1999) notes, these are the resulting effects of the competitive 
environment in the broadcasting sector in Uganda born of liberalisation. She further contends 
that in such a situation broadcasters (both private and public) have to come up with 
programming that captures as much of their target audiences as possible from their rivals: 
This means among other things, that they must select and package the programmes so 
that for the average member of the audience, they do not take too much sophistication 
to appreciate. Entertainment programming in this respect wins over public affairs 
programmes. (1999:28)  
 
 
The Controller of Programmes also supports the above view. He maintains that the need to win 
a large proportion of audiences and a high volume of advertisements at Radio Uganda today is 
greater that ever before. Faced with the stiff competition the station is left without any choice 
but to adopt entertainment programming and therefore commercialisation: 
When we had the monopoly, nobody was competing with us. Today we are competing for 
audiences we must know what the audiences want and find means of giving it to them. We are 
therefore trying to change our programme content and quality to suit our listeners’ needs. 
(Interview with Charles Byekwaso, Controller of Programmes, Radio Uganda,  Kampala, 
13/07/2001) 
 
My investigations have also established that even within the course of programmes, sponsors 
and their products are promoted. The management of Radio Uganda however has no problem 
with this arrangement. According to the Controller of Programmes educational and 
developmental programmes would be good to attract advertisers: 
Our programmes are much better, people like them unlike these private stations which 
are just for the urban areas and they do not address issues such as agriculture, health 
and the environment. For us we go so much deeper into these issues. Therefore, it 
would be attractive to advertise even within such programmes. Agricultural inputs for 
example can be promoted within an agricultural programme. And so by advertising in 
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such programmes, our revenue base is strengthened. (Interview with Charles 
Byekwaso, Controller of Programmes, Radio Uganda, Kampala 13/07/2001) 
 
The shrinking government funding apparently has a bearing on the level of commercialisation 
at the public radio. Today, government has seriously reduced its financial commitment to the 
Public Broadcasters: Radio Uganda and Uganda Television (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). 
Therefore the need to capture the audience and acquire sponsorship for the production of 
programmes has led to various compromises. The diversity of programme sources for example, 
is tipped in favour of particular kind of sponsor and preferred programming, as evidenced by 
statements of the various producers interviewed, particularly the head of the Gender section: 
Now we prefer money. We have set aside the public service role and our major goal is 
to generate revenue. Partly because of the need to finance public broadcasts, but also 
because we need to entertain our listeners, this is what every station is doing and we 
don’t want to lose our audience to private stations. (Interview with Joyce Gunura, head 
of the Gender section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 20/07/2001)  
 
Sponsorship of programmes has become a principle determinant in the initiation and 
maintenance of programmes on the station. Producers cannot initiate their own programmes 
due to lack of resources. Instead, sponsors initiate the programmes and as result these sponsors 
dictate the content and design of “their” programmes. This does not only compromise and 
threatens the professional aspects but also undermines public service broadcasting values and 
principles. Broadcast output is equally affected as one producer clearly put it: 
We are no longer selective about what should be the content of our programmes. In 
most cases the programme sponsor dictates what to cover and whom to interview, what 
are the key issues he or she thinks should be highlighted. Some sponsors even go to the 
extent of phrasing the questions to be asked. We have tried very much to reason with 
these people on issues of production ethics, but without production funds one cannot 
have enough bargaining power. (Interview with Rose Komugisha, Producer, Radio 
Uganda, Kampala, 12/ 07/2001)  
 
This study has the objective of comparing Radio Uganda’s performance before and after 
liberalisation. Worth pointing out therefore are the changes in programme scheduling from 
shorter and brief slots to longer blocked slots. Originally, programmes were allocated between 
15 - 30 minutes each. Today according to the Presentation officer, John Alinaitwe, the slots are 
longer and they take a magazine format whereby various programmes from a particular genre, 
region or based on language, are packaged in one long block of between 1 – 3 hours of 
broadcast time. This kind of programming “attracts and holds the audiences’ attention thereby 
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keeping them from tuning to other stations” (Interview with John Alinaitwe, Presentation 
Officer, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 22/07/2001). 
The precarious financial circumstances prevailing within Radio Uganda, compels the station’s 
programmers to place sponsored programmes in peak times and others, often very relevant to 
the stations mandate such as agricultural and environmental programmes elsewhere, because of 
the need to deliver more listeners to advertisers in order to attract revenue. This is simply 
because it is profitable to run advertisements during peak times. 
 
Data has also indicated clearly that airtime allocation to commercials and spot advertisements 
entirely depend on the turnover of advertisers. As the Chief Commercial Manager testified in 
section 5.7.9, “as long as there is business airtime will be allocated to any commercial 
programme any time”. This is an indication that commercialised programming today takes 
precedence over public service programming at Radio Uganda. 
 
However, the mandate of Radio Uganda is currently at stake in the sense that the station is a 
public service broadcaster and not a commercial broadcaster. The public obligation that it has 
to fulfil compels it to offer a lot of free services to the public. Nevertheless, there is the issue of 
costs, without a steady financial source there is no future for Radio Uganda as a public service 
broadcaster. Slowly but surely commercialisation is taking shape. The plans of turning the 
station into an autonomous institution leaves it without any other choice but to place its 
financial base on commercialised programming. In the absence of alternative funding that will 
provide more protection from market forces, Radio Uganda like most public service 
broadcasting institutions the world over as observed in chapter 2 will continue to face 
constraints on its ability to provide quality programmes in the interest of listeners. 
 
In sum, the shrinking government funding of public service radio appears to be fast changing 
the complexion of public service radio programming to one largely targeted at listeners 
packaged as consumers. This trend is not unique to Radio Uganda. As Siune and Hultèn (1988) 
noted, funding of public channels is steadily changing face: 
The changing business environment has gradually found its way into the 
public service television sector. Most public channels are partly financed 
by advertising and earlier restrictions have often been eased. Sponsorship 
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and merchandising is encouraged to help increase, or at least protect the 
revenue sources for these channels. (1988:24) 
 
Most interviewees: producers and administrators were obviously in favour of the above 
opinion. They maintained that commercialisation is an inevitable course for Radio Uganda in 
the current environment, especially when government is withdrawing its financial support. 
Nevertheless, their preference is for a more methodical and considered strategy. They believe 
that systematic commercialisation is a straight way towards autonomy from government 
control or any other economic interference (sponsors). There is a strong feeling that properly 
executed commercialisation will promote rather than suppress the public service mandate of 
Radio Uganda. In the next section, I present the various perceptions of public service 
broadcasting at Radio Uganda.  
 
5.3 Perceptions of public service broadcasting at Radio Uganda 
In line with the focus of this study, I wished to investigate what my interviewees understood          
by the concept of public service broadcasting. The criteria of arriving at what exactly 
constitutes public service broadcasting especially in the African context has often been difficult 
for researchers and academics, as different governments have adopted different models 
(Syversten1992). Backed by the various interviewees’ statements, this study has established 
that the definition of the concept of public service broadcasting, its principles, values and 
norms, remains an unresolved task for the institution as well as government. Radio Uganda’s 
Chief Commercial Manager, however, closely defines public service broadcasting from the 
perspective of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)  Model. In terms of this model, 
public service broadcasting is publicly funded, operated in a non-profit way, and is required by 
law to meet the informational needs of all citizens (McQuail 2000; McChesney 1997; 
Tomaselli 1994). The Chief Commercial Manager Radio Uganda puts it this way: 
My understanding of public service broadcasting is the heavy reliance on the provision 
of a service to the public, irrespective of what its economic value is. This calls for a 
public funding commitment and the accountability of broadcasters to the public. 
(Interview with the Chief Commercial Manager, Radio Uganda, Paul Olungi, Kampala, 
16/07/2001) 
 
Several respondents asserted that public service broadcasting is associated with state ownership 
and funding and therefore has an obligation of serving the majority interests and needs of the 
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general public. In line with some of the features of public service broadcasting as discussed in 
chapter 2, they noted that the nature of public service programming, should cover important 
aspects of human life such as health, nutrition, agriculture, environment, taxation, civic 
education and others, as deemed necessary for citizenry. In the words of Charles Byekwaso, 
the Controller of Programmes, Radio Uganda:  
Public service broadcasting is the type of broadcasting owned by the state and broadcast  
for the needs of citizens. Certain programmes must be geared to cater for all informational  
needs of the public, especially those issues that directly affect their lives. (Interview with  
the Controller of programmes, Charles Byekwaso, 13/07/2001) 
 
Most respondents interviewed stressed the above as crucial elements of public service 
broadcasting. These perceptions do concur with the traditional definition of public service 
broadcasting in the African context. In this regard, public service broadcasting is associated 
with state ownership, control and financing with major roles: to inform, mobilize, educate and 
entertain the populace on matters of public concern (Opoku-Mensah 1988; Baguma et al in 
Muthoni 200; Carver 1995). The studies on perceptions of public service broadcasting, 
established another strong argument that Radio Uganda performs more of a government 
service role than a public service role and therefore the station cannot claim to serve in the 
public interest. The Assistant Head of Politics and Economic Affairs said: 
We respond more to the government demands than really the public interest. One can 
argue that government represents the public, which is true to a certain extent, but I 
would think that, citizens’ needs and not government’s wants is what should be 
propagated and transmitted to the listeners. (Interview with Richard Baguma, Assistant 
Head, Politics and Economic affairs, Radio Uganda, Kampala 12/07/2001) 
 
 
In relation to the above, the term “public interest” seems difficult to define. It is arguable 
therefore, that public interest is a meaningful term to refer to those interests considered 
necessary for the well being of every one in Uganda. Chibita (2001:28-29) contends that some 
people have hijacked the phrase “public interest to mean what the public is interested in” rather 
than what is the best interest of the majority of society, in terms especially of information and 
culture. 
 
Reflecting back on the traditional public service broadcasting model, as outlined in chapter 2, 
we note that it has three basic functions: firstly, to inform the public on political, economic, 
social and cultural developments within society; secondly, to educate or enlighten people of the 
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nation as a whole and thirdly, to entertain them with programmes of high standards and good 
taste (Tomaselli 1994). From the Ugandan perspective, there is a fourth function: mobilisation. 
However, the function of generating revenue at Radio Uganda is also being clearly articulated. 
For his part, the Acting Director of Information Okullu-Mura, whose portfolio is charged with 
the responsibility of overseeing ‘important’ information for public consumptio n, observed that 
public service broadcasters in Uganda today have two major and important functions. Firstly, 
due to their state funded status, they are obliged to provide a service to the public, secondly, 
due to the broadcasting aspect, these institutions should also incorporate a commercial 
component, so that they generate revenue to contribute to the consolidated fund, which is 
normally ploughed back into the service.  
 
5.3.1 Public service and the Economic factor 
Among the objectives of this research was to establish whether Radio Uganda in post-
liberalised Uganda, still maintains its public service values and is not driven by profit motives. 
On the issue of the economic factor in relation to the present environment at Radio Uganda, 
the Chief Commercial Manager revealed that the present day Radio Uganda is not driven by 
public service principles, but instead it is openly commercially motivated. This has resulted 
into an impasse, as to where Radio Uganda places its loyalties. The Chief Commercial 
Manager was more pragmatic in saying that the institution does not close doors to revenue 
making possibilities: 
As head of commercial operations, I am compelled to show the output in terms of 
commercial revenue collections in a given financial year. If it is not satisfactory, I must 
justify why it has fallen short of the expectation, and possibly try to ensure that the 
collections meet the target. Now, that is why there is a dilemma in the issue of public 
service broadcasting. If government expects a certain amount of revenue collection, 
then the public service broadcasting obligation is out of question. As a public service 
institution we would be concerned with what people need and not what people can buy. 
(Interview with Paul Olungi, the Chief Commercial Manager, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 
16/07/2001) 
 
 
The above scenario leaves the concept of public service broadcasting without bearing. During 
the interviews,  the Chief Commercial Manager, the Acting Director of Information and the 
Controller of Programmes, confirmed that they are obliged to meet the public’s informational 
needs yet are also compelled to meet the revenue collection obligation. The Chief Commercial 
manager said: 
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We may not need the judiciary in this country to come and advertise with us. But as 
public service broadcasters, we need to educate the masses on the roles of the judiciary. 
When talking about the constitution for example, we should not expect the 
Constitutional Review Commission to pay us in order to educate and mobilize the 
public on issues of the constitution, yet of recent, these are, all, avenues of revenue 
collection. (Interview with the Chief Commercial Manager, Radio Uganda, Paul 
olungi, Kampala, 16/07/2001) 
 
The above puts Radio Uganda in a big dilemma in trying to meet the two areas that require the 
station’s attention: to serve the public interest and to meet the revenue collection obligation. At 
a later stage, I will present findings on the actual programming of Radio Uganda, which is 
indicative of the redefined roles of the station in view of the prevailing competition in the 
broadcasting sector. In the next section, I present and discuss the station’s mandate. 
 
5.4 Radio Uganda’s mandate 
The focus of this theme was to find out the mission of Radio Uganda, its scope of coverage, 
transmission aspects, and target audience. The study has established that, Radio Uganda is 
mandated to maintain a reliable radio station that meets the expectations of the public. Both the 
Commissioner and the Controller of programmes maintained that the station’s chief mission is 
to educate, inform and mobilise the public. These functions as noted in chapter 3, are modelled 
upon the BBC and are in line with the public service broadcasting values (Kiyaga 1997). Due 
to the advent of liberalisation and hence commercialisation, the station is of recent mandated to 
generate some revenue on a small-scale basis. Being a government institution, programming 
tries to address aspects specific to government policies (The Uganda Broadcasting Service 
(Advertisements) Regulation, and Programme Code1962). The Commissioner, Radio Uganda 
contends: 
So our role first and foremost is to inform the populace of the policies of government 
then we try to mobilise the people to respond to these policies, educate them on how to 
improve their lives and all sorts of news. (Interview with the Commissioner, Radio 
Uganda, Kampala, 13/07/2001)  
 
 
5.4.1 Target audience 
Radio Uganda, as part of its mandate to address developmental needs of the citizens, chiefly 
addresses the rural community where poverty levels are high and where activities such as 
agriculture (the back bone of the country’s economy) are conducted. According to the 
Controller of Programmes, the station broadcasts in 24 of the 52 local languages to reach these 
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communities “in their own languages which they understand better”. Other languages 
employed at Radio Uganda include: Hidukistan, Kiswahili and English, the national language 
for the general information of the elite. 
 
However, the Commissioner contends that the use of many languages is problematic especially 
in the new order where government has cut down on its budget expenditures on public 
institutions. This in a number of instances has implications on the station’s mandate to reach all 
communities in the country: 
Because of our public service role we try to address everybody wherever they are 
irrespective of whether we get money or not. This is a bit of a problem for us especially 
where resources such as production funds are inadequate. (Interview with the 
Commissioner Radio Uganda, Jack Turyamujuka, Kampala, 13/07/2001) 
 
 
Indeed with a limited budget, producers and reporters in the least cannot reach the rural areas 
to cover local issues and news. As the next section demonstrates, Radio Uganda cannot claim 
that it mainly targets the rural population. This is due to the poor signals that have been 
identified as a major obstacle to the achievement of a universal service. Limited finances at 
Radio Uganda have been a recurrent problem raised through out the interviews. 
 
5.4.2 Scope of coverage and Transmission aspects 
According to the Controller of Programmes, Radio Uganda covers 90% of the country and has 
recently established satellite transmission whereby its broadcasts are received in different parts 
of the world such as Japan, United States of America and others. The controller of Programmes 
disclosed further that there are plans in the near future to cover the entire country, through the 
introduction 26 Frequency Modulation (FM) radio stations. Projections of FM stations are that 
they will receive programmes from the station’s headquarters (Radio Uganda, Kampala 
station) and redistribute them in all the regions. 
 
The Commissioner of Radio Uganda however, advanced that the scope of coverage is beyond 
90%. He said that the station has the capacity to cover the whole country, backed by a 
countrywide distributed infrastructure. This infrastructure includes: Mawagga medium wave 
transmitter located in the Central region, Cheriba transmitter in the West, Butebo in the East 
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and Bobbi transmitters in the Northern region. In addition, there are two short wave 
transmitters as well as the newly installed Frequency Modulation (FM) transmitters. These 
transmitters boost both Radio Uganda’s new commercial channels: Star FM and Green 
Channel. 
 
However, the Assistant Head of Politics and Economic Affairs contradicts the above 
statements, he maintains that whilst the station’s scope of coverage is theoretically claimed to 
be national, some parts of the country especially the rural areas experience poor signals. These 
hamper the station’s target of a universal service. 
When you travel to places like Kabale the clearest of the Blue Channel which is 
supposed to be for the Western and Central regions is around Kabale town where there 
is booster transmitter. Outside that, the medium wave signal is very poor, so listeners in 
those areas do not pick the signal. The same problem pertains in Karamoja (North East) 
where there was an attempt to put an FM channel, but due to lack of resources to run it, 
these plans flopped. Hence, the Karimojong rely on the neighbouring Kenya radio 
station, for their news and other programmes. In West Nile, it is a struggle to pick the 
red channel signal for Radio Uganda and therefore, that community listens to Rhino 
FM, a local Commercial station. So this is an indication that it is not a universal reach, 
and besides no one has made an attempt to research on the real scope of coverage of 
Radio Uganda. (Interview with the Assistant Head of Politics and Economic Affairs, 
Richard Baguma, Kampala, 12 /07/2001) 
 
Issues arising from the above statements raise two crucial concerns on the aspect of public 
service broadcasting. First, public service broadcasting by its very definition is supposed to be 
widely available to the benefit of all citizens (McQuail 2000 and McChesney 1997). Therefore 
by covering 90% of the country, Radio Uganda does not make its programmes widely 
available to all citizens as it is expected under its public service mandate. 
 
Secondly, where one lives: rural, remote or urban, should make no difference to the service one 
gets. Such aspects as the potential listener’s failure to have a radio set should be the restrictions 
on them rather than the unavailability of transmission signals, as the Assistant Head of Politics 
and Economic Affairs indicated in the above interview. Mano (1995:72) also points out in this 
regard, “public service radio should strive to have its signals available even to the remotest and 
poorest parts of the country”. 
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5.5 Issues of Funding 
Historical trends brought out in this study postulated that Radio Uganda has been largely 
funded by government. However recently, the station has embarked on the generation of 
revenue through commercialised programming. The money generated from commercial 
revenue however, is submitted back to the consolidated fund in the government treasury, and 
therefore the station does not have access to it. “If we need part of it we have to apply for it but 
sometimes we do not even get it”, said the Controller of Programmes. He further argued that 
funds allocated to Radio Uganda are insufficient even to finance programme production: 
I would say that we are ‘starving’ because the money we get from the pool, from the 
budget is not sufficient. People don’t seem to prioritise our programme production 
needs. After applying, even a year can elapse before getting logistics such as equipment 
and spare parts and these are also ‘peanuts’. (Interview with Charles Byekwaso, the 
Controller of programmes, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 13/07/2001) 
 
Nevertheless, there are plans according the Commissioner of Radio Uganda, of making public 
service broadcasters in Uganda (radio and television), autonomous institutions. They will be 
called agencies and will be required to generate their own revenue through commercialised 
programming. They will also have full allowance from government to spend the money as 
deemed necessary. The proposal and feasibility study have been finalised (Baguma et al., in 
Muthoni 2000). What remains is the blessing from government and for it to release its grip on 
these institutions, and thus implementation will take place. The Commissioner alluded further 
that Radio Uganda will be under completely different management: 
In the new order we will have our own chief executive who will be allowed to spend 
the money depending on the needs of the station. This means that we will also be able 
to plan much more that we do now, depending on the revenue we will be collecting. 
The money will also be used to motivate staff. (Interview with the Commissioner, 
Radio Uganda, Jack Turyamujuka, Kampala, 13/07/2001) 
 
The major debate arising from the above point is whether Radio Uganda as an autonomous 
institution will be able to sustain itself without any funding support and commitment from 
government. In the theoretical discussion in the second chapter of this study, it was noted that 
the universal transmission of programmes is a primary justification of operating broadcasting 
as a public service (Curran and Gurevitch 2000; McQuail 2000; McQuail 1994 and Reith, cited 
in Tomaselli 1994). This is also the major reason why the license fee for example is 
compulsory to every one owning a radio or a television set in countries such as Britain, 
Norway and Sweden (Blumler 1992 and Siune and Hultèn 1998). Therefore, the universal 
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access of programmes is a crucial area of the principle on which public service broadcasting is 
based.  In the next section, the study attends to the subject of programming that Radio Uganda, 
as a public service broadcaster, provides for its listeners especially in the era of 
commercialisation. 
 
5.5.1 Financial Constraints 
Before I present and discuss the operations of the different programme sections at Radio 
Uganda, It important to note that public service broadcasters in Uganda are financially 
constrained. Radio Uganda and its sister institution, Uganda Television, were originally run 
under the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting with a full ministerial budget. However, 
since 1999, the Ministry of Information became a Department of Information under the Office 
of the President. This has affected the operations of these institutions in two ways: First, the 
Office of the President has its own priorities that are quite different from those of the public 
broadcasters and which are given prominence. According to Sylvia Nakabuggu the head of 
Farm and Environment section, certain plans, programme proposals and projects from the 
Information Department are abandoned, rejected or simply ignored. Second, other 
organizations and agencies like the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and The United 
States Agency for International Development  (USAID), which used to fund these institutions, 
cannot directly do so today because of the many bureaucracies that prevail. 
 
Under a fully-fledged ministry, Radio Uganda had full mandate to draw plans, projects and 
budgets under its jurisdiction thereby carrying out its plans and functions effectively, but once 
the Ministry of information became a Department under the Office of The President, its budget 
allocation lowered. It should be noted that before there was a vote for each programme 
production section. Producers would originate proposals and access the funds without going 
through unnecessary delays. In the new order however, there is a line of bureaucracies that 
must be followed, before budgets and proposals are approved. This bogs down the operations 
of the station especially in view of the journalism profession where time and deadlines are 
critical factors (Interview with Sylvia Nakabuggu, head Farm and Environment section, Radio 
Uganda, Kampala, 07/2001). 
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It should be noted that the above changes are the result of liberalisation and commercialisation 
of media services (Blumler 1992). The fact that private stations can earn revenue and sustain 
themselves, serve as a point of reference for government to withdraw its funding commitment 
to public service broadcasters. The financial constraints as the study demonstrates in the 
upcoming sections, have impacted on public service broadcasting functions in many ways. 
Notably the production of programmes entirely depends on the availability of a sound budget. 
Also, the introduction of commercial programmes pushed many public service broadcasting 
programmes off the schedules. Again with the new structure in management the vote allocation 
for programme production is no longer available. The task is therefore entirely left to the 
producers who have to seek for funds from public, private and non-governmental organisations 
to fund their programmes. This, according to the Head Farm and Environment, compromises 
the public service values and principles. The funding institutions in most cases are the 
originators and the source for the programmes and therefore they are likely to influence 
programme content as well as message design: 
If you listen to most of the programmes we produce today, you will realize that they are 
public relations programmes (PR), whereby the sponsor will need to be promoted in the 
programme and also dictate over content to suit his own objectives. This definitely has 
an effect on the end results in that the programme does not reach its targeted audience, 
hence cannot achieve the intended objectives. (Interview with the Head of Farm and 
Environment, Sylvia Nakabuggu, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 22/07/2001) 
 
The above is a common phenomenon throughout the various sections of Radio Uganda. Even 
where the programmes are studio based, producers are given handouts commonly referred to as 
“envelopes”. Handouts are defined as freebies or bribes. With their meagre salaries most of 
them are tempted to accept these handouts. This, as noted earlier has great influence on the 
final product (the programme) as it will shape the trend of its post-production, as producers 
will tend to please their benefactors. Asked about how they have been able to cope with the 
prevailing competition and all the problems of shrinking government funding, the head, Farm 
and Environment said: 
It has not been easy, some how we are just surviving through people who are still 
interested in the station. We still have an audience who are still interested in our 
programmes especially in the areas of health, agriculture, politics and economics and 
listeners’ favourites. But we will soon lose these people if government does not come to 
our rescue. (Interview with Sylvia Nakabuggu, head of Farm and Environment, Radio 
Uganda, Kampala, 22/07/2001)  
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The issue of financial constraints tends to run across all programme production sections of 
Radio Uganda. This is a major dilemma of broadcasting as a public service. As Dahlgren 
(1995) and the Peacock Committee (1986) observed, there must be a funding commitment by 
the public, in this case government, to support these institutions in exchange for their 
obligations and mandates (also see Reith cited in Tomaselli 1994). Such obligations are not 
likely to be on the agenda of private broadcasters because they do not attract advertisers 
(Kayanja 1994; Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000; carver 1995). The financial dilemma facing 
Radio Uganda will be discussed further in the subsequent sections especially that on 
programming. For now, the study explores the aspect of policy on programming. 
 
5.6 Policy on Programming. 
The purpose and major focus of this theme was to establish whether government has a policy 
on the programming of public service broadcasters, as well as the newly established private 
commercial stations. The study has established that the policies on broadcasting programming, 
performance and establishment of broadcasting stations, for both public and private stations, 
are still in the formation stage. These policies are developed under the government White paper 
and the Broadcasting council. 
 
5.6.1 The New Policy: Information and Communication for Development 
As mentioned above, the Government of Uganda (GOU), is currently developing a new policy 
in the government White Paper titled, Information and Communication for Development . The 
policy is aimed at “identifying gaps, contradictions, and conflicts in the current flow of 
information between government and the public” (Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000:131). The 
policy is done in consultation with key public, private and civil society stake holders, 
ministries and regional governments, civil society organizations, communication utilities 
(including commercial providers of electronic services), schools and churches. According to 
Baguma et al., all types of communication are considered in making the White Paper: 
electronic media, newspapers, folk and traditional storytellers, and informal social exchange 
(Baguma et al., in Muthoni 2000). Among many other recommendations, the White Paper 
proposes that government should, 
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merge Radio Uganda and Uganda Television into a new independent 
public broadcasting corporation, decentralise Radio Uganda, encourage 
private broadcasters to cover the whole country and transmit 
developmental programmes. (2000:131-132) 
 
The Director of Information, who is also the Secretary to the Broadcasting Council, Okullu-
Murra, observed that the essence of the policy in relation to Radio Uganda is to ensure that the 
station fulfils its mandate of informing, entertaining, mobilising and educating the public. The 
Broadcsatingcouncil is also in the process of formulating a policy in respect to the above and to 
ensure that private stations meet a certain percentage of the public’s informational needs. 
 
5.6.2 Policy on Private stations according to the Broadcasting Council 
The formation of the Broadcasting Council in Uganda was to oversee, guide and regulate the 
activities of broadcasters, particularly private broadcasters. As noted above, government 
through the Broadcasting Council is trying to establish a regulatory framework and criteria for 
private media, including clear rules for broadcasting responsibility.1 The Secretary to the 
Broadcasting Council, Okullu-Murra, said that whilst the policy induces even private 
broadcasters to broadcast a certain percentage of developmental programmes, experience has 
shown that these institutions have allocated very little time for such programmes. He explained 
that the Broadcasting Council only awards licenses to these institutions, on condition that they 
will devote a certain percentage of airtime to developmental programmes, geared towards 
educating the populace on aspects of national development. This has been the case elsewhere 
with similar institutions responsible for broadcasting regulations. The Media Institute of 
Southern Africa (MISA) for example, gives prominence to the principle of balancing the needs 
of both the general audience as well as a more specialized audience, before awarding licenses 
to applicants (Barker 2000). 
 
That being the case however, according to the Secretary to the Broadcasting Council, these 
institutions have not lived to their expectations. This, in the first place is due to the fact that 
commercial stations entirely depend on commercial revenue for their operations and survival. 
Therefore, the motive of profit maximisation is greater than anything else. This means that they 
have to produce and package programmes that will attract advertisers. Second, because this 
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requirement is not on paper yet, its implementation is still a major challenge. Finally, the 
Broadcasting Council does not have the capacity (both material and human resource) to 
monitor programmes aired on all radio stations effectively (Interview with the Secretary to the 
Broadcasting Council, Okullu-Mura, Kampala, 24/07/2001). 
 
Nevertheless, according to the Secretary to the Broadcasting Council, the public has been 
involved in monitoring the activities of radio stations especially the progr ammes that are aired. 
When for example, any member of the public detects any offensive information (to the 
citizens) on a particular radio station, she or he is mandatory to inform the Broadcasting 
Council, which follows up and resolves the matter.2 In the next section I present and discuss 
data on programme production and scheduling at Radio Uganda. 
 
5.7 Programme Production and Scheduling 
Under this theme, I present the findings on the issues of programme production and 
programming.  I will discuss the factors that influence the production, time allocation, and the 
different categories of programmes at Radio Uganda. The term “sponsored programmes” is 
used here to refer to those programmes with any part of their cost production or transmission 
met by an organisation or person other than Radio Uganda, with a view to promoting its own 
or other’s name, trademark, image, activities, products, or other direct or indirect commercial 
interests (Mintel cited in Brian Sturgess 1992: 40). 
 
5.7.1 Programme Production  
The findings presented under this section on programme production and scheduling, establish a 
great deal of education and information provided by Radio Uganda via its various programme 
sections. However, I have also observed a steady penetration of commercialisation into the 
operations of the public service radio. These are basically due to the shrinking government 
funding of the station. There are certain loopholes in the packaging of the programmes as well 
as inclusion and sourcing.  
 
There are eight diffe rent sections for programme production at Radio Uganda namely:  
· Politics and Economic Affairs,  
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· News and Current Affairs, 
· Farm and Environment,  
· Health,  
· Gender, 
· Religion and Culture,  
· Sports  
· Commercial sections.   
Each of these sections is headed by a head of programmes with clearly defined goals and 
themes that should be represented in the programmes. Other key sections at the station include 
Presentation, Library and Transcription, Research and Public Relations. 
 
The controller of Programmes revealed that the greatest proportion of content is local  (99%) 
and the remaining 1% is made up of foreign music. The Politics and Economic Affairs section 
provides a platform for debate and discussion on national, political and economic issues. The 
News and Current  Affairs section, deals with the production of both local and foreign news.  
Both Farm and Environment, and Health sections, operate under the genre of educational and 
developmental programmes. Religion and Culture was initiated to cater for the diversity of 
cultures in the country, while Gender caters for programmes geared towards marginalized 
groups, notably women, children and the disabled. The Sports section promotes and covers 
sports events.  The Commercial section is responsible for revenue collection accruing from the 
major commercial outlets discussed in the second part of this chapter. 
 
5.7.2 Programme schedules 
In addition to the methodological approaches stated in chapter 4 of this study (sections 4.1.3 – 
4.1.4), I will briefly justify the need to analyse Radio Uganda’s programme schedules. The 
purpose of schedule analysis was to establish whether there are changes towards commercial 
logic at Radio Uganda.  This was in line with the observations of McQuail (2000), when he 
noted that for many purposes in the study of mass communication, for example assessing 
change or criticizing performance, the researcher should be able to characterize the content of 
particular media and channels. 
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Scheduling according to Ellis (2000:24), “defines the basic choices which define a broadcast 
service”. Therefore, through the analysis of programme schedules before and after 
liberalisation and thereafter conducting interviews, I was able to locate the changes that exist in 
the programming of Radio Uganda. In this study, the schedules provided me with information 
on how long particular programmes have been broadcast for, at what time, or simply how 
many such genres of programmes are aired per given time. Most importantly the schedules 
provided a basis upon which I located a range of programmes in the early listening, prime time 
and late night listening categories at Radio Uganda. This is however not to say that the 
programme schedules detailed the exact content of programmes, rather, the point is that the 
schedules acted as informative guides to the kind and type of programmes that were aired 
during the period studied. 
 
To recap on the approaches mentioned in chapter four, a systematic sampling technique 
facilitated the selection of programme schedules from a period of 3 years. The population was 
all programme schedules used in the years: 1991, 1995 and 2000. These years represent two 
years before liberalisation (which occurred in 1993), two years after its introduction and four 
years later. Based on the stations annual pattern of quarterly programming, I examined January 
and March schedules from the first quarter of the years 1991 and 1995. Then I examined April 
and June schedules from the second quarter of the year 2000. 
 
The above stratified random sampling method facilitated the assessment of the frequency and 
recurrence of programmes in the genres: informational, educational, entertainment (sponsored 
and non-sponsored) and commercial programmes. This approach is in line with Deacon, et al,’s 
(1999) view that the technique of stratified random sampling does not only allow for the 
appropriate representation of schedules for the different programme genres but is also useful to 
identify trends in programming over the years. 
 
Thus, I analysed the schedules based on four major types of programme genres categorised as 
A: news and current affairs, B: education and development, C: entertainment, D: commercial 
programmes. Other aspects in programming and scheduling such as continuity announcement, 
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musical interludes and opening prayers were categorised as E. Table 4 below provides the 
description of programmes under the mentioned categories.  
 
Table 4: Description of programme categories. 
 
PROGRAMME CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
 
A 
News and Current Affairs 
 
 
 
- News bulletins in all local languages 
   including English 
- Informative programmes on current affairs, 
highlights. Talk shows 
 
 
B 
Education and Development 
- Agriculture and Environment 
- Gender and Health 
- Religion and Culture, 
- Economics, politics and other social    welfare 
related programmes 
- Children’s programmes 
 
 
C 
Entertainment 
- Sports 
- Drama 
- Local and foreign music 
- Folk songs 
- Listener’s favourites 
-  Others. 
 
D 
Commercials 
- Advertisements (commercial spots) 
- Personal announcements 
- Sponsored programmes 
E 
Others 
- Opening prayers, Continuity announcing, 
 Station promotions and musical interludes. 
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Educational programmes as defined in chapter 3 are geared towards creation of awareness 
amongst the populace on matters of public concern, with the overall aim of imp roving their 
lives (Jjuuko 1998). They focus, as indicated in the table above on issues such as agriculture, 
health and the environment, among others. News and Current Affairs programmes are 
informative programmes on current issues in the country and the world at large. Entertainment 
programmes include all sorts of amusements such as: drama, local and foreign music, sports, 
folk songs, children programmes and others. The criteria for arriving at these categories is 
historical. As noted in chapter 3, Radio Uganda’s programming was modelled upon the BBC, 
thus the various genres represented the stations public service broadcasting mandate which 
must be reflected in the stations programming as stipulated in ‘The Uganda Broadcasting  
Service (Advertisements) Regulations and Programme Code, (1962)’.  
 
As mentioned earlier on in chapter 3, the above categorisation of the programmes is based on 
the station’s different programme sections and the themes they represent. These categories are 
also problematic. For instance, drama programmes can ably be located in the Educational 
category.  
 
5.7.2.1 A survey of Schedules for the period 1991; 1995; 2000. 
 
Table 5: Volume of programmes aired during the period of study 
Year 1991 1995 2000 
Number of programmes 2220 2206 2366 
 
Table 5 above shows the total volume of programmes (in all categories indicated in table 4), 
aired on Radio Uganda during the period of study. That is, January and March 1991 and 1995 
respectively, and April and June for the year 2000. The results from the above figure show that 
there was a 1% fall (14 programmes) in the total volume of programmes aired between 1991 
and 1995, while the number rose by 12% (146 programmes) in the year 2000. Four major 
conclusions can be drawn from the fall in 1991 and 1995 and  the rise in 2000. First, it is an 
indication that Radio Uganda in 1995 had not gained stability from the shocks of liberalisation 
and competition from private stations. Second, liberalisation as observed in the introductory 
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chapter, had come with social, political and economical challenges. For instance, according to 
the Presentation Officer, the station was losing its producers to the new commercial stations 
and therefore there were few producers to produce the programmes thirdly, the issue of limited 
funding hindered programme production. In the year 2000 however, the rise of programmes 
can be attributed to the introduction of new programmes more so, commercial or sponsored 
programmes. 
 
Table 6: General study of 6 months’ sample of programmes transmitted on Radio Uganda 
for the period: 1991; 1995; 2000.  
Programme 
categories 
1991        
January        
and  
March 
Total % 1995 
January 
  and 
March 
Total % 2000             
April 
and 
June 
Total % 
A 618 56% 594 54% 700 59.1% 
B 850 76.5% 616 55% 692 58.4% 
C 182 16% 194 17% 216 18.2% 
D 418 38% 620 57% 716 61% 
E 152 14% 182 16.5% 42 4% 
Total 2220 200% 2206 200% 2366 200% 
The percentages are rounded-off to whole number.  Source: Radio Uganda Library. 
Key: A: News and Current Affairs; B: Educational and development; C: Entertainment; 
         D: Commercials and E: Others   
 
Table 6 reflects the total amount and percentage calculations for the programmes produced and 
aired on Radio Uganda during the period of study, in all the five programme categories or 
genres, namely: News and Current Affairs, Education and Development, Entertainment, 
Commercial and others (see table 4 for category description).  The sample depicts a high 
volume of educational and developmental programmes at 76% and news and current affairs at 
56% in 1991. Commercials and entertainment programmes had not gained popularity and 
therefore did not attract much attention from schedulers as indicated by their lower percentages 
of 38% and 16% respectively.  
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However, the schedules indicate an increase in the amount of commercial programmes from 
38% (418 programmes) in 1991 to 57% (620 programmes) in 1995. This was the beginning of 
the existing changes at Radio Uganda today. The bulk of commercial programmes included, 
commercial spots and sponsored programmes. Education and development and, news and 
current affairs programmes also remained important in 1995 in the second and third position 
after commercials, at 55% (616 programmes), and 54% (594 programmes), respectively.  Less 
attention was paid to entertainment programmes as depicted by the low figures of 17% (194 
programmes) in the year 1995. 
 
Whilst news and current affairs remained fundamental at Radio Uganda in the year 2000, there 
was a preponderance of commercial programmes at the station during the period of study. 
Commercial programmes constituted 61.5% (716 programmes of the 2366) of programmes 
aired on Radio Uganda in April and June. The time they occupy range between 30 seconds for 
commercial spots to about 30 minutes for personal announcements and sponsored programmes. 
Thus, the schedules generally revealed a steady rise of commercialised programming from 418 
programmes (38%) in 1991, to 716 programmes (61%) in 2000. In contrast, educational and 
developmental programmes experienced a steady fall from 850 programmes (76%), in 1991 to 
692 programmes (58%) in the year 2000.  News and current affairs remained stable throughout 
the period of study at 56% on average. 
 
The rise in commercial programmes and a fall in education and development programmes can 
be attributed to three major factors. First, most education and developmental programmes have 
now been replaced with commercial programmes; second, as data from in-depth interviews 
will show later, there has been an introduction of advertisements even within programmes; the 
third factor is that some educational and developmental programmes have now been 
commercialised as sponsored programmes, for example, Export Panorama, Facts about Life  
and Electoral Commission  programmes. Note should be taken that these programmes have 
been categorised in both the Education and Development and the Commercial categories. 
Although these programmes still carry public service principles and values, the nature in which 
they are being produced as data indicates, is changing to favour the sponsors’ objectives. The 
third factor on the one hand has positive implications for public service broadcasting 
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programmes as this will help to sustain public broadcasts. On the other hand, as data from 
interviews will indicate later, sponsors and advertisers have a tendency of dictating content of 
these broadcasts thus undermining the public service programme values and principles. 
 
5.7.2.2 Time-Space allocation 
The study identified the time and space occupied by each of the programme categories: News 
and Current Affairs, Educational and Development, Entertainment, Commercial programmes 
and others (see table 4 for description). It is assumed that all the categories of programmes 
might have been equally affected by sudden changes to the programme schedule. Therefore the 
data from programme schedules for the year 2000 provides a window into the time -space 
allocation for the categories of programmes indicated in table 7 below. The exercise involved 
calculating the time allocated to the different programme categories using morning prime-time 
broadcasts, morning broadcasts, afternoon broadcasts, evening prime-time broadcasts and late 
night broadcasts variations, for a typical Monday transmission.  
     
Table: 7 showing total time allocated to the different categories of programmes. 
Time         A           B         C         D        E 
Morning prime-time 
broadcasts 
(6:30-8:30) 
1 hour 15 minutes          - 45 minutes       - 
Morning broadcasts 
(5:59-6:30) 
(8:30-12:00) 
15 minutes 2 hours 1 hour 45 minutes 1 minute 
Afternoon broadcasts 
(12:00- 18:00) 
2.5 hours 2.44 hours 15 minutes 1 hour 1 minute 
 
 
 
Evening prime-time 
broadcasts  
(18:00-21:00) 
2 hours 15 minutes 
 
- 1.45 hours        - 
Late night broadcasts 
(21:00-24:00) 
30 minutes         - 45 minutes 1.45 hours        - 
 
 
 
Total 6.15 hours 5.14 hours 2 hours 6 hours 2 minutes 
Key: A: News and Current Affairs; D: Educational and development; C: Entertainment; 
          D: Commercials and E: Others   
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Table 7 reflects the amount of time for the different programme genres aired on a Monday in 
June 2000.  The schedules revealed that news and current affairs programmes as well as 
commercials feature prominently during prime-time listening, whereas educational and 
entertainment occupy more time during non-peak listening. Generally the schedules reveal that 
most news and current affairs programmes like Main News (in all languages) and commercials 
like Personal announcements and spot advertisements, are aired for 15 minutes mostly during 
prime-time listening. This is in contrast with educational and developmental programmes, 
which, as indicated on the schedules are aired during non-peak listening hours. The same 
applies to entertainment programmes, which are aired during very late hours, usually at 
bedtime (see appendix 4, Monday).  
 
This section has presented and discussed data on Radio Uganda’s programming that emerged 
from programme schedules. The next section presents data on the operations of the different 
programme sections at Radio Uganda that emerged from in-depth interviews. The interviews 
were conducted based on the programme schedules analysis.  
 
5.7.3 News and Current Affairs 
The News and Current Affairs section deals with the production of both local and foreign 
news.  The Chief News Editor is the overall head and under him are sixteen reporters, many of 
whom report for Uganda Television as well. There are basically two categories of news:  The 
main news which provides a variety of bulletins in almost all the local languages mentioned 
earlier, and the longer and comprehensive version of news titled “News Hour”.  This is 
transmitted everyday at 8:00 pm for one hour. According to the Chief News Editor, Magemeso 
Namungalu, the editorial policy of Radio Uganda newsroom is that the biggest news makes 
headlines, but the important issue is that the news content should not contradict government 
policies. 
 
Similarly, in an interview with the Controller of Programmes of Radio Uganda, it was 
established that whilst there are no government restrictions on programme content, producers 
and reporters are expected to be self–censored, to avoid those stories, which contradict the 
‘good’ intentions of government. He also said that the station follows the guidelines and 
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regulations of the Broadcasting Council and the foreign policy of the country, to avoid 
conflicts with neighboring countries. 
 
On the performance of Radio Uganda’s Newsroom, the Chief News Editor observed that 
although the Newsroom is constrained with lack of logistics such as operating funds, transport 
and equipment, coupled with inadequate staff, the station is still the best in the country.  News 
has a wide coverage, is credible and reliable.  He further stated that even the new FM stations 
rely on Radio Uganda for their news tips and verification of their stories.  The public largely 
depends on Radio Uganda to verify news bulletins on FM private stations. 
People listen to news but many claim that these stations run untrue, speculative and 
biased stories, so the public still have to tune in to Radio Uganda to verify the stories 
they have heard on the private stations. (Interview with the Chief News Editor, Radio 
Uganda, M. Namungalo, Kampala, 18/07/2001) 
 
While the above is the notion amongst many schools of thought at Radio Uganda, other 
findings of this study have indicated that the newly established commercial radio stations have 
claimed a large proportion of audiences from Radio Uganda. These stations tend to put 
emphasis on current and updated news. For example, on some radio stations a summary of the 
news is transmitted at the top of every hour, whilst on others, news updates are aired every 
after 20 minutes. According to research conducted by Steadman & Associates (2000), on radio 
listenership highlights in Uganda, Capital Radio one of the private stations was the leading 
station in total listenership with 90%, while Radio Uganda had the lowest at 9% as indicated in 
graph 1 below.  
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Graph 1.  Radio Listernership Highlights 
Total reach in greater Kampala 
 
Source: Steadman & Associates (U) Ltd. 2000: 17 
 
The graph above shows that Capital Radio 93.1  is the leading station in total listernership at 
82%. Radio Simba and Central BroadcsatingService (CBS) 88.8  follows at 69% while CBS 
89.2  also follows closely at 66%. Sanyu and Radio One  are closely competing for total 
audience at 54% and 57% respectively. Radio Uganda’s Star FM,  a commercial channel is 
listed with 44% of listenership. The mainstream Radio Uganda, tailed with only 9% of total 
listernership in Kampala the capital city. This is a clear indication that the newly established 
commercial radio stations have claimed a large proportion of audiences from Radio Uganda. 
 
5.7.3.1 Discussion of the News 
Through interviews with most producers on the main news bulletins at Radio Uganda, the 
study revealed a high concentration of government ministers and top government officials, as 
recurrent actors in most of the news stories. Based on my observation of the news content of 
public service broadcasters, top government officials particularly the presidency and the 
cabinet are featured in almost all the news bulletins on Radio Uganda and Uganda Television. 
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The above officials share this spot with judges, ambassadors, politicians and corporate 
executives. The ordinary citizen is frequently not covered in the news unless in connection 
with a disaster. This also applies to the foreign news usually obtained from CNN International, 
Radio Deutschewelle, BBC  and Canal France International , where news reports tend to cover 
high profile people such as celebrities, politicians and of course, catastrophic incidents. 
 
The findings above are similar to those of Mano (1997) and Dahlgren (1995), where the latter 
points to the category of ordinary citizens in Zimbabwe who do not seem to make much entry 
into the “who category” of Zimbabwe Television (ZTV)  reporters. This, he contends, 
contradicts the public service philosophy which requires public service broadcasting to give 
space to as many diverse publics as possible.  It is however arguable that those issues 
represented in these stations’s news are of news value in as far as the definition of news is 
concerned. As McQuail (2000) and McChesney (1997) have argued, all citizens including the 
minorities should be given equal opportunities of representations on public channels (also see 
Thompson 1990; Mano 1995; and Habermas 1989). This situation however, has not only been 
evidenced by the advent of commercialisation, but one can argue that the current trends of 
commercialisation have only hastened the situation. 
 
In interviews with the different respondents, various views on the frequent concentration of top 
officials and corporate executives in the news and other programmes were advanced. The chief 
News Editor, Radio Uganda, refuted this ‘allegation’, saying that they use the “5 W’s”(what, 
who, where, when and why) in their approach and whatever and whoever is newsworthy 
enough gets coverage. 
The biggest events make news, if the prominent people have made news we cover 
them. If they come up with interesting issues, that is what we go for because news is 
something interesting. (Interview with the Chief News Editor, Radio Uganda, M. 
Namungalo, Kampala, 18/072001) 
 
In contrast, other respondents pointed to the limitations of logistics such as equipment, 
transport and staff allowances to travel around the country and be able to accommodate more 
actors into the news. Hence, some segments of society such as the rural populace, are usually 
left out. Accordingly, there were only two vehicles available for all the production staff 
(reporters and producers). These vehicles are also shared with Uganda Television. 
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Furthermore, there were a handful of recorders available for reporters and programme 
producers. This situation encourages Radio Uganda reporters and producers to cover the not so 
distant conferences, workshops and meetings occurring in and around Kampala, the capital 
city.  
 
When asked whether or not the officials pressurise them for coverage, most reporters and 
producers rebuffed my claim saying that they are professionals who can stand their ground. 
According to Richard Baguma, the head of Politics and Economic Affairs section, since 
liberalisation, Radio Uganda is experiencing a higher degree of editorial independence and 
institutional autonomy. Producers and management are more liberal with the decisions on the 
sources and content of their various programmes. 
 
In general, one may assert that the over-concentration of official actors in Radio Uganda news 
has a bearing on the issue of limited resources that is prevailing at the station.  My observation 
is that the unrelenting lack of operating logistics induces producers and reports to cover those 
institutions that are willing to “foot the bill”, in terms of transport, staff allowances and related 
expenditures. Therefore the bigwigs in high offices have the ability and potential to do so. 
 
In sum, evidence from the interviews shows that the biggest percentage of Radio Uganda’s 
main news bulletins appear to concentrate on top officials as main actors leaving out the 
ordinary citizens. Common events also seem to rotate around workshops, seminars and 
meetings that are around the capital city leaving out the rural areas. This contradicts the public 
service broadcasting principle that radio should provide a universal service. The next section 
explores the activities and the programming of the Politics and Economic Affairs section. 
 
5.7.4 Politics and Economic Affairs 
The Politics and Economic Affairs section was put in place to provide a platform for debate 
and discussion on national, political and economical concerns. Major themes emphasized by 
this section include but are not limited to matters concerning local administration, the law, and 
economic issues of the country in general and households in particular. About sixty 
programmes are produced every week under this section in all the 25 (local and English) 
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languages discussed earlier in the second part of this chapter. Broadcasts are often live and 
they take the discussion formats, usually inviting guests mainly politicians, corporate 
executive s and subject matter specialists to come and ‘discuss, share and exchange views’ with 
the public through phone-in dialogue. The head of the section Richard Baguma, emphasized 
that these programmes play a crucial role in education and development: 
We have educated the people about issues that directly affect their well being and how 
to live in harmony with the rest of society. Presently we are tackling projects geared 
towards poverty eradication and modernisation of agriculture. This is in line with the 
government policy and agenda. (Interview with Richard Baguma, head of Politics and 
Economic Affairs Section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/07/2001) 
 
Baguma’s argument that these programmes play a pivotal role in education and development 
raises some crucial concerns. In the first place, it is obvious that ordinary people, especially 
those from rural areas are rarely invited to participate in the discussions. Instead, politicians, 
corporate executives and generally the elites are, in most cases, the main actors in such 
programmes. Secondly, ordinary people may own radio sets but do not have access to other 
means of communication such as telephones and therefore cannot actively participate in these 
programmes that were originally meant for their well being. As discussed earlier in preceding 
sections, the issue of financial constraints seems to rotate around all the sections of Radio 
Uganda. Thus, the Politics and Economic Affairs section like other sections as the study 
establishes later, is not financially sound to include all voices in its programming. 
 
Asked whether the station encourages free interaction and participation in its programming, the 
head of Politics and Economic Affairs section was non-committal and had mixed feelings. On 
the one hand, he contends, the station is a little bit sensitive when it comes to hosting certain 
guests especially those from the opposition. He cited an example of when he hosted the runner-
up in the recent presidential elections, Dr. Kiiza Besigye, in one of the programmes in a local 
language “Ekitekoteko Kyawe” (Your thoughts). He said that he was cautioned to alert 
authorities whenever planned to host such guests. 
 
While the above creates an impression that the authorities’ intentions were purely innocent and 
were meant to receive such guests in a warm and official manner, it is quite obvious that the 
move was highly political and meant to censure participants in those programmes especially 
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those from the opposition. This contradicts with Baguma’s earlier assertions that Radio 
Uganda today has editorial independence and institutional autonomy. The official maintains 
that the goal of free interaction and participation is far from being attainable. 
Certainly we carry the voice of our owner (government) more that the voices of the 
public and the opposition for that matter. It becomes very sensitive especially in the 
local languages where individuals such as politicians, ministers and LC 5 (Local 
Council) chairmen, would come and complain against a certain producer or a particular 
programme which they felt were directly attacking them as individuals or their 
constituents. (Interview with Richard Baguma, Assistant head of Politics and Economic 
Affairs section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/07/2001) 
 
 
When considered from the public service broadcasting and public sphere perspectives, it is 
obvious that the present day Radio Uganda does not carry the principle of catering for all 
existing interests and tastes. Neither does it provide equal opportunities to all citizens of 
society to participate in societal concerns.  Thus, Radio Uganda does not fully provide the 
public sphere.   
 
On the other hand, Baguma contends that since this is not an institutional policy, government 
cannot directly impose restrictions on producers and the various discourses contained in these 
programmes. He illustrated that a producer cannot for example be expelled because of 
producing a programme questioning or challenging government policy or a government 
official. Baguma contends, “This was unheard of in the past. Today we have more freedom 
than what we had before”(Interview with Richard Baguma, Assistant head of Politics and 
Economic Affairs Section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/07/2001).  
 
The above sentiments on editorial independence in programme production and programming 
were similarly shared by most of the producers interviewed. However, basing on the station’s 
history of lack of editorial independence and government interference, the majority indicated 
that they are always cautious and give particular attention to self-censorship. “One has to 
decide where he or she places one’s loyalties”. These claims are inconspicuous considering the 
country’s historical trends of government interference and control of broadcasters. During the 
tabling of the Land Bill for example, a producer from Central Broadcasting Service (CBS ) a 
private radio station was detained for hosting a programme that appeared to be challenging the 
government policy on the Land Bill. Raboy et al, (eds). (1992), contends that the autonomy of 
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public service broadcasting is supported by the system of checks and balances. Therefore it can 
be argued that governments will continue to watch over public service broadcasters.  
The Politics and Economic Affairs section may seem to be totally concerned with issues of 
public interest, but this study also found some trends of commercialisation. According to the 
Assistant head of the section, Richard Baguma, the programme at times hosts company 
executives to promote the images of their companies as long as they are willing to pay for 
airtime and production fees. Baguma contends that studio based programmes can some time 
become so boring to listeners. Therefore “producers are compelled to look for sponsors to fund 
outside recordings for footage and sound bites footage that can at least spice the 
programmes”(Interview with Richard Baguma, Assistant head of Politics and Economic 
Affairs Section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/07/2000).  
 
5.7.4.1 Benefits to Society 
The programmes produced under the Politics and Economic Affairs Section have tackled 
various important aspects of society that needed urgent attention. These include but are not 
limited to the fight against the rampant corruption in the country, the Aids epidemic, the high 
rates of environment degradation, poverty eradication and export promotion. On corruption for 
example, there is a programme titled ‘ From the IGG’S Office’  (Inspector of Government’s 
Office), meant to address this problem. It has made a significant contribution towards the 
eradication of corruption. Many corruption cases were brought to the attention of concerned 
authorities and corrupt officials have been exposed, investigated and prosecuted as per the law. 
The programme has also generated feedback from the public which is increasingly becoming 
more participatory. They provide information; report on corruption tendencies in their 
localities, thereby exposing corrupt officials. They also provide suggestions and participate in 
debates and discussions on these issues. It should be noted at this point, that commercial 
stations do not usually deal with developmental issues mentioned above. 
 
Another aspect of great importance and beneficial to society highlighted by the Politics and 
Economic Affairs Section is export promotion. This is meant to create awareness on the 
avenues in which the country can improve on its trade and export base, especially through 
agricultural produce as well as industrial (small scale) products. It generates ideas from the 
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public on how everybody can contribute to this goal. The head of Politics and Economic 
Affairs Section, Radio Uganda, Richard Baguma stated that the public has participated 
actively. They usually call the station or visit to seek for more information, clarify and cross 
check information on issues that were not clear. 
 
In addition, the section has contributed greatly towards environment management, health issues 
especially primary health care, family planning and HIV/AIDS. In all these the publics have 
been active participants: 
For example in one of the programmes where we discussed the Aids antiretroviral 
drugs. People reacted very fast through telephone calls and some flocked the station the 
next morning to seek for more information on these drugs. This goes to show that these 
programmes have a tremendous impact on society. If we can only package our 
programmes better than we do now, the results can be more positive. (Interview with 
Richard Baguma, head of Politics and Economic Affairs, Radio Uganda,  Kampala. 
12/07/2001) 
 
The above acknowledges the fact that the Politics and Economic Affairs Section plays a pivotal 
educative role in its programming. However, like I mentioned before, certain members of 
society, due to geographical barriers, limitations of the existing communication infrastructure 
and other social and economic reasons, are alienated from participation and therefore it ceases 
to provide a universal service. The next section studied, is Farm and Environment. 
 
5.7.5 Farm and Environment  
The Farm and Environment section of Radio Uganda operate under the Directorate of 
Educational Broadcasting. The Directorate was established in 1982 under then Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting, with a mandate to produce both radio and television educational 
programmes for the development of the country. The section is topic-specific responsible for 
agricultural and environmental programmes in all the 25 languages including English. 
Educational programming according to Kajjubi, cited in Jjuuko (1998) is: 
Basically a non-formal, lifelong, continued education system through the 
use of the electronic media, which targets various groups like children, 
the youth, farmers, policy makers, rural dwellers, the disabled and many 
other members of society. It creates awareness amongst the people in all 
aspects of life: social, cultural, political, economic and religious aspects. 
(1998:33) 
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Jjuuko (1998) also notes that such programmes tend to get away from pure entertainment to an 
institutional catalyst; they focus on matters of public concern including health matters, 
agriculture, the environment, family matters, gender issues and others. Thus the current Farm 
and Environment section operates along those lines. Sylvia Nakabuggu the head of the section 
explained that their current mandate is to create awareness on agriculture and environment 
issues specifically to the rural populace but also to the country as a whole. 
We mobilize farmers for sustainable agriculture and sustainable development, and at 
the same time act as a link between researchers, extension workers and the community. 
The overall goal is to ensure household and national food security through increased 
food production and proper storage. We believe that Ugandan farmers are able and 
have the capacity to contribute substantially even to regional food security. All they 
need is information on modern farming and sustainable agriculture, which is basically 
our obligation to give the public what they require to know. (Interview with the head of 
Farm and Environment, Radio Uganda, Sylvia Nakabuggu, Kampala, 22/07/2001) 
 
Despite its crucial role in stimulating educational information for sustainable development, the 
Farm and Environment section is financially constrained in various ways. In the first place, 
there are no funds for programme production allocated to this section. With the advent of 
privatisation and liberalisation government is withdrawing funding to public broadcasting 
institutions. As such, producers are unable to reach out to communities especially the rural 
areas where 80% of the population and the agricultural populace reside. This would be 
important especially where successful message design depends upon the ability to identify the 
needs of the target audience (Jjuuko 1988).  This certainly undermines the public service 
values of diversity and a universal service. 
 
The head of the section explained that due to financial constraints, producers instead, end up 
getting information from within and around Kampala, the capital city which does not have any 
agricultural activity. She also pointed to other logistics that are not sufficiently provided such 
as recording equipment, transport and stationery. These constraints she maintains, have 
resulted in the production of substandard programmes which do not make much impact on the 
audience because sometimes they are incomplete. 
 
5.7.6 Health 
The Health Section of Radio Uganda was initiated five years ago to combat the health 
problems that faced the country namely, the high incidences if HIV/AIDS and the malaria 
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epidemic. These had aggravated morbidity and mortality rates among adults and children under 
five. There was therefore need for a strong information channel to create awareness, combat 
and bring down these diseases. There were other problems such as high population growth 
rates that needed urgent attention as far as public awareness was concerned. With increased 
public awareness and requisite data, the linkages of population issues would be easily 
manageable to achieve intended goals. 
 
The Health Section therefore, has been a major channel through which government implement 
its programmes on health related issues. The Section head, Mary Irene Kaboole, explained that 
the responsibilities of this section are to produce programmes for the community meant to keep 
them healthy, fit, strong and energetic. The Health Section in conjunction with the Ministry of 
Health has since, been producing programmes towards the prevention of diseases especially the 
major killer diseases namely: HIV/AIDS, malaria, cholera, measles, polio, diphtheria, 
tuberculosis, whooping cough and others. The section has also created awareness on health 
campaigns such as the ongoing immunisation campaign for the eradication of Polio. 
 
The general formats employed for most of the programmes are magazines and documentaries, 
question and answer sessions, panel discussions, drama and quiz shows. The head explained 
further, that during epidemics of the notorious diseases such as the recent Ebola epidemic in 
the Northern region, concerted campaigns are made through the health section to sensitise the 
populace on precaution measures. Kaboole declared that through radio programmes there have 
been behavioural changes amongst communities, hence several health problems have been 
reduced while others have been completely wiped out. She gave examples amongst others, 
behavioural change s in sex and sexuality which have brought down the infection rate of 
HIV/AIDS as well as population growth rates in the country. Others include Malaria and the 
recent Ebola outbreak, which was combated mainly through increased awareness, spearheaded 
by Radio Uganda. When I presented my hypothesis that Radio Uganda was heading towards 
commercialisation, Kaboole strongly refuted it: 
If you look at our schedules they indicate that we still plan for the community and therefore 
give priority to programmes like politics and economics, farming, health. You know Uganda 
largely depends on agriculture and we also need a healthy nation therefore we give priority to 
such issues. We also promote democracy through our programming. None of the private 
stations perform these functions, this is just a feeling in urban areas that Radio Uganda is 
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commercialising. (Interview  with Mary Kaboole, the head of Health Sction, Radio Uganda, 
Kampala/20/07/2001) 
   
 
Despite the fact that Radio Uganda’s programme schedules represent a certain amount of the 
public service broadcasting programmes, the timing of these programmes as indicated in table 
seven has shifted from prime listening time in favour of commercial programmes. The quality 
of these programmes has also deteriorated due to lack of production funds and other logistics 
as brought forward by the various interviewees in preceding sections. Further discussion with 
the head of the Health Section, emphasized the poor facilitation in programme production. Due 
to lack of resonance production facilities and motivation therefore, the station is continuously 
losing its audience and personnel to private stations.  
 
However, the above officer maintained that Radio Uganda is not in any way in competition 
with other private stations. The private stations she contends are fully commercially oriented. 
“Even in production our programmes are well researched and professionally done,” she said. 
Another important section in Radio Uganda’s programming gender. 
 
5.7.7 Gender 
The Gender section is in line with the public service broadcasting value of serving for minority 
interests. The section emphasises those aspects that deal with a certain category of society 
namely, the youth, children, women, the elderly, and the disabled. These are commonly 
referred to as the disadvantaged groups because they tend to be neglected and denied a voice 
on communication channels. The formation of the Gender section was politically motivated, 
originally to deal with women issues and to coordinate women programmes from each section 
in specific language groups. Thus the Gender section fulfils the public service principle of 
catering for all existing interests and tastes and giving minorities a special privilege in 
programming. 
 
Joyce Gunura the head of the Gender Section, observed that while Radio Uganda still performs 
the public service role, programme production in this section like elsewhere in the station, 
largely depends on the good will of relevant organisations which deal with the above issues 
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namely the Ministry of Gend er. This ministry is in charge of women and gender related issues 
in society. Other organisation which deal with these issues include the National Council for 
Children, which deals with destitute children; the Federation for Women Lawyers, a group of 
women lawyers that provides free legal assistance to families and other non-governmental 
organizations. These institutions according to Gunura fund most of the programmes produced 
under this section. 
 
She contends further that the programmes have been of great value to the target audiences: 
There has been increased awareness on women emancipation for example, nutritional issues, 
family life education and Universal Primary Education. All voices according to Gunura have 
been represented and /or entertained including minorities such as prostitutes. In general, there 
has been increased knowledge and information on developmental concerns.  However Gunura 
argued that it would not be long before the public service mandate of Radio Uganda is 
compromised: 
We are not yet commercial but the prevailing situation around here suggests that we are 
headed towards that trend. For example we are encouraged to get sponsors for each and 
every programme we produce, in order to get prime time for our programmes, however 
important they may be. Not only for production costs but also for airtime. (Interview 
with Joyce Gunura, the head of Gender section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 20/07/2001)  
 
 
The above leaves public service broadcasting at Radio Uganda in a state of flux. We have 
already observed in this study that sponsors and advertisers may not likely be interested in 
public service broadcasting programmes. Therefore producers in their quest for sponsorship are 
also likely to change to more advertiser-friendly programmes such as entertainment. 
  
5.7.8 Sports 
The Sports Section covers sports events as well as promoting that field. The programmes 
produced under this section are arguably entertaining and are largely based on local sporting 
activities around the country, with some sports events from the western world.  They take 
several formats: first, there are short briefings in ‘Sports Dairy’ and the Sports News Section in 
the ‘News Hour’ programme, and sometimes in the ‘Main News’ bulletin.  Second, they take 
the format of discussions and debates on soccer and other types of sports and third, they bring 
live broadcasts of sports events from within and outside the country.  
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Sports programmes at present day Radio Uganda exhibit an even closer proximity to 
advertisement and sponsorship. Most of these programmes are sponsored and allow the 
sponsors’ products to be advertised within the course of the programme. This, as established in 
the next section, illustrates the penetration of commercialisation in Uganda’s public service 
radio and therefore undermining public service Programmes. The next section explores the 
activities of the Commercial section and the trends of commercialisation at Radio Uganda. 
 
5.7.9 The Commercial Section and Commercialisation 
Commercialised programming, as defined in the second chapter of this thesis, is that kind of 
programming that is heavily dependant on product advertising revenue. Content is geared in 
the direction of business consumerism and the goal of profit maximization is ultimate (Blumler 
1992; Curran 1991; McQuail 1994). Therefore, this theme sought to address the major research 
goal of this study of assessing the extent to which commercialisation has penetrated Radio 
Uganda in the era of liberalisation. In this section I present and discuss findings emanating 
from the activities of Radio Uganda’s Commercial Section. 
 
The Commercial Section is perhaps the most influential section at Radio Uganda. It handles all 
advertisements including, commercial spots, personal announcements and sponsored 
programmes, as they emerge from the different programme sections and genres mentioned 
earlier. This study has established that commercialisation at Radio Uganda looms large today. 
All the above sections, for example, especially programme production, are highly influenced 
by the Commercial and the Presentation Sections. Space allocation for instance, will highly 
depend on the dialogue between the Commercial Section, and the particular section from 
which the concerned programme originates, as this will have a bearing on the time-slot 
allocated to that programme. As Joyce Gunura, the head of the Gender section alluded earlier, 
producers in present day Radio Uganda are encouraged to get sponsors for the production of 
their programmes and for airtime, especially prime-time listening. For example, most 
educational programmes from the Farm and Environment Section were shifted from prime-
time to create space for sponsored commercial programmes and entertainment. This situation 
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undermines public service broadcasting values and principles, leading to commercialised 
programming.  
 
Evidenced by the historical account of Radio Uganda in the third chapter of this study, 
emphasis in programming was put on public informational needs (Kiyaga 1997; Balikuddembe 
1992; Wamala 1992). Although sometimes these programmes do not have a majority interest, 
they are clearly essential for citizenry and for the country’s development. Hence, Radio 
Uganda’s programming was restricted to perform the three basic functions of public service 
broadcasting: educate, inform and entertain the populace (Kiwanuka 1990). In the early years 
of Radio Uganda broadcasting,  there was a tendency of limiting commercial programmes. 
According to The Uganda Broadcasting Service (Advertisements) Regulation and programme 
code:  
The amount of advertising that shall be carried in the programmes of the 
UBS, both in regard to sponsored programmes and “spot” advertisements 
shall be very minimal and at the absolute discretion of Director. The 
commercial, that is the advertising content of any sponsored programme, 
shall not exceed 10% of the programme and shall be spaced at regular 
intervals. Unrelated announcements or “cold-plugs” will not be accepted. 
(1962: 3-9) 
 
The Chief Commercial Manager Paul Olungi, confirmed that Radio Uganda was never 
mandated to broadcast commercial programmes. He contends that initially very limited time, 
as little as 15 minutes per day, was allocated to commercial programmeswhich were basically 
personal announcements. With the emergence of liberalisation however, government is leaving 
its departments to finance their operations and existence. Thus, Radio Uganda is progressively 
straying from its public service mandate to include some kind of commercialised 
programming. According to the Chief Commercial Manager, the station is ready to allocate as 
much airtime as advertisers can take. 
Time allocation to commercial programmes and advertising spots entirely depend on 
the volume of these programmes. Our limitations are not on airtime but on a number of 
advertisers we can get. As long as you have business, time will be allocated to you to a 
tune of 50% to 70%. (Interview with Paul Olungi, Chief Commercial Manager, Radio 
Uganda, Kampala, 16/17/2001)  
 
The Chief Commercial Manager emphasized further that government requires the commercial 
section to collect a minimum of 600 million Uganda Shillings (approximately $343,000) 
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annually. This request, however, is beyond the station’s capacity. For example, the 
Commercial Section was only able to collect only 500 million Uganda shillings (approximately 
$286,000) for the financial year 1999/2000, indicated below in table 8. 
 
Table 8: Showing Radio Uganda’s revenue collection for the financial year  
1999/2000.
 
Source: Radio Uganda Commercial section 
 
One can argue however that increased commercialisation at the public service radio will lead to 
increased revenue to sustain public broadcasts, but there are quite a number of hindrances to 
this anticipation. Apart from the prevailing competition for audiences and therefore advertisers, 
Radio Uganda’s Commercial section is faced with lack of human resource and bureaucratic 
tendencies associated with government institutions. These hinder the smooth operation of the 
station. In the first place, the section lacks a strong marketing mechanism. For example, 
according to the Chief Commercial Manager, the section does not have a sales representative. 
There is only one Commercial officer and a cashier to collect revenue and to market the 
station. Yet the station cannot directly recruit staff, it has to go through the Public Service 
Commission, which is mandated to do so. In addition, while government expects maximum 
output of revenue, it has not invested in the Commercial Section as well as the station in 
general. Without facilities such as transport the goal of maximum benefits cannot be realised 
and therefore, the idea that commercials can sustain public broadcasts remains out of poise. 
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Second, according to the Chief Commercial Manager, the existing government regulations and 
rules on commercial operations also frustrate the activities of the section. The current non-tax 
revenue banking arrangement for example, has led to loss of many clients of Radio Uganda’s 
Commercial Section. The arrangement requires clients to pay for the services through banks. 
The process involves: obtaining bank payment advice from the station, paying for the services 
in the bank and returning the slips to the station before services are offered. This process, 
according to the Chief Commercial Manager, is tedious and time-consuming. 
Take for instance a death announcement; you cannot expect a bereaved person to go 
through such bureaucracy. This should be the work of sales officers. (Interview with the 
Chief Commercial Manager, Radio Uganda, Paul Olungi, Kampala, 16/07/2001) 
 
The Chief Commercial Manager also observed that competition cannot be driven only by 
commercial operations, but should also be guided by programming. Thus, the station can only 
be marketed if it has listenership. It is listenership not airtime that is sold to advertisers. These 
are only convinced with attractive programmes. This is in unison with Suine and Hultèn’s 
(1998) view that competition sets its own rules according to commercial logic. Considering the 
lower rates of listenership for Radio Uganda in Kampala, illustrated in graph 1, advertisers 
would not find it attractive to advertise with this station. 
 
The other argument in relation to the above points to the station’s transmission aspects. While 
it is true that Radio Uganda has a wide coverage, this study has already established that certain 
parts of the country do not receive transmission signals or where they do, the reception is poor 
(see section 5.5.2, paragraph 4). This means in the first place that the advertiser may not be 
able to reach those targets. Secondly, poverty levels in Uganda are quite high at 35% (7.45 
million people) living below the poverty line and over 60% (12.6 million people) being 
generally poor and most of them living in rural areas (Gariyo 2001). This is an implication in 
that the advertiser may not target those areas due to their lack of spending power. 
 
To conclude this section on programme production and scheduling I am of the view that Radio 
Uganda will only fully achieve its public service broadcasting obligations to society if the 
programmes will accommodate more voices especially those voices which have been 
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suppressed in the past. A strong policy therefore could be one way to enforce this. For now, I 
present and discuss the findings on the current policy on programming. 
 
5.8 General Discussion of the Study Findings 
Public service broadcasting, as outlined in chapter 2 and earlier on in this chapter, has three 
basic functions: firstly, to inform the public on political, economic, social and cultural 
developments within society; secondly, to educate or enlighten people of the nation as a whole 
and thirdly, to entertain them with programmes of high standards and good taste (Tomaselli 
1994). From the Ugandan perspective, there is a fourth function: mobilization. The present 
study’s objective was to discuss how Radio Uganda as a public service broadcaster is 
performing these functions, despite the stiff competition with the new private commercial 
stations for audiences and revenue. In relation to the theoretical obligations of public service 
broadcasting, the study focused on Radio Uganda’s programming aspects with the aim of 
answering the following research questions: Does Radio Uganda, in post-liberalised Uganda, 
still maintain its public service principles and values? Is there a difference between 
programmes produced before and after liberalisation? How much time is allotted to educational 
/developmental programmes vis-à-vis commercial programmes? 
 
The programme obligations of public service radio in Uganda were not only approached from 
the ideal type level but also from the African context and the station’s historical perspective 
expounded in chapter 3, and outlined by the various respondents in chapter 5.  The study 
showed that the public service approach in Uganda arose from specific Ugandan factors such 
as political, social and economical perspectives outlined in chapter 3. For these and several 
other reasons, the public service approach was perceived as the most convenient form of 
organising broadcasting in Uganda before and after independence by the successive 
governments. For now, I revisit the public service mandate or the ideal type principles of a 
vibrant public service radio as expounded by various scholars (Reith in Tomaselli 1994; Curran 
1991; Keane 1991; Habermas 1989;  McQuail 1994; McQuail 2000; Balikuddembe 1992; 
Syvertsen 1992) in relation to the present study’s findings on Radio Uganda’s current 
programming. The principles serve as a benchmark to guide and evaluate the main findings of 
the study from the point of view of the study’s research questions outlined above.  
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The first public service radio principle, and most important as critically discussed in chapter 2, 
is one that stipulates that public service broadcasting services should be universally available to 
all citizens of the nation. It is the main reason why Radio Uganda operates as a public service 
institution with full government funding control. It is, theoretically, at the same level with say 
the British Broadcasting Corporation  (BBC), which is funded by the licence fee and given 
national appropriations in return for informational services that equally benefit every citizen in 
the country. However, as the study indicates, Radio Uganda does not satisfactorily fulfil the 
principal of universality. Firstly, its scope of coverage is 90% thus the 10% of the population is 
not reached. Secondly, even within the 90% scope there are some areas which experience poor 
transmission signals. Thus, the role of radio programming in informing, educating, 
entertainment, diversity, and citizenship representation as theoretically argued in chapter 2 of 
this study is potentially real to predominantly urban areas, which are relatively privileged with 
good reception of Radio Uganda’s programmes, whilst some areas such as rural communities 
are cut off from the various discourses on Radio Uganda.  
 
The second principle of public service broadcasting emphasises that it must be funded by the 
public it serves, specifically by means of a compulsory licence fee levied on all radio and 
television sets owners who expects a good service in return (Dahlgren 1995). This study has 
established that Radio Uganda has since its inception been fully funded by government (with 
the tax payer’s money). Acquisition of revenue from licences has not been successful in 
Uganda due to what the Acting Director of information, Okullu-Murra termed as “low income 
levels” of working Ugandans. Results of the study have further shown that since the 
liberalisation of airwaves in Uganda, government funding of public broadcasters has been 
dwindling. Government is therefore encouraging public service broadcasters to generate their 
revenue to sustain themselves financially and to sustain public broadcasts. This arguably means 
that Radio Uganda’s ability to deliver quality programmes is severely undermined by the poor 
funding or lack of it and therefore, the immediate possible remedy would be to turn to 
commercialised programming.  
 
It is also important to note that the prevailing competition for audiences in the broadcasting 
sector in Uganda today puts Radio Uganda in the dilemma of selecting content and packaging 
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programmes in a manner that will attract audiences and thus advertisers. As the controller of 
programmes observed, it is very difficult to certicify all categories of audiences with the 
station’s current programming and with the limited budget: 
At times when you go deep into these programmes such as agriculture, environment, 
politics and so on, you lose the audience particularly the young generation which 
constitute 70% of the population, because they don’t want this kind of programming. 
We therefore have no choice but to increase on entertainment programmes. (Interview 
with the Controller of programmes, Radio Uganda, Charles Byekwaso, Kampala, 
13/07/2001) 
 
The above is an indication that Radio Uganda in a bid to hold and sustain audiences, 
forced to change programming to meet the demands of the current environment even 
though this may be undermining the stations public service mandate. 
 
The basic requirement that public service radio programming should be funded by the corpus 
of its listeners loses meaning when seen from the context of Radio Uganda. The situation 
where licence fee funding does not exist and where government is headed towards complete 
withdrawal of state financial support undermines the station’s ability to sustain public 
broadcasts and therefore the ability to perform its obligations as expected of them by the 
public. Whilst some of the interviewees were of the view that public service programmes 
would be attractive to advertisers, others indicated that quality programming offering 
meaningful choices to the target audience is suppressed by advertisers and sponsors’ influences 
on programme content and design.  
  
The third principle of the ideal–typical public service broadcasting that Radio Uganda is 
obliged to adhere to is the need to encourage competition in good programming rather than 
competition in numbers (Tomaselli 1994). Discussed in relation to the study findings and 
research questions, it is obvious that the current need for advertising revenue compels Radio 
Uganda to programme for numbers, with commercial and sponsored programmes dominating 
primetime listening.  
 
The fourth and fifth public service broadcasting principles crucial to this discussion, stipulates 
that public service radio programming should cater for all existing interests and tastes and that 
minorities in society must be given a special privilege in programming. In addition, the sixth 
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principle stipulates that public service programming should be related to national identity and 
community. Considered together, these principles seem to be given attention to a certain extent 
by Radio Uganda’s programming as not only evidenced by the multiplicity of languages which 
currently stand at 26, but also in the availability of the Gender section that caters for minority 
and underprivileged groups such as the disabled, children, women and the aged. However due 
to a number of limitations established by the study in the fifth chapter, Radio Uganda partially 
performs this function.  
The seventh principle of public service broadcasting is that which stipulates that the service 
should keep away from all vested interests, especially the state and commercial interventions. 
In the same way, the eighth principle states that public service broadcasting guidelines must be 
designed to liberate rather than restrict programme makers (Keane 1991). What Keane is 
referring to is the freedom for broadcasters to have full programming and editorial 
independence. As I see it, these two principles are clearly essential to public service 
broadcasting. Without keeping a clearly defined distance from vested interests in society, 
Radio Uganda’s role as a public service broadcaster is threatened.  This study has so far shown 
that programme production at Radio Uganda at the moment is heavily dependent on sponsors 
who not only influence content but also the nature in which the programmes are produced. 
Further study results indicate that there are political interventions in the operations of Radio 
Uganda.  According to the Head of Politics and Economic affairs Section, caution must be 
taken in programming. “You have to be careful and selective of who you host for a particular 
programme” (Interview with Richard Baguma, head of Politics and Economic Affairs Section, 
Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/07/2001).  
 
Based on my findings in this study, it is can be argued that Radio Uganda in the new order is 
constrained especially with regard to its performance in the key functions that are vital in the 
existence of the public sphere discussed in chapter 2, namely: the watch dog function, diversity 
in its programming as well as keeping the citizens informed and entertained. The next section 
critically discusses the extent to which Radio Uganda in the commercial age is providing a 
public sphere.  
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5.8.1 Public Watchdog Radio  
The watchdog function as pointed out in the second chapter of this study, is defined as 
revealing abuses in the exercise of state authority or as means of seeking redress against the 
abuse of power over others in society (Habermas 1989) . Radio Uganda can especially be 
expected to perform this function through its programmes such as news and current affairs, talk 
shows, magazines and documentaries, especially through the Politics and Economic Affairs 
section discussed earlier on in this chapter. However, interviews with producers and heads of 
sections indicate that whilst there is a certain amount of freedom in programming and 
programme production, it is not guaranteed, as it may not apply to certain situations. Most 
claimed that at times they are in precarious situations when dealing with potentially 
controversial stories or topics that might get them into trouble with authorities both at the 
station and government. Such topics may be politically related or exposing on government 
ministers and top officials. As most of them put it: “ One should know better where to place his 
or her loyalties”.  
 
Some producers refuted the claim by the Commissioner of Radio Uganda that there is a high 
degree of editorial independence, and that there is no censorship. For example, Richard 
Baguma as we noted in his interview, had to be cautioned when he hosted in one of his 
programmes, the runner-up in the recent presidential elections. Similarly, Joyce Gunura the 
Head of the Gender Section articulated that:  
There is no such thing as editorial independence and press freedom on Radio Uganda. 
This is a public radio and we are expected to serve for government not against it. If 
government or even our bosses are in the wrong, they don’t expect us to highlight their 
mishaps on this station. If it is a minister implicated in any scandal, we have to wait for 
a press release from government before we get such a story on air. Meanwhile, our 
competitors have already put out that story.  We are not expected to air views and 
voices that criticise government even though it is constructive criticism. (Interview with 
Joyce Gunura, head of Gender Section, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 20/07/2001)  
 
 
The issue of programme sponsors and advertisers discussed in preceding sections also threaten 
the station’s potential to perform the watchdog function: 
If you listened to most of our programmes today you notice that they are highly public 
relations programmes. If a company sponsors the programme they want to be promoted 
as well, of course, no one will sponsor a programme where there is no vested interest. 
Most of the programmes today are like that. We have lost talent, professionalism and 
credibility, because we can no longer claim credit and responsibility for our 
productions. Secondly if we have a big advertiser on our station we cannot afford to 
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carry out negative publicity for that company even if they are implicated in any scandal. 
(Interview with Sylvia Nakabugu, head of Farm and Environment Section, Radio 
Uganda Kampala, 22/07/2001)   
 
The above discourses clearly demonstrate that the watchdog function is threatened by internal 
and external constraints. The public sphere which the station is supposed to provide ceases to 
be in a sense that the necessary constructive criticism for both government and the station to be 
able to serve the citizens better does not exist. Yet, criticism as pointed out by Hoynes (1994), 
is an essential ingredient of public service broadcasting. 
 
5.8.2 Diversity and Representation 
Public service broadcasting from the public sphere point of view is mandated to provide 
diversity in its programming. Diversity, according to Keane (1991), is considered to offer 
programming that is wide in subject, range and levels of approach. He further notes that public 
service broadcasting should be committed to provide and to protect mixed and complimentary 
programme schedules. What Keane is referring to is a commitment to certain programmes for 
minority groups and to produce a variety of programme genres: drama, children, sports, current 
affairs, continuing education and many others. Within each of these genres, there must be a full 
range of programmes, voices and contrasting views.   
 
However, this study has established that there is lack of contrasting viewpoints in Radio 
Uganda’s programmes. For example, according to Sylvia Nakabuggu and Richard Baguma, 
heads of the Farm and Environment and Politics and Economic Affairs Sections respectively, 
“news is unbalanced and not representative of the actual events and happenings within the 
country”. Top government officials, politicians, ministers and company executives, for 
example, make it to the news platforms. In any case these are in position to “foot the bill”. 
Also, due to lack of resources, like transport and equipment, producers and reporters are 
compelled to cover city-based events such as workshops, conferences and meetings. Thus, the 
views of those citizens in far places especially in rural areas are left out. Whilst there is a claim 
that there are reporters at district level who are supposed to be sending news from those areas, 
these officers are also constrained in terms of operating funds, transport and other logistics.   
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Leading actors in the news, news sources and story origins, are important aspects in 
determining public service radio’s role in the Ugandan public sphere in terms of  “who” is the 
main actor and news source for example, “what” kind of story is on those participating in the 
public space offered by Radio Uganda (Dahlgren 1995).  
 
5.8.3 Citizenship  
The function of citizenship is key to the public sphere concept. The theoretical approaches in 
chapter 2 of this study argued that public service broadcasting has an important function in 
providing a forum in which citizens can debate matters of public concern and come to a 
consensus. Given its universality and geographical reach, radio must ideally create a sense of 
shared national identity.  It is apparently doubtful whether these claims on behalf of public 
service radio are being served by Radio Uganda in its current over-concentration on urban 
places and programmes that are advertiser friendly as evidenced by data presented in the 
preceding chapter.  
 
Of crucial importance with regard to Radio Uganda, is that for the majority of Ugandans it is 
the major source of information. They look upon it not only for hard facts and verification of 
other sources, but also the information with which to make sense of the world (this is in 
accordance with most respondents’ views). As a public service broadcaster, Radio Uganda 
must, through balanced programming, help such Ugandans understand the community they live 
in. Therefore, the overall citizenship needs, that is, the political, cultural, economical and social 
rights of Ugandans cannot be entrusted to Radio Uganda in its current trend of 
commercialisation. As data from programme schedules demonstrated, educational and 
developmental programmes are now being replaced by commercials, infomercials and 
sponsored programmes.  
 
It is, however fair, to say that in relation to citizenship, Radio Uganda as a public service 
broadcaster, has played a special role in broadcasting national events such as national 
anniversaries, national and international events. In so doing it covers and relays events that are 
beyond purely sub -culture specific interests but of public interest. These include, but are not 
limited to, Uganda’s independence anniversary, Martyrs’ Day, All-African Games, the World 
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Cup events and many others. Such broadcasts maintain a sense of national identity (Graham 
and Davies 1992: 183-184) and allow Ugandans to understand themselves as members of a 
particular nation. But this is not to say that coverage of such events is enough for ordinary 
Ugandans. Their voices are still not heard and where they are heard, they are articulated on 
their behalf by reporters, politicians and other vested interests.  
 
5.9 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented and discussed the findings of this research. Focus has been on 
specific obligations facing Radio Uganda as a public service radio and its current dilemma of 
commercialisation. The chapter showed how the various actors and factors combine to define 
and set roles for public service radio programming within the Ugandan context. Such 
obligations and expectations about Radio Uganda’s programming aspects, especially at the 
time of pressures to commercialise, have to some extent been seen as concretising most of the 
ideal-type obligations of public service broadcasting as discussed in chapter 2. Despite the 
overwhelming changes that point towards commercialisation, a great number of respondents 
feel that systematic commercialisation would promote rather than undermine Radio Uganda’s 
public service mandate. In the next chapter, the study makes some concluding reflections and 
offers suggestions on transformation possibilities on the future of public service radio in 
Uganda.    
 
End Notes 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 The Broadcasting Council regulates the conduct of Broadcast journalists and promotes good ethical 
conduct among journalists. It arbitrates in disputes between the public, the media, and the state, promotes 
the flow of information and acts as censor for films, videotapes, plays and material for public exhibition. Its 
Disciplinary committee deals with complains or allegations against journalists (G.O.U, white Paper, 
Second Draft – January (1999). 
2 Any member of the public is mandated to phone or write to the Broadcasting council, giving the date, 
time and the station on which the offensive material was transmitted. The council will then intervene. 
First, by getting the tape and the schedule of the programme in question. Secondly, members of the 
council together with that particular station’s management will listen to the tape. If it is confirmed that 
the programme was indeed offensive, then the council will take disciplinary action against that radio 
station (Interview with the Secretary, Broadcasting Council, Kampala, 27/07/2001). 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.0 Introduction  
This chapter presents the concluding reflections and recommendations of the study. In it, I give 
a summary of what has been considered to be the crisis of present day Radio Uganda. I 
conclude by offering suggestions on reform possibilities for the future of public service radio 
in Uganda. 
 
6.1 Radio Uganda in Crisis  
The current study has confirmed the study’s hypothesis that Radio Uganda is moving away 
from its public service mandate to programming that is commercially oriented. The most 
paramount threat that the station faces is the problem of finance, which has reduced 
programming decisions to the whims of advertisers and sponsors. The general economic 
problems facing Radio Uganda, show that it is not enough to have public service obligations as 
listed in chapters 2 and 5 of this study, without putting in place financial resources necessary 
for achieving them. This study has demonstrated that the public interest in programming, that 
is, mixed programmes that entertain, inform and educate from the Ugandan point of view, is 
compromised by Radio Uganda’s over-emphasis on programming that is advertisement and 
sponsor friendly. This means that the station only fully performs the entertainment function.  
 
 Public service broadcasting institutions are supposed to function as public service channels, 
tasked with public service aims such as mobilising the populace on issues of public concern, 
spearheading health and environment campaigns and other similar functions. Covering these 
issues requires considerable funding. However, in the new arrangement where Radio Uganda 
is to become autonomous, the funds have to be raised from commercial activities like 
advertising. The situation where advertising is the main means of funding public service 
broadcasting in Uganda comes with a set of difficulties. Advertisers may not really like such 
public service programmes preferring popular programmes such as entertainment instead.  The 
result is likely to be an indeterminate institution largely commercial in funding but not really 
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“public service” or “commercial” in programme outlook. Radio Uganda’s current funding base 
contradicts its public service mandate. It implies that the station attempts to serve both 
citizenship interests and business-based motives with far reaching consequences for the former 
category because it is now under the arm of commerce. Government, as the study has 
established in the preceding chapter, requires Radio Uganda to generate as much revenue as 
possible. This situation entrenches the commercial approach in programming. The shrinking 
government funding fails to free Radio Uganda from the need for extra finance especially that 
it is seeking out from advertisers. 
 
6.2 Possible Reforms 
The study has come up with recommendations that can possibly transform Radio Uganda into 
a viable public service broadcasting institution. Firstly, I recommend that the licence fee be 
developed as a source of revenue for Radio Uganda. The universality of payment principle in 
public service broadcasting requires that public services in general, be directly funded by the 
beneficiaries. This principle embodied in the listeners/ viewers licence fee, a compulsory fee 
payable by every owner of a radio or television set, is a kind of contract between citizen and 
the broadcasting service. It ensures that an equally good programming service shall be made 
available to all in return for the licence fee (Blumler 1992). This kind of arrangement has not 
been effective in Uganda. Government tried once to enforce this but due to the low levels of 
incomes in the country (according to Okullu-Murra, the Director for Information), it was a bit 
relaxed. However, if citizens can afford to own and maintain a radio or television set, then the 
argument that they cannot afford an annual fee for the programmes they listen to or watch is 
tenuous.  
 
Therefore, a vigorous approach to licensing is necessary to realise the potential of the license 
fee as a method of financing public radio and television. If this is imposed on each and every 
citizen owning a radio set then the programmes they listen to of public interest and value can 
be easily funded, as Blumler and Mitchell (1994) put it: 
With licence fee a public broadcasting institution is forced to provide for 
a universal availability of a core of diverse and high-quality 
programming services, meaningful choices, integrity of civic 
communication and responsibility in projecting social and cultural 
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images and identities in its programmes amongst other aspects. 
(1994:237)  
 
There is need therefore for Radio Uganda to reach out to the audiences and motivate them to 
pay for the services they receive. The station should initiate programmes to educate listeners on 
the necessity of paying the licence fee. But this will definitely work when a universal 
transmission of programmes is achieved. The station’s current inability to transmit signals to 
all parts of Uganda means that those listeners who do not receive clear signals will not be 
obliged to pay the licence. Such listeners without access to signals must clearly be identified 
and be systematically exempted until such a time when the service is availed to them.      
 
Whilst most respondents of the study advocated for autonomy as a solution to the station’s 
current dilemmas, I am of the view that independence from government will not solve the 
existing problems facing public service broadcasters in Uganda today. Neither will it relieve 
them from all responsibilities and obligations towards the public whose funds they rely on 
(taxes) and whose right to know is the reason for their very existence. In any case, this 
independence does not necessarily mean that government will cease to control or influence 
public service broadcasters. What is needed is for government to inject more funding into 
public service broadcasting institutions (Radio Uganda and Uganda Television ) to supplement 
other sources of income, before granting them autonomy. I also support Baguma’s (the Head of 
Politics and Economic Affairs section) view that stake holders in the station’s programming 
such as the United Nations’ Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), should come in with 
donations to strengthen the station’s role in promoting those issues in their interests and 
concern, for example, reproductive health and family planning (Interview with Richard 
Baguma, Radio Uganda, Kampala, 12/ 07/2001).  
 
Thirdly, while advertising and sponsorship brings in a considerable amount of revenue, it 
should not take a central place that undermines the listener’s interest in radio programming. 
Advertisements on radio must be balanced with educational and developmental programmes, 
and must be limited to specific and stipulated times. This stipulation should not be during 
prime-time listening as this will result in mass audience high-cost programming in peak times 
and low-cost programming at other listening times. Similarly, subtler ways of programme 
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sponsorship must be adopted to reduce programming from being advertiser or sponsor friendly. 
So far current trends at Radio Uganda indicate that by introducing commercial channels such 
as Star FM and Green channel the public service radio is in dichotomy. In this case, revenue 
generated from the commercial channels can be used to sustain public service broadcasts in 
mainstream Radio Uganda. 
 
But the above will require a strong policy. Therefore, there is need for the Broadcasting 
Council to map out solid policies that will systematically guide Radio Uganda in its 
programming in the new order. These policies should include among other things, the 
percentages of programmes to be produced under each of the genres indicated in chapter 5, 
table 4, as well as guidelines on the production and presentation of public service radio 
programmes. The Broadcasting Council should maintain a close relationship with the Public, 
Broadcasters, journalists and civic organizations to debate and make recommendations on 
finance, structural and technical aspects of broadcasting in Uganda. Finally, government and 
the Broadcasting Council should expedite the making of the Communication and Information 
for Development policy.  
 
This study has established that since 1995, the station has been affected by a high staff turn 
over. The study therefore recommends that Radio Uganda’s news and programme production 
staff be well paid and motivated. By doing so, experienced programming staff will be retained 
and forestalled from moving to ‘greener pastures’ with private stations. This will require the 
station to move away from the civil service salary structure, which is meagre when compared 
to private stations’. Radio Uganda’s salary scales must be revived in accordance with the 
current cost of living to at least, a living wage.  
 
Finally, the study recommends that Radio Uganda must immediately embark on audience 
research, the importance of which the station has ignored or undermined for along time. Whilst 
there have been some media surveys in Uganda1, these were initiated by non-governmental 
organizations who need the services of radio to air their messages and they were also 
syndicated for a limited consortium of advertisers. Thus, Radio Uganda  should make a plan to 
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carry out audience research through out the country. It is through research that information on 
audience message consumption, signal distribution and several other factors, will be obtained. 
 
6.3 Summary and Conclusion 
The study set out to determine the extent to which commercialisation has influenced Radio 
Uganda’s programming in the era of liberalisation and commercialisation of media services in 
the country. This study has demonstrated that though Radio Uganda still maintains certain 
public service principles and values, it is clearly headed for commercialisation. This is shown 
by the recent rise of commercialised programming and a fall in education and development 
programmes indicated in chapter 5 of this study. The limitations of finance and other resources 
have compromised the roles and character of public service radio programming. The majority 
of programmes currently on Radio Uganda are evidently geared to attract advertisers rather 
than serve the public interest.   
 
In this regard and also in connection with the public sphere theoretical point of view 
propounded in chapter 2 and 5 of this study, it is difficult to dismiss Dahlgren’s (1995) 
observation that: 
The increasing prevalence of the mass media, especially where the 
commercial logic transforms much of public communication into public 
relations, advertising and entertainment erodes the critical function of 
public broadcasting institutions. (1995:8) 
 
In addition to the above discourse, the influence of sponsors on programme production, narrow 
the scope of radio’s performance in as far as public service principles and values are 
concerned.  Sponsors of programmes whether educational, informational, current affairs or 
entertainment, dictate their content and design. This compromises numerous aspects such as 
professionalism, goals and objectives of those particular programmes, hence, barring them 
from reaching the target audiences. 
 
The above discussion confirms the study’s hypothesis that contrary to its public service 
mandate, Radio Uganda amidst competition from the increasing number of private commercial 
stations, is steadily changing its programming from the values and principles of public service 
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broadcasting towards commercialisation. Further, public service radio programming in Uganda 
is threatened by the shrinking government funding. 
 
End Notes  
_______________________________________ 
1 Chibita (1996) A critical review on the current media in Uganda; Steadman and Associates (1999) Kampala, 
Jjinja and Mbarara; Steadman and Associates (2000) Greater Kampala); DHS survey (1988/99). 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 
(The information generated from these interviews will be treated with utmost 
confidentiality, and for academic purposes only). 
GENERAL QUESTIONS 
Q1. What is the mission of Radio Uganda? 
Q2. How do you carry out this mission? 
Q3. What is your target audience? 
Q4. What is the scope of coverage of Radio Uganda? 
Q5. What programme formats do you employ in programming? Why do you opt for these 
formats? 
Q6. In which languages? 
Q7. What is your understanding of the aspect of public service broadcasting? 
Q8. What do you understand by commercialisation?  
Q9. Tell me about Radio Uganda’s programming in respect to public service broadcasting 
Q10. What are the most popular programmes on this station? 
Q 11. How is Radio Uganda financed? 
Q12. You talked about government being the sole source of funding for the station, is this 
fund is sufficient for programme production? 
Q13. What staff do you have to produce and broadcast programmes? 
Q14. How do you motivate the staff? 
Q15. What is the ratio of programmes you produce to programs you purchase? 
Q16. What then is the percentage of foreign programming on Radio Uganda? 
Q17. What are the factors that influence this ratio? 
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Q18. What is the editorial policy of Radio Uganda?  
Q19. Have you experienced any changes in programming due to the advent of commercial 
stations?  
Q20. What is your opinion about these changes? 
Q21. What are the messages that are emphasised on this station?    
Q22.  How do you compare the quality of programmes produced today with programmes 
that were produced before liberalisation?  
Q23.  How do you then rate the quality of programmes in view of the prevailing 
competition? 
Q24.  How do you ensure compliance with the relevant media statutes? (Ethics) 
Q25. What criteria do you use to allocate airtime to the various programmes represented on 
the     schedules?  
Q26. What has been the effect of Radio Uganda programmes on different members of 
society? 
Q27. Does the station encourage free interaction and participation in its programmes? 
Q28. Radio Uganda and Uganda Television  have a reputation for staff development, in 
terms of training. How do you rate your programme producers with other stations?  
Q29. Has competition made them better performers? Why? 
Q30.  Is it true that you have lost staff to commercial stations? 
Q31. What is the weekly revenue generated from sponsored programmes and commercial 
advertisements run by the station? (Ratios in terms of percentages) 
Q32.What, in your view, attracts advertisers to this station? 
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Q33. (Depending on the answer to the above questions) what is the likely consequence if 
you re-organised your programming (production and scheduling) to accommodate more 
developmental (educative) programmes or more commercial programmes? 
Q34. Do you have plans to re-organise programming to accommodate more commercial or 
developmental programmes?   
Q35. In your view has there been any change in the performance of Radio Uganda since the 
liberalisation of airwaves? 
Q36. What should be done to transform Radio Uganda into viable public service 
broadcasting institution? 
Q37. Do you have any additional information or comment? 
 
Thank you very much. 
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~C\-.'S :Ln t\tCE:('fl HEDIUM t';AVE BAND [. ON 5026KHZ 11115 Faniily Play 4Rs e,. 0700 Ne .. .,-,-s in Englj sh U1-
;\~, .... s in l.AIlc,bar.::!Pr 1N THE 60 METRE SH BAND. ALSO 11.30 T.../Fav. in 4Rs.c- 0715 As on Red~ 
i.ugi},n;\ i'L:l.~'C.__ ~~7Il0K1!1. T_~_ THE fil HETRE SW BAND. 1500 News in Lukonzo Pr 0730 AOl11i~':io KlIs.b 
K<-!kv.,'<1 Jnmk) C,,'- 0559 Openni.ng the Station G IS15 NIC in !IRs t> 0800 Ateso T/Music c.... 
1.. .... '0 Pl.J.y/F.'l111iLy ~ 0600 Morning Prayer G 1530 Youth Magazineb 0830 Ateso Road SafetYb 
L\.:o Pnlg. D 0605 P/Annt~. in LUR,andn!> lSil 5 PAP (4Rs')D 08!~5 Kupsablny T<llkS ' 
'W :.;.,,0 L/Fav.c,-:- 1600 News in English~ 
161S CIA. in R/R/R/RukigafPI 
1630 Urufumbi rn B 
i 700 Ehycmiz<lonyo ~ 
'c 
--1 
,-~;~j~Y 
'''1 
:;Jt 
''-' 
-"" 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1030 
SATURDAY : BUTEno CHt\NNE~. (CONT.) 
Kupsabiny L/Fev_c...... 
l./L/Lugwe rOC11." on Dev. ~") 
Lumasaba Youth ~~ 
Lumasaba Current-Affairs!?t-
, 1 " .... 
.llUU 
1130 
1200 
1215 
1230 
1300 
1315 
1345 
1400 
11130 
1500 
1530 
1600 
16/,5 
1700 
1730 
17!!5 
1800 
1815 
1830 
18t,5 
1900 
1915 
1930 
19 /,5 
2000 
2100 
nl5 
2200 
2215 
22 /,5 
2315 
2J:;5 
-,:!,OO 
o \I " Lugwcrc Women I s Progr.1mmcB 
Adhola L/Fcv - L .. 
P/Annts Eastern"\:) 
Lusoga Calling Fnrrners. 6 
Children's Prog. Lusog:li?> 
News in English ,h 
P/Annts in EnglishlJ:::-
Ateso Postal Talk ~ 
AteRo L/Fev (', 
Atcso P.lny C 
Lugwere L/Fev -C~)_ p 
Lusoga Youth Forum .J._> 
Kar:llnOjong Nil,::!:'. i I~('-b 
Karamojong Sport.'; ~~( .. ws A-
Lugwere Youth \?~ 
Lugwerc Sports,,." 
CLOSE DOWN ,-, 
As on Red if\-
Karamojong FnrmprsUJ::> 
As on BJ lie A -
(\s on B 1uc j-r-
P/Annts Eastern b 
As on Red.A-
Ateso CIA. c> 
Ateso lJV;\lLC> 
News HOliT A 
AdhoLl Spnr(~;(' 
Adhnl:l OJ L;dC!l!-" I':ljll F). 
Ne\o,'s Lll EngJ.i~;h Tl 
I./L/Lugt.,rC' L/Fev. L-
LumaBabn L/Fev. J'r\.'~~ .(~ 
Kups"biny Chornl t'1t::;ic (" 
Evening ]lr:lYl't r::.- ---. 
CLOSE D(lVlN. 
--~-
---'-.. --- -. 
NOTE: SUNDAY: BUTEBO CHANNEL: CONT, 
1730 Adhola Play If:. 
1800 Adhola Gi Ndijo Pajo!D 
1830 As on Blue till 1900!lrs.f} 
1900 As on Red It 
1915 Ateso Religious XhrB 
1930 Lumasaba Crime Prevention~ 
1945 Lumasaba Health Prog~ 
2000 News !lour fT 
2100 Lusoga Focus on Dev.~ 
2130 Lusoga PlaY/DiscussionC:_ 
2200 News in English ~ 
2215 Lugwere Own Voice 13 
2245 Adhola Gi weri Machon.E) 
2315 Ateso Amalan D 
2355 Eveninr. Prayer E 
2 /,00 CLOSr, DOWN. 
......., 
...;;" 
" 
! 
I j' 
i 
: 'j 
I 
.1 
" 
i 
1 
i ) 
J 
! , 
N 
v. 
SUNDAY: RED CHANNEL 
0559 Opening the Stat).on G 
0600 }forning Pr<!yert:: 
0605 Day - Break E. 
061S DODA (English) b 
0630 News in Luo ~~ 
06',5 News in Ateso ~ 
0700 News in English rr 
0715 Adj. P/Annts In English t> 
0730 News in Kiswahili .~ 
074S VRA (English).!> 
NATIONAL PROGRAHHES/COMNERCIALS: 
0800 Hir:1cle £> . . 
.i:.Q~I5 ~ Er,o[;.cssional l1J<.,,--,.t.;. f\.,-H~'1.J._\: <;.,D 
vo30 House of Plastics~ 
0845 Church Music I?~ 
0900 News in Engli!'>h ll) 
NORTHERN PROGRANNES 
0905 Water is Life \~ 
0930 Luo Sunday Mtl.sic.£'""> 
1000 Luo PAP D 
1015 NI!i{P in Luo t> 
~ ')30 UVAB in Luo b 
1045 Alur Religiolls hr£> 
1100 Youth Club.D 
1115 NIC In English t> 
1130 Gender & You ~ 
rLUU Nadi Current Arc.! Lr~:1?r 
l215 P!Annts in f.uo [~ Alllr-b 
t 230 Ne'Ws in Luo n 
1245 News in Kisw~hilit?J 
1300 News in E!1g1ish-~ 
1315 r/Annts in 1~llgli.s!tb 
! 330 News in ,\teso f1 
1345 News in Lugab.1r<1 ~ 
I t,OO Lubbarn ReJ i?,.io!ls hrD 
Itd5 Lugbara UCB CLub';) -
1430 Lugbarn L/Fev.~ 
1500 Alur L/Fav.c -
15JO KumiJrn HiJgazlne e:, 
1600 Karamojong L/Fev.{'_ 
1630 News in Karamajong f's 
161,5 Karamaj0ng ReligiotJse:,. 
! 700 News in Eng] ish f1 
~.~_ R_~_. _ ~_._" __ ..:'" __ .' _ ... _____ .. ___ . ..~..o:.... . __ ... .: . ..:_ .. ;... ... ..:- .;..-.• ---- ... -. • .-._ .•.•. ~.--- --.•. - -' •. 
• J7IS 
1730 
171,5 
1800 
1815 
1830 
1845 
1900 
1915 
1930 
I 91,S 
2000 
2115 
2130 
2U,S 
2200 
2215 
2230 
2300 
2315 
2330 
2355 
2/,00 
CLOSE DOliN 1100 Catholic ~hr in 4R~ 
News in Hadifl 1115 Crime Prevention in 4Rs.s?:> 
NeW's in Allir f) 1130 Fannera Featur~ 
News in Lugbaraf-\ 1200 News in R/R/R/Rukiga Eft 
Lugbara C.O.U.~ 1215 P!Annts in 4RsD 
News in Kakwa Pi 1230 Maganjo't> '? z... 
Catholic Ihr in Luo e, 1245 Afro Line't> 
News in "2 Ateso r.T 1300 News in Luganda('\ 
Luo Church of Uganda\?:, 1315 P/Annts in T.uganda!:> 
News in Luo ~ 1330 Children's Prog. Lug~ 
P/ANNTS IN L1JO MLUR.D 1400 Tumutendereze Proge, 
News Hour A 1430 Diva Muntuuy0f:). 
U.C.A. Prog.D 14AS Uganda Railways 
P/Annts in EngIish~ WESTERN PROGRAMMES: 
Calling Farmer'£. 1500 News in Rukonzo \'r 
News in English f'r 1515 Ebya Week ~ 
C.O.U. Programme B 1530 Rwamba PAPb 
Focus on Christi<1n FatthB 15'.5 Decentralisation t,RsB, 
Cathalic hrs '0 MIDLAND PROGRANl1ES. 
Theatre C- 1600 Wokuliira Playc.. 
Writer's Club.~ 1630 SWICO Prog.~ 
Evening Prayer~ 1645 Agafa mu Npigi~ 
CLOSE DOWN 1700 II ows in Eng p,-
1715 CLOSE DOWN 
BLUE CHANNEL: 1730 Masaka RC. 5 b 
0559 Opening the Station E 
0600 Morning Prayer E 
0605 Orthodox ~ 
0615 p/Annts in Lugand",tt) 
0630 News in Luganda fl' 
06/ .. 5 P JAnnts in 4Rs» 
0700 News in English~ 
0715 News in R/R/R/Rukigati'T 
()730 NIC Prog. in Lug;md1) 
0745 fia Wa Mengo \\ 
COHHERCIAL PROGRANNfS. 
0800 Soya Programme t> 
U815 Appolo - lee (Lug),!) 
0830 Nile Fishing (Lug)\:> 
081,S Asiika Obulamu Ii> 
0900 News in Engl ish~"'" 
0')15 Uganda batteriest::,. 
0930 Music to RememberE:-
lono Church Prayer - Live~ 
1745 Scouts e, 
1800 P/Annts in Luganda\) 
1830 News in Kupsabinyft 
18/,5 News in Lumasaba!?r 
EASTERN PROGRAMMES 
1900 Ij a Turamya "2:, 
1930 News in R/R/R/Rukiga~ 
191,5 r I Annts in 4Rs\) 
2000 News in Luganda \1-
2015 Adj. P/Annts in Luganda!) 
2030 Natalisi Prog.\) 
2100 Salornpas tr:> 
2115 Catholic hr f> 
2130 Family Magazine~ 
2200 News in Eng.~ 
2215 C.O.V. in I,Rs e:, 
HIDLAND I'ROGRANNES. 
2230 
22:.5 
2300 
2330 
2355 
2400 
BUTERO 
OS59 
0600 
0605 
0645 
0700 
0715 
0730 
071,5 
0800 
0815 
084S 
1000 
1030 
1045 
1100 
1200 
1215 
1230 
1300 
1315 
1330 
IJ45 
1400 
1/,15 
1430 
ISOO 
1530 
1600 
16l.5 
1700 
1715 
Ltlg::mda L~ngunge£" 
Church of Ugand4fD. 
Luganda Fea ture ~ 
Situmyg Nesitukidde~ 
Evening PrayerE 
CLOSE DOWN 
CHANNEL 
Opening the Station~ 
Morning Prayer ~ 
Adhola Wichiew' Ned.\) 
NeW's in Atesq;.,. 
News in Eng. rr ! 
Adj/P/Annts. inlEnglish!> 
Adhola Cathori~ hr~ 
Adhola C.O.II e,:-
Lumas,ablJ C.O. Ugan<l<l.)? 
SemaW'ele () 
Lumasaba Catholic f> 
Kupsabiny Prog 1:) 
Religious hr e, 
Kupsablny Church e.. 
ROVing Mike D 
P/Annts. Eastern t 
Catholic/C.O.U. hr Ltlsog£ 
L/L/I.ugwe PlayG 
News in E.nglish(-\ 
P/Annts in English Ii::) 
News in Ateso ~ 
NURP Ateso\b 
Elgon Pride ~ 
Trad/Muslc In Luma. c:... 
Kupsabiny Play~ 
LugW"ere Children t s PnJ(-.S 
Lugwere P.layC-
As on Red till J645 firs'!::> 
As on Blue ~ 
P/Annts in Easternb 
CLOSE DOWN 
"j 
; 
~ 
i 
! 
1 
'I 
N 
0, 
1"~" v.v ........ ,. "v.·,··. 
0559 Openi.ng the St:1t i,t~n ;:: 
Horning Prayer ~ 
I\That's the time S 
0630 ~~ews in Luo f') 
06 /.5 News in Ateso ~') 
0700 Ne'. ... s in English \\ 
0715 Adj. P/Annts in English~ 
0730 News in Kiswnhi 1. i f\ 
07115 Fnmily Life Educ.n.ion B 
0800 Innovation ~ 
0845 Road Safety ~ 
NORTHERN PROGRAHHES. 
0900 Kumum You th Prog .-f!.:. 
0930 Nawate Youth Kakwa V> 
0945 Madi Women's Prog.~ 
NATIONAL PROGRAMMES: ~ . 
1000 News in English ~ 
1015 Hadi Cultural Prog.C> 
1030 Features Prog. (Enp;')h 
1100 Husle from other 1,;1!\(ErC_ 
1130 Our I!critag~.b 
1200 Luo (link). 1> 
1215 P/Annts in Luo &Alu~ 
1230 News in Luo.f\-
1245 News in Kisw~11ili..fr\ 
1300 News in Eng. 'PI 
nlS P/Annts in Eng.!rS> 
lJ30 News in Ateso f\ 
13l\S News in Lugbara ft"i 
lllaO Lugbara Women I s -Prog ~?") 
}/+30 Atur PlnyC:':"-
1500 CLOSE DOWN 
NORTHERN PROGRAMES: 
1559 Opening the St!ltion t: 
I600 K;~r:\'llo.iong NRM p'()g. f\. 
I6JO N(· ..... 's in Knramojofl h f~ 
16 /,5 Call ing Farmers in Alur~). 
I700 Nc>ws in Eng] ish ~ 
I7lS News lTl Kakw:10_ 
1710 Ne\.Js in H~ld_1 A 
17/,,5 News in Alur ~t\ 
1800 News in Lugbarnf\ 
lRl') l.\l~~h:lr;l C/F;lrnlt'r~: _r?) 
IHJO I ,'I' T:1X P<lYt'r \'.. 
. - .t) 
18/,5 
190(1 
1915 
1930 
19 /,5 
2000 
2100 
2115 
2130 
2145 
2200 
2215 
2230 
2245 
2300 
2330 
2355 
2400 
Luo Health.G?> 
Ne"ls in Ateso Pr 
pI Annts in Ateso & Kumam J) 
News in Luo -Pi-
P/Annts in Luo & AlurD 
News Hour fl 
News in Kiswahili f1 
URC (English) \) 
P/Annts in Englis~ 
Rural l1usic & 
News in English \\ 
Child & Farmily G?:> 
Goodnight Greetings~ 
Sports (Eng.)C2-
Jifunze Kiswahili ~ 
Goodnight Greetings~ 
Evening Prayer~ 
CLOSE DOWN 
1\ LllE Clll\NNEL: 
0559-0pent-rl"g the Station (; 
0600 Morning Prayer G 
0605 p/Annts in Luganda ~ 
0630 News in Luganda tl-
0645 P/Annts in 4RsD 
0700 News in Eng, ~ 
0715 News in R/R/R/R f\ 
0730 U.D.B. Prog. (Luganda)~ 
0745 Agafa Emukono~ 
0800 Bell Beer \>. 
0815 Ebirowoozo B 
08115 Akatabunga e 
WESTERN PROGRAHHES: 
0900 L/Fav. in 4RsC-
0930 Menu in ItRsC:_ 
1000 News i.n 4Rs f-')_. 
1015 Family Life in I,RSD 
1030 Emanz i ~ 
1100 Abavubt;Gf?:., 
1 130 Adhola Discllssion£ 
1200 News in R/R/RiRf\ 
1215 p/Annts Ln I,Rsjl) 
1245 j'/Anl1t!; !~~stcrn~ 
1300 News in Luganda A 
1315 P/Annts in Luganda b 
COHHERCIALS: 
1345 Munnamasaka ~ 
!llaO pi Annts in Luganda b 
14/,5 U. E. B. in 4Rs D 
1500 CLOSE DOWN. 
WESTERN PROGRAHHES. 
1600 Rukonzo C/Farmers£) 
1615 Rukonzo C/Farmer~ 
1630 Rwamba C/Farmers e 
1645 News in Lumasaba f1 
1700 News in Eng. 6'"1 
1715 News in Kusabinyl\ 
1730 UVAN - Luganda C> 
17[,5 News in Rukonzo6\ 
1800 P/Annts in Lugand~ 
1830 Coop Bank in 4Rs b 
181,S Sports in IIRs.b 
1900 
1915 News in R/R/R/Rukigah 
1930 P/Annts in 4Rs ~ 
2000 News in Luganda r-r 
2015 Adj. P/Annts in Luganda to, 
2030 Matalisi Prog~ 
2100 Abalimi Prog.~ 
2130 Akutwala Ekiro p.> 
2145 Eagen Prog.~ 
2200 News in Eng.~ 
WESTERN PROGRAHHE. 
2215 Omugyenyi Wa Week~1t 
HlDLAND PROGRAHHES: . 
2230 Omwana rou Muka f:> 
2300 Embu1iire G2> 
2315 Uganda N' Ebyayo:f.:, 
2330 Luganda L/Fav.c..... 
2355 Evening Prayer t:: 
2/,00 CLOSE DOWN 
IIUTEBO Clll\NNI,L: 
0559 Opening the Stnt ion.~ 
0000 Horning Prayer--
06 /,:, As on i{(>d till ~JOhrs.D 
0730 
0800 
0830 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1015 
1030 
1100 
ll30 
1200 
1230 
1245 
1300 
1345 
11,00 
[1,30 
1500 
1559 
1600 
16/15 
1700 
lll5 
1730 
1800 
1830 
18/,5 
1900 
1915 
1930 
2000 
2100 
2115 
2130 
21115 
2200 
2215 
2300 
2310 
2355 
2/,00 
Lusoga Commercials J') 
Lusoga (Aids Prog) ~ 
LU50ga Family Magazine~ 
Ateso Bouse Wife Choicee, 
Angaj an Ateso!p-
Lurnasaba Sports C_ 
Lumasaba Life EducationL~ 
As on Red."D 
L/L/Lugwe Weekly Prog.[J 
As on Blue D 
Lugwere Prog. f:, 
Lugwere Health Tal~ 
P/Annts in Eastern .() I 
As on Red Till 1345 Hrs~, 
Ateso Poems e.... 
Adhola Women 1 s Corner.B. 
L/L/Lugwe Feature b 
CLOSE DOWN 
Opening the Station e 
As on Red t U 1 16/,5I1 r~;}) 
As on Blue~ 
P/Annts in Eastern]) 
As on Blue l::> 
Adhola Gi Para Pajo]) 
Lugwere. Weekly B 
Ateso NRH Prog.€> 
do - £> 
.News in Ateso rr 
As on Red 6r 
Lumasaba Tsoblej) 
News Hour.Pr 
Kupsabiny FIDA.o 
Kupsabiny Crime Preventio~ 
Kupsabiny Sportst:-
do c_ 
News in English rr 
Lusoga Women'!=) VoiceB 
L/L/Lugwe G/MusicC-
Kupsobiny TIN" . C-
Evening PrayerE 
CLOSE DOWN 
",/ 
:/ .; ... : 
:~::~~D CHANNEL: '~UESDAY: 
"~ 0559 Opening the Stntjon J.=;:.. 
JsY 0600 l'lorning Prnyer c._ 
" ,-J 
0605 ,"bat I s the time 2-
"' .... .:: 
vU{J 
0630 
06115 
0700 
0715 
0730 
07!fS 
0300 
0815 
081.5 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1015 
1030 
1100 
1130 
1200 
NF.~.JS: 
1215 
1230 
l211) 
1300 
1330 
1 VI) 
1400 
1 Ld 5 
1430 
1/1.'j 5 
1500 
Su~te Hide Insurance ~ 
~leh's in L'..1o ? --
Nc .... ·~ tn :\teso (~ 
Ne'..Js in English1=t 
Adj.P/Annts: in Englishb 
:-!~ws in Kisw<1.htl1. ,0t-
1l.E.B. (Eng.) J':, 
Coop. Bank ~ 
Hodi Hodi Ntnni b 
Morning Tips f?, 
I\, lur Magazine PJ 
Kakwa Women's Prog.p.) 
News in English ~ 
Had i T INus ic t2 
Schools B/casts/R\!r:ll.e~ 
Feature Prog. V 
Husic ~.fuile Yell Work t;::: 
LlIn ehj Idren I~; Pr(l,l', _ (-~;.-
P/Annts in Luo &: AluriJ 
News in Luo {t 
News i.n Kiswnh i 1 i A" 
Nc,",s in English {\ 
~!Annts in Eng.]) 
News i.n Atcso (} 
News in Lugb'::l r~! f} 
Lugbara CultUr<ll P/Anntsp-> 
"Lugbara Farmily Life F.'Irmf'!-sp) 
I.ugh;1ra NRM E, -
Kakwil cnlling C,l~-Ill •. !r~; f) 
CLOS E Dm·IN. 
~;0i\.lHE.RN PROGRAt'1HES: 
IS"i9 Openi.ng the St;lt:io!l (-::. 
t(Joa K;lr~l!llajong F/r-bgaz L!le p) 
1630 News in Karimojong n· -.. 
! hi. <; L~:;b<l ra ACFODE. f2; 
17nQ Nf""'!~ in Engl i.sh f\ 
1'"'1 '" Nc\,.'s in Kaklva fr . I , _I 
1730 News ip. Madi 0-
174') :-Jel,.,S in Alur 0' 
)80(\ ~; I.'\.''> in Lugb:lr:l r-
!{\1 ') !.IH) CIA. 0 
--.----------------~:.\ '. 
1830 
181,5 
1900 
1915 
1930 
191,5 
2000 
2100 
2115 
2130 
2145 
2200 
2215 
2230 
2300 
2315 
2330 
2355 
21,00 
Ateso Crime Prevention £;,. 
!'teso (PAP) 13 
News in Ateso Fr 
r/Annts in Ateso &Kumam }) 
News in Luo {-J-
P / Annts in Luo & Alur U 
News Hour A-
News in Kiswahili (t 
UCDA Prog. f.:> 
P / Annts in Eng.jJ 
Calling Farmers £ 
News in English A-
UCCBAC Prog . .J) 
Africa Challenge ~ 
MichexoA 
Wakinamaama 13 
Africa Challengeb 
Evening Prayer E· 
CLOSE DOWN 
rH.IJF, CI/ANNE.I.: 
S559 Openi-~e the StationL=: 
0600 Horning ?rayer E 
0605 P/Annts in LugctndaD 
0630 Nows in [~uganda A-
0645 P IAnnts in' 4Rs \) 
0700 News in Eng.r-t 
0715 News in R/R/R/I( fT 
0730 Wezimbe Pyog.f) 
0] !t') Omu tume Prog. b 
0800 Agnhanu Nahariya ~ 
0830 F,~mily LI.fe in 'IRs.?.:> 
03/15 Aids Prog. (lIRs).6 
HIDL\ND PROGRAMMES: 
0900 Saoytlkil n.';p nwoy igi", <::-
W)]O Kadoll)~() K,lmu Prog. C 
09',5 
1000 
1015 
I (nO 
101,5 
1100 
Eny imba Z I ab;Jkozi C. 
News 1.n Engl ish iT 
Munn:lkihug,1 Children Welf~lrc8 
Scho(\]~; B/CC1St~~ tip 1200hr~ B 
Chort!!. MusicC 
CIA. in l.Rs P 
1130 Kllpsah i ny lIe,11 t h M:l~~,I;~ i IH' B 
!:l(JU N,->w~; !n 1~/R/j{/i{ A-
!2rr) P/Annts Ln 'IRs. D 
12/,5 P/Annts Eastern D 
1300 News in Lugandn ~ 
1315 P/Annts Luganda () 
13 lf5 Kyeyune & Brothersb 
III 0 0 P/Annts in Lugand.nj) 
1445 Luganda T /Music ~ 
1500 CLOSE DOWN 
WESTERN PROGRAMMES: _ 
1559 Opening the Station ~ 
1600 Rukonzo Health Talk ~ 
1615 Rukonzo Sports c:-
1630 Rwamba Crime Prevention~ 
161,5 News in Lumasaba fl 
1700 News in English ft 
1715 News in Kusabiny fT 
17]0 Gmusese D 
17 lt5 News in Rukonzo (j-
1800 P/Annts Luganda ~ 
1830 Calling Farmers in 'IRsB 
181lS Heritage in I~R~ 
1915 News in R/R/R/Rukiga(J-
1930 P/Annts in 4Rs b 
2000 News in Lugandarr 
2015 Adj. P/Annts in LlIg;lIldnj) 
2030 Mat~lisi Prog.t) 
2100 Emboozi ya MakR~ 
MIDLAND PROGRAMME. 
2 lJO CIA. Luganda t> 
2145 Ebyemizanyo C 
2200 News in Eng.fT 
2215 Konooweka re, 
2230 Coop. Bank~ 
22/.5 Abalema 
WESTERN PROGRAMMES: 
2300 On the Rond in '''{~:b 
06[,5 
0700 
0715 
0730 
0800 
0815 
0845 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1015 
1030 
1045 
1100 
1130 
1200 
1230 
1245 
1300 
1315 
1330 
1345 
[/,00 
IlfJO 
11.45 
1500 
1559 
1600 
1630 
1645 
1700 
1715 
1730 
1800 
1830 
1930 2315 
2330 
2355 
21,00 
Science N'omuntu.£t, 
Traditional Music in 
Evening Prayer~/ 
CLOSE Ot)WN 
!.RsC- 2000 
2100 
2130 
2200 
BUTEBO CHANNEL: 2215 
0559 Opening the St<lti,ln@ 2:l1,5 
0600 Mnrninf~ Prnyerr:::- :l3l5 
0605 Lusoga 1311kyeir~ E:. 2355 
0630 Aga RC in Ll.Isoga ~ 21100 
'i 
i 
1 
;~ 
" As on Red /'r :1 
A Rd ,A- - .. s on e ~. ~ 
As on Red j"r .ll> ). 
Lumasabn Commerc.lnls . ':oJ 
Lusoga Sports ~Iagazine!..>:~ 
Lusoga Cultural Mix D ~i 
Lugwere C/Huisc j). -i" 
Lugwere CuI tural HixB . 
. , 
L/L/Lugwe Magazine B 
L/L/Lugwe T/Musicc- f 
Nandekererwa L/L/Lugwee.~ 
As on Red P.::. 
Kusabiny Current A£fai1 
Kupsabiny Children's pl~! 
As on Blue.B 
Lusoga Weekly.e, 
Lusoga Sport0 
p/Annts in Eastcrnh 
As on RedPr 
o 
~ 
~ 
:1 
:1 As on Red.!> R. 
As on Red 1> 
Ateso CIA. t> 
Ateso T/Music~_ 
Ateso Sportsc::....... 
Ateso Tax Payer~ 
CLOSE DOWN 
Opening the,-.....Stnt ione 
.As on Red f::::::.. 
'I ~ 
" 1 
J l. 
~ : 
, 
~I As on Red A- .. 
As on Blue 1) ij 
P/Annts EnsternD ~ 
As on Blue A- ;; 
Adhola Y/ForumB ~ 
Adholn G/Muslcc:.- ~ 
As on Red t t 1..1 j ()"JOltr~8 ~ 
Lumasaba C/Prog •. 8. I: 
News HNlr 67- " 
L/L/Lui.:·.,.;" Fn I.k Ta 1 csp .: 
L/L/Lugw", ';"cst. B j 
News in Engli ... '. Ft 
Kupsabiny Feat"1 .-e:, 
J..umasabn Lnng'.l,1~·., ~ 
I..ugwcre T/Nu~;i{" C2-
Evening Prayer ~ 
CLOSE DO~ 
I'~ 
:,,<~~",yV 
;}~~D C!L\NNE~.: WED~~DA~_: 6 
~:i.iU 0:'59 Opcl1_tng tilL' ::,tnt: \,2:-" 
".!"'! 0600 Horning Prayer i5 
- ~ 0605 Hhat's the time e:: 
-t" 
00 
0630 News in Luo A 
06 /,5 Ne .... 's in l\teso,f\-
0700 Ne .... 's in Engl.Ls1-;f:r 
0715 Adj. P/Annts in E""lishD 
0730 News in Kiswnhi 1 i rr 
" , . 07/,5 Health ;,i'/ 
0800 Innova t i~ns 2.==-
08f~5 Maendeleo Katika Arric[l b 
NORTHERN PROGRAMHES: 
0900 Kumam t.Jomcn I s Pri),.:. 0 
0930 Kakwa Magnzine 0 
091,5 
1000 News in Eng. U"'" 
1015 Hadi C/farmers f\ 
1030 Schools B/casts/Rl!!".11 0 
1100 i.Jriter's CluD e:, 
1130 Fe,., ture Pro)". 0 
1200 Luo Postn J '1':\ I k b 
NEWS 
P / Ann ts in Luof,A l\::- b 1215 
1230 News in 1.wo Pr 
12 /,5 News in Kiswnhi I irr 
1300 News in English Pr 
1315 pi Annts in Eng. 'p 
\'\30 }Jew~, in Ates(! f-1-
1]l,S News in Lughnrn f1 
1/~00 Lugbara Tax PnYf"r b 
t 1+15 Lugba r<1 K.'l r i I (. (y.-:u I L "lD 
1/,/,5 Luo C/'\' )> 
1500 CLOSE Dm.JN 
NORTHERN PROGRAMME~:: 
1559 Opening tlH'"~S"t-;l! i,":, C-
1600 K[lramoj0!1)~ lIe:ll (11 i'l (,);.t:") 
1615 Knramojong Chi Idr!'~l i'rn\'.O 
1630 NeW"s in Knr;:lInoj{)n\:~ 
i6!\S Alur Youth!2>" " .. 
1700 News in Eng. fl 
11' 1 5 News in KakW"<l p,.. 
1710 Ne' .... s in H(ld i 0" 
! 7/1 ) N('w~ in ,\lur fT 
loOn ;-.Jews i n Lugb;~ r"", . fr 
181') L"ugharn F/Lif"l" ~ 
:-hl Ohuwo:': D. r.?T 
News in Ateso \l l 
lB30 
1900 
1915 
1930 
19 /15 
2000 
2tl5 
2130 
2145 
2200 
2215 
22/1.5 
2315 
2330 
2355 
2f,OO 
P/Annts in Ateso & Kumam.D 
News in Luo A 
P / Annts in Luo & Alur tD 
News Hour !ft-
News in Kiswahili Pr 
P / Annts in English'D 
Bell Club !\) 
News in Eng. r-r-
Women's Magazinef> 
Theatre MagazineC_ 
UVAB - Maskari W~amani!t 
Porojo Za Njomhnt? 
Evening Prayer E 
C1.0SE DOWN 
BLUE CHANNEL: 
~ 
V~J~ Opening the Station t= 
r-. 
0600 :-1orn f.ng Pr<1yer C 
0605 P/Annt~; i.n Lugnnd:l b 
0630 News in Luganda fr 
0645 P/Annts in 4Rs ~ 
0700 News in English ('y 
0715 News in R/R/R/Rukigafr 
0730 Colline Mukono/Bookshop b 
071,5 Omotume Prog. D 
0200 ilospital RequestsC-
OR/f) Bino ObimanyiB 
WESTERN PROGRAMMES: 
0900 Rukon7.o L/Fev.C 
09]0 RW8mba Story Time~ 
1000 News in Eng.fr 
lOIS CIA. [N 4RS D 
10'.10 '\.'; Oil Red D 
1()l,5 On the Road in IIRs D 
! 100 EnyiF.!on Z' ekinnansj(L_ 
1130 Otagend (l./L/Lugwe) ~ 
I ?OO Nl>WS in R/R/R/R1Ik igaPs-
121) P/Annts in 1"~s.D 
I LI,5 P!l\nnts Eastern ~ 
i JOO Ne\.;~: in Lug;mdf.l f}-
1"\1') I'/Annt:; ill LU;'::ind:.!D 
i V,'~ R('c(1 I r:d!ls t r i t'~;.D 
lf~OO P/Annts in Lug .... nda ~ 
1445 Health Talk~ 
1500 CLOSE DOWN 
WESTERN PROGRAMMES. r-
1559 Opening the Station ~ 
1600 Rukonzo W/Prog.~ 
1630 Rwamba Talk ~ 
16/1 5 News in Lumasaba ~ 
1700 News in English 5) 
1715 News in KupsabinyfT 
1730 Kiboga N'ebyayo ~ 
17/+5 News in Rukonzo t?r 
1800 P / Ann t s in Luganda b 
1830 UCDA - Luganda~ 
1845 UDB in 4Rs b 
1900 Prog Y'abato in I,Rs B 
1915 News in R/R/R/Rukiga r:r 
1930 P/Annts in 4Rs~ 
2000 News in Luganda rr-
201') Adj. P/Annts in Lug. D 
2030 Mata.lisi Prog.D 
2100 Agare Ewaffe (,3 
2130 C/ A. in Luganda D 
2 J 45 Ebifa Hubwengula D{:~"...sc-clJ 
2200 News in Eng.[\ 
2215 Entunguka f-) 
2230 Agewanyu Ar 
MIDl.AND PROGRAMMES. 
2300 Omugenyi wa Week e, 
2330 Mukuuma E ..--
2355 Evening Praye~ 
21,00 CLOSE DOWN 
BUTEIlO CHANNELS 
0559 
0600 
0605 
06/,5 
0700 
0715 
0730 
07!, ') 
PROn 
U0l ') 
upcntng the Station E 
Horning Prayere-
Kupsabioy Y /Magazine £:,. 
News in Atesof} 
News in Eng.fT-
As on Red 4) 
Lusoga Commercials~ 
LU50ga F<:!rmers.e 
Lttgwere RC. D 
Lugwere FoclIs on Dev£ 
08/,5 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1030 
llOO 
1130 
1200 
1215 
1230 
1245 
1300 
l315 
1330 
1345 
III 00 
1430 
1500 
1559 
1(,00 
1600 
1630 
161.5 
1700 
IllS 
1730 
1800 
1830 
1930 
2000 
2100 
2130 
2200 
2215 
22 /.5 
2315 
2355 
21,00 
-~ .:.\-
I L/L/Lugwe T/HlisicC- J 
L/L/Lugwe W/Prog. eo J 
Lumasaba C/Farmers f? ' 
Lumasaba Sangara Ngaramhai> 
As on Red (Lumasaba Prog)D 
Lugwere W/Hagazine ~ 
As 00 Blue .ip 
1./I./Lligwe RC/Newsf! 
L/L/Lugwe C/Farmersf.) 
Farmily Life L/L/Lugwe e, 
p/Annts Easternli) 
As on Red ~ . 
As on Red fi 
As on Red t>. 
Ateso C/A.!\) 
Adhola F/Magaz ine B n 
Adhola Featur~ 
CLOSE DOWN 
...... Opening the Station c:... 
As on Red e 
As on Red .f) 
As on Red R-
As on Blue D 
P/Annts in EasternD 
As on Blue B 
Adhola Weekly Review& 
L/L/I.ugwe F/Magazine fJ 
As on Red tillp1930 hrsfS 
Ateso Feature LJ 
R 
News Hour fJ-
Lumas<1ba F<1rm-ily Ma~llz.i ne.B 
Lumasaba Bibyembale]) " 
News in Eng. & 
Kupsabiny Goodnight r,re("t C 
Adhola Cultural I'rog.e:, 
Lusoga L/Fav.i:-
Evening Prayer e~ 
CLOSE DOWN. 
~~,r 
'~ED CHANNEL: THURSDAY: 
- -----_ .. _---
0559 Opening the St':l~J()n t:;-
G~CC ::vrning Prayer c.:.-:-
0605 Hhtn's the time c-
O(dS unn Prng. D 
0630 Nc'..lS in Luo :fl 
06/,5 News in Ateso PI 
f'l 700 N,?~"s in Eng. f1-
0715 ,\clj.P/Annts in Eng.li.sh b 
0730 News Ln Kisw.:1hili ~jl 
071,5 K.C.C. Prog. 'D 
0800 RECO P rog 't:> 
oa15 Li.fc \<latch b 
0830 Katika Nnmwananchi'0 
0845 Women IS hr Prog!? 
NORTHERN PROGRAMMES: ..::> 
0900 M..1.di Light Music C_ 
0915 Hodi (PAP»)) 
0930 Alur Children IS Prog.1::> 
1000 News in Eng. IT 
1015 Crime Prevention in l,;w t:-) 
10JO Schools B/ casts/Rural£> 
1100 'olomen' 5 Magazine{:::> 
1 dO SYF1\ Programme t> 
1200 t.JomeJl IS Prog. p> 
''It:'l.!{'. -
1215 
12'10 
i2 1,:} 
13Uu 
1315 
1330 
13 /,5 
~!t2.:} 
1!,15 
ll,li.') 
1500 
15SQ 
1600 
J 615 
16JO 
1645 
1700 
illS 
1730 
l 7 {IS 
rjAnnts in Luo & AltJ~-t:> 
Nc\.Js in l.uofT 
Nc\,'s in Klswnhi Li (0. 
Ne ..... s in Eng.fT 
P/Annts in Eng. ';":) 
News i.n Ateso 0-
News in Lugbara!n 
Lugbara Postal T.:11k t> 
Lugba ra Ch ildren I s Prop, .p) 
I.ue, CIA. D .-
CLOSE DOWN 
O;,pning the Station i;::: 
Knr;'lTllnjong C/Farmcrs l?> 
K:1rnmojong C/Farmers P::> 
Ne\.Js in Karamoj0ng fJ 
Kumam Children's Prog.f) 
News In Engf-) 
News In Kakw<l~. 
Ne,,:s in Madi (~ 
Ne .... 's In Alur fr 
1800 
1815 
1830 
lEV,S 
1900 
1915 
1930 
191.5 
2000 
2100 
2115 
2]]0 
2145 
2200 
2215 
2230 
2300 
2330 
2·355 
2/,00 
News in Lugbara PJ 
Luo U.C.B. Prog.Tj) 
Ateso Health e, 
Ateso ACFODl<: Q 
News in Ateso A-
P/Annts in Ateso&KumamJ). 
News in Luo fT 
p/Annts in Ateso & Kumam.b 
News Hour t?r 
News in Kiswahili 'fT 
U. Investment Authority b 
P/Annts In English ~ 
Calling Farm~rs~ 
News in Eng.f1"-
PAP Eng.D 
Feature e., 
Jifunze Naburidikeni~ 
Usiku Mwana .p 
Eveninr, Prayer E. 
CLOSE DOWN 
BLUE CHANNEL: 
0559 Opening the Station (~ 
0600 Morning Prayere:-
0605 P/Annts in Luganda-~ 
0630 News in Luganda ft 
O()/'J P/Annts in lIRs . .D 
0700 News in Eng. f) 
0715 News in R/R/R/Rukiga r.r 
0730 Nile Specialh) 
071,5 Omut1.lme prog.D 
mDLAND PROGRAHHES: 
0800 "Nd,im~gezi g 
0815 Amazzi Bwebulamu D 
0830 Postal Talk (Lug.) D 
0845 Jada (Luganda)b 
WESTERN PROGRAl1l1E: 
0900 
0930 
1000 
1015 
1010 
J"l.W<1mD<"I t:> 
RW;lmbn Magnz ineO 
News in English A 
CIA. in fIRs. V 
As on Red / Rukonzo Dev.\?, 
1011') Eny Lmh~1 ?' Ek inn<1nsi C. 
1100 Lugwere Discussion 2) 
il30 
1200 
1215 
121,5 
1300 
1315 
13/,5 
11100 
1/,45 
1500 
1559 
1600 
1615 
1630 
1645 
1700 
1715 
1730 
17/,5 
1800 
1830 
1845 
1900 
1915 
1930 
2000 
2015 
2030 
2100 
2130 
2V,5 
2200 
2215 
2230 
221,5 
2300 
2315 
2355 
21,00 
Lusoga Maga~ine~ 
News in R/R/R/Rukiga A-
P/Annts in 4Rs.l> 
p/Annts .in eastern'D 
News in Luganda fT 
P/Annts in Lugandaj) 
Hubende Prog.1::. 
pi Annts in Lugandal[) 
UVAB Prog.:!> 
CLOSE DOWN 
Opening the Station c 
Rukonzo Youth cr.:> 
Rukonzo Story Time~ 
Urufumbira ~ 
News in Lumasaba ~ 
News in Eng. fr 
News in Kupsabiny FT 
Tununule Obulamu .b 
News in Rukonzo 
p/Annts in Luganda~ 
Soda Kasonsomorera D 
Tax Payers 4Rs.~ 
NRl1 in I.Rs. ~ 
News in·R/R/R/Rukigal-T 
P / Annts in 4Rs b 
News in Luganda fr " 
Adj. P/Aunts in Lugandaj) 
Hatalisi Prog.b 
NRl1 (Luganda)e:, 
Vanila Prog. D 
Nangabo Twezimbe t:> 
News in Eng.f7 
Nezikokolima D 
Enkulakulana l?> 
Agawano Nawali~ 
Obutonde B 
Uganda ComposersC-
Evening Prayer E 
CLOSE DOWN 
BUTERO CHANNEL: ~ 
0559 Opening the Station t: 
0600 Morning Prayer ~ ~ 
0605 Lugwere Bukyeire ~ ~ 
0630 Lugwere Family Life. 
0645 
0700 
0715 
0730 
0745 
0800 
0915 
09/ .. 5 
1015 
1030 
1100 
1115 
1130 
1200 
1215 
12/,5 
1300 
1345 
11,00 
1430 
1500 
1559 
1600' 
1645 
1700 
"1715 
1730 
1800 
1815 
1830 
1930 
1945 
2000 
2100 
2130 
2200 
2215 
2230 
2300 
2330 
2355 
2/,00 
\ "\ 
\ 1 , , 
, j 
I i 
I " 
I ! 
As on Red. A- ~ ; 
As on Red A. 
As on Red . D :? 
Lumasaba Commerclals.f) ,~ 
Ateso VarietyC;{ 
Ateso T /Music c- . I 
Ateso Youth Magazine.8 ~ • 
Ateso Choral Musie .8 ;,,==l 
L/L/Lugwe Health Talk!O hy' 
As on Red (L/L/L/Vox prog. 2£)\ i 
As on Blue f', 1 I 
As on Blue lS t .; 
As on Blue D ~ i 
Lusoga ~View D oj \1 
Kamuli Pap-sea ~ 1 
P/Annts C> L
1
" 
As on Red till 1345hrs V1- r" 
Ateso C/Farmers B ~: 
NSROP - l..usoga fs R:: ; 
Lusoga W/Prog. e, 1 i 
CLOSE DOWN II 
\ I 
Opening the Station r=-
As on ·Red til 16/,5' hrs G 
News in Lumasaba fr 
p/Annts in Eastern {j) 
News in Kupsabiny f1-
Adhola Gi Yolway D 
Adhola Story Time B 
Adhola Children's Prog.~ 
As on Red till 1930hrst) 
Ateso CIA. D 
Ateso Farmily Life es 
News HourA-
Ateso FOCllS on Dev. ~ 
Ateso Aomisio.P. 
News in English Fr 
, , 
H q ! . 
; i 
-:i 
:i 
.q 
n 
:J ;1 .~! 
:; 
fl 
r 
L/L/Lugwe Sports News<e- 11 
L/L/Lugwe Music to Rem~mhcrU 
Lugwere Guitor Musi~ /" 
Lumasaba Kana Bulay i to 
Evening Prayer.~ J 
CLOSE DOWN I 
• ,
i; 
i: 
• I; 
'" 
, 
__ ~"1_ 
1100 Muziki l-lakat i W<1k;lZ iC-., 
1130 Facts about Health B 
1145 CIA. in Luo D 
w 1200 Luo Decentralisation l::> 0 
1215 P/Annts in Luo ,r;, i\]urlJ 
1230 News in tuo A 
!245 Ne· .... s in Kis ..... 2.hil {j1. 
1300 News in Eng. f~ 
13 J 5 PI Annts i.n Engli sh tJ 
1330 News in Ateso A 
1345 News in Lugbn rn .f'; 
11,00 Lugbara P/Annts!E;wl ronmcnt b 
til 15 Lugbarn Islnm.lc hr 1? 
11030 Lugbara Decentral isation fJ 
141,5 Hadi Health Talk.f5 
1500 CLOSE DOWN 
I~S9 Opening the St;n.i,1!) C 
1600 Karamojong L/Fav. c-
1630 News in Karamojong fl 
161,5 Kumam C/Farmersfr') 
!)OO News in Eng f) 
1715 News in Kakwa A 
1730 News in Mad i i1~' 
17/,5 Nc\..'s Ln A lu r fj 
1800 News in Lugbaraf) 
1815 Luo C/Farmers ~ 
1830 
181,5 
NEWS: 
1900 
1915 
1930 
1945 
2000 
2100 
2115 
2145 
2200 
2215 
2245 
2300 
2330 
2355 
21,00 
Luo Family Life !t> 
Alur Health Talk.o 
News in Ateso f';-
P/Annts in Ateso & Kumam 1) 
News in Luo rt-
P/Annts in ~U:O & Alurb 
News Hour i?r 
Ne~s in Kis~ahil~ 
NRM (Eng) b 
P/Annts in Eng.\) 
News in Eng. f\-
International Markete:, 
Islamic hr f> 
Fri. Night TheatreC7_ 
Time for Old TimersC:_ 
Evening Prayer E 
CLOSE DOWN 
BLUE CHANNEL: 
0559 Opening the Station t;; 
0600 Morning Prayer ~ 
0605 P/Annts in Luganda~ 
0630 News in Luganda f1r. 
06l~5 P/Annts in IlRs:_~ 
0700 New~ in Eng. ~ 
0715 Ne~s in R/R/R/Rukigaf-1 
0730 Global Insuranc~ 
0745 Omutume Prog~ 
MIDLAND PROGRAMMES. 
0800 Papsca Prog.!!::> 
0815 Vita Foam Progo_h 
0830 Savannah 1J 
0845 Decentralisation II!. 
WESTERN PROGRAMMES_ 
0900 L/F,w_ in "Rs_C-
0930 Post Office Corner/4Rs t) 
0945 Jada in 4Rs.~ 
1000 News in Eng. Pl 
1015 CIA. in IIRs 1> 
1030 As on Red/Aga Week 4Rs.f\ 
1045 Qaswida prog.\) 
1100 <In j) 
1115 Choral Music (Lug.)(.. 061,5 
1130 Lumasaba Guest of the Wee]B0730 
1200 Ne~s in R/R/R/Rukiga(T 0800 
1215 P/Annts in 4Rs.ij) 0845 
1245 Ne~s in Luganda ?r 0900 
1300 Juma Prayers !2:> 1000 
1400 P/Annts ·in Luganda~ 1015 
1l.45 Eddoboozi lya Luwero D 1030 
1500 CLOSE DOWN 1100 
1559 Opening the Station ~ 1130 
1600 Rukonzo Islamic Prog_p-> 1200 
1615 Rukonzo talk(Crime Prev.)2, 1215 
1630 Rwamba Aghasaye€) 1230 
16/45 News in Lumasaba fr 1300 
1700 News in Eng .~- 1345 
1715 Ne~s in Kupsabinyj\ 1400 
1730 Ensi N I ebigirimu €> 1430 
1745 News in Rukonzo A- 1500 
1800 P/Annts in Luganda~ 1559 
1830 T~omboke Eyanga (Lulul:Oe, 1600 
181,5 N.S.S.F. in "Rs!t) 1645 
1900 IFADA Prog_t> 1700 
1915 Ne~s in R/R/R/RukigaPr 1715 
1930 P/Annts in I,Rst> 1730 
2000 News in Lugnnda 0- 1745 
2015 Adj. P/Annts in Lugand.,j) 1800 
2030 Matalisi Prog.\) ·1815· 
2100 Abalimi e:, 1830 
2115 CiA. Lugandn t) 1845 
2130 ISLAMIC hr Prog_ (Lug_).f'> 1900 
2J1,5 Uganda Hotels~ 1930 
2200 News in Eng _ R- 191,5 
2215 Islamic hr in ·',Rs. e, 2000 
2~~9 Ar r iC2 M2Baa~~~ 2100 
:2309 LiieB Tylgm"k'1~ 2130 
2315 Akiika Embugae 2200 
2330 Luganda L/Fav_C- 2215 
2300 Liiso Lyamukulu.e, 2245 
2315 Akiika Embuga p-::. 23 J 5 
2330 Luganda L/Fav0 2355 
2355 Evening Prayer .E' 2400 
BUTERO CHANNEL: 
0559 Opening the Station b 
0600 Horning Prayer t:: 
UbU) Lumasabu Vwner·s Choice.~ 
., . 
.... 
--'-T 
-l 
I 
As on Red till 0730hre..fT 
Lusoga Commercials!> 
Ekintabuli (Lusoga)L:-
L/L/Lug~e L/Views r., 
Kupsabiny L/Fnv.~ 
Kupsabiny Henlth Tnlk~ 
Kupsabiny F /Hagazine 0 
As on Red. 
-I 
-! 
Lumasaha Wamanya f) 
As on Blue 
P / Annts in Eastern 6 
Lusoga Islamic ~ 
LUg'Jere C/Farmers e 
As on Red till 1345hrs 
Ateso decentralisation~ 
Action Aid Kamuli b 
Lusoga Cuest B 
CLOSE DOWN 
Opening the Station C 
As on Red till 161,5hrs 
As on Blue 
P/Annts Eastern 
As on Blue 
Adholn C/Farmers e, 
Adhola Family Life~ 
Adhola Ilealth Prog.£:, 
Adhola Current AffairsPt 
Ateso C/Farmerst> 
Ateso C/A_ i:> 
As on Red 
Kupsabiny C/Farmcrs e, 
Kupsabiny Farmily Li[~~ 
News Hour~ 
Lugwere Discussion~ 
Lugwere farmily Magazine~ 
News in Eng A-
Adholn Ngey Uganda {) 
Lumasaba Cultural ~ 
L/L/Lugwe Cultural f> 
Evening Prayer tr 
CLOSE DOWN_ 
1 
w 
/R 
.' 
APPENDIX IV 
2000 PROGRAMME SCHEDULES 
RA.DIO i iCA\lI)A PROGI<AMM(.~ SCllEDliLE NO.4 
RED & BUT STA'nO\lS APRIL - JUi\T, 200n 
F~ED CHANNEL· SA'fURDJ).,Y 
',)5 SS O~)enlf1SJ F;:~ler S 
(\~ U.~ ~3 D.A P'O~ii (irnrn"c (Enf}i;s/"l; i?> 
lJo'3C 
00:45 
0"1:00 
0715 
'J7:30 
07:45 
oaoe 
03.15 
08.30 
{j,S 45 
o~; 0(; 
1000 
1015 
11 :00 
1'1 :3D 
i 
\ 
r'~ews In i\;Swat1i1i f)' 
Ateso N~:w~) / PA (as un F~(-;,d)t) 
News In En[)lish (as on Blu8 ) (c... 
P/Annts (english) (as on BUt8bo)\,: 
News in L.GO I Adj. I P/AnnlS [';_ 
M9W iD9l]PLb..._ . 
Pol. & Economic Q:. _" 
Poll Econ- LC & You En~Jlisll LC 
-ClVrr'lIVfAlION' . 
i..,""ct-'~·~~ 'iSI;~t~S :~; 
r';ladi li~ltel~e(s FavillHl!c 't._ 
Aluf CUrrtHll Allnirs ~:"y 
News In Eng/isl! /::.. 
Saturday Club (Erl£/) i) 
Youth 
~ 2.vC 
~2:30 ::::.} 
12:45 
elm'; Corner Gender i\ 
News'if] Ll1u I P/Aflnb {as 0]1 Gut!2bO)/1-: 
ENVIR()NMEN~ (as Oil But"DU! D 
News III K,swahili I Adj. I' 
1 :1:00 
') 3:30 
~ 345 
14:00 
1.130 
'is.OO 
1~i:3C: 
H:i.OO 
'16 15 
~!~ 30 
, ~"OG 
.;" 3C 
~ 8 OC 
12 F· 
~.'3 ;-1,(: 
New in EngJish I P/Arlflts t) 
A:eso Nav.'s I P,,\ A 
N~ws in Lugoara i Mj. f'r 
Lugbard YO'.Jtil @! 
Kak,vi Mix 1!J(c.-
Luo Dram" c;., 
LUG FcatLlre I~;?r\.l-.'-.:-:: \ ... ~, \'" 
English News \a.Srel.~_~~·hd} ,::~ 
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·t3:15 
'13:30 
13:45 
14:00 
14: 15 
14:30 
14:45 
15:00 
15: 15 
15:30 
1600 
16: 15 
1630 
16:45 
17:00 
11'30 
1745 
"\C3:0D 
1830 
19:00 
1930 
1945 
2000 
2100 
'2.1' 30 
22:00 
22: 15 
22:30 
23:00 
23:30 
2400 
Lurnasaba BwastJele il:' 
Ateso News (as on Red) A 
English News (as on Red) A 
PIA (as on Red) 0 
Atororo Women t\ 
Atororo Children ';.') 
Lusoga Abalimi i'e> 
Ebyenono - Lusoga ,-\ 
Lusoga Health .,t) 
Ateso Sports c-
Ateso Gender 2) 
Disabled - Ateso;", 
LlLILugwe Gender - byabakhasi i\ 
Adola Gilokoropere i) 
Kumam FLE ?'> 
Ebyefuna Nobutoki/Lugwere- Pol. 6 
PA in Lusoga \\ 
Lusoga Listeners Viewsr;:, 
Lusoga News (as on Blue) {"> 
English News (as on Red) A 
PA in English (as on Red);) 
Ateso News (as on Red) ;"r 
At~~_MXEA'LERS __ 'D 
Gire Iwete (Adhola Fanners) \) 
Adhola winjiye manyien (News)," 
LJULugwe Healthp:. 
LJLJLugwe News (,. 
.Kup. Health (as on Blue)?" 
Kup. News (As on Blue) :"-
Lugwere Traditional Music C.; (, 
Calling Farrners In KaralTloJong (as' on RedB 
Karamojong Culture (as on Red).!-) 
Karamojong ~Jews (as or Red) ;-::.. .. 
Karamojong Health ,'-:, 
L.urnasaba Youth ,'. 
Lurnasaba Heailll 
Lumasaba News 
Lusoga.'LugwerelLurl18saba P /\ ;.' 
Lusoga Guest of Ule Week 
News/PA In Ateso (as on Hed) '. 
Adhoia gwokoko - Healir', 
Adho!a Jogana - Disabied '. 
News Hour (as on Red) 
Ateso GUes! of the week t) 
Ateso Atororo UF 6:~. 
NE:wS (as on Red) \'" 
Lurnasaba Farmers " 
Lumasaba Public Relation:; \ .... 
LJLlLugwe culture 
Kupsabir,y LF 
CLOSE DOWN 
'I 
: I 
" ~ 
" 
" 
\ 
-FRIDAY 
i,~-~i-~------~'~';~-:~:H~,~~~-St~'~~)~------I' -- --- - ---- ---- . -- ------------- --- ---------
O{~ 45 !"tes() News (3S 01' f~ed) :,\ I 
0" 00 t:nglts~) News (as on Red) f\ II 
07 15 PA\ In English (as on Ree!) l' 
cr; ~)O L ugvicre Gender 2, I 
0800 Lum8saba Islamic 1/4 Hourf', 
08 1 ~ Babakhenyala - Gender [::, 
08.30 Lum8saba Women Magazine 2-
0900 Kupsablny Children [\ 
09 15 Spans In Kupsabinyc 
0930 Ateso cnvlronnlenl C~ 
09 4;' ;'leso Angaleu - Health?" 
1 GOO EtJyamago - UlILugwo 1:> 
1030 Man gi chwogl JO (Gender)}, 
11 :00 Kumam Children ;:, 
11 :30 Lugwere Polilical/Economy to, 
1200 Lusoga PA~ \) 
1215 Lusoga Sports C. 
1230 Lusoga Muslim 112 Hour i" 
1300 English News (as on Red) i'i 
13.15 PI.'\ ,n English (as on Red) D 
13 30 NC>0 News (as on Red) [\ 
13 45 ~jews '" Lusoga (as Oil Blue):?l 
1400 KICil Pi! J8chandi (C/,") \'\ 
14 15 AeJI10ia winJlye rn3nYier1-i,\jews)~ 
1430 UULugwe Islamic 1/4 Houq::'1 '
14 45 ' " 'I N f':L . ~;~, _ugwe ews il
1500 KU8 Farmers (As on Blue) [', 
1515 Ku:) News (as on Hlue)c'\ ! 
1545 ! G GAleso D 
15.30 ,\C8SC Farmers ~~-) ~ 
1600 LC & You Karamojonj (as on Re ) () 
'16 3C Karamojong News (as On~ed) ,'-
1b ':: r<.Cl'::iITIOJong Calling f~lrrners \:::........ I 
17 ::J(l Lurnasaba CRIME PREVATION),-:; 
I . ~ " i 1715 .uniclS<Joa . :Jrn1Ars . 
1230 
:>2 1:, 
22 3(; 
230C 
L.',_Hr:asaba Hpz·jl!h 
:'.!,lIT1ClSC:lbCl r~evv~; I 
l .. I.Jsoga/Lugwere/Lurr,3saba r:-; f'll> 
;O,:eSD (RED BERNET)" i 
A:(sc ~j"e;~;/siP;\ ,;lS on r-I~d ~'" 
"I':'l~ ;:\(j~lol,:! ie.)I::)l';;' :"; 
~J;::,,'.'s HOI.JI" ':-)~.; or, '?:-:-d, 
~'l,-}\ .... s (as Oil HC(JJ .. 
L ,jfl13SClba Pol f3u!1yala 6V • .'2\\'0 
~. ,J!ll~lSaba Culture -: .. ~. 
;\'\;$() C;oodn:ghl qreetlflgs 
I .. uDwe LT ~~ 
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I 
REO CHANNEL. SUNDAY 
05'59 
0602 
0630 
0700 
0715 
0730 
0745 
0800 
0815 
0830 
09:00 
0915 
09.30 
1000 
10 15 
1030 
11 :00 
1200 
12 15 
12,30 
12:45 
1300 
13.15 
13,30 
1345 
14 ')0 
14 30 
1445 
150C 
15 1: 
15 3C 
15.45 
160e 
1630 
1645 
1700 
17 15 
173C 
1745 
1800 
18 15 
13 '3C 
1 a 4:: 
1 s ;)C 
19 1 S 
193G 
,1 S 45 
200(; 
2C 1:-
203C 
21 OC 
2' 3C 
~"; 4: 
220C 
2215 
2230 
2245 
2300 " . 
23 (j/;.:' .'" 
, 
Opening 5111. & Prayel F-
Day Break 'f 
News III K,swatlili I Adj,1-'r 
'\ Ateso Ne\\s! PA as ()fl 1~(lIt·I)()-,· 
News in English As 0·1 Heel f-
P.A in Engl:sh 'j) 
News III LlIo I A'dj IPA j) , T6.1tPl\Y~H ,) i 
MIR~.C;;q: L.> i 
~~~~~~~~]~,COM~~ISSION Eng 'l 
News in English (\ 
Luo cultlJre Po 
Economic Heview ( Luo) Po 
II\ISP.ECTOR·· k"N D I 
~~l~~~~tJ~~OMMISSION Lco·;. I 
IS!3~LES.IN_fglJC:ATION ... > I 
News in Lua Ii I 
P/Annts III Luo & Alur i) I 
Madi 114 hr (';, 
News in K,swahiJj i:y.-
News ill Ellglish (as 011 Butebo) r,' 
P/Annts in English (as on Bulebo) ,::, 
Aleso News I PA (as 011 Buleho) i) I ,OLI 
News in LlI(Jbara IT .~ i 
Luubar8 SU!1(jHY Speclell ~ 
Kakwa p\)~ P 
Alur 1/4')" i' 
Ah:r LlF :) 
ALur Hearl)' S 
Karamajol1g liF (as 011 Bulebo) t:., 
News in Karamajong (as on Butebo) ,,-, 
Kalam8Jong Religious 1/4 hi ,., 
News in English (as all Blue) :'~ 
Luo COL: 1/4 hr f'> 
News ill tv~adl ?,. 
News in All:" :,' 
News ir'J LLJ9[)(lra fAd: \ ~ 
L1I0 1/4 COU ;0., 
Nevvs in K<J~.W., I ACJ 
LUG F'arrTlers ~-,o 
At8S0 NfhlfS ,. PA (-IS on Bl.tl~~):): 
Luo C.O.U,'C(JlhuiIC 'j!Ll 1:1 
News In LLO / Adj 
Annts In LU0 & Alur ;" 
News in Enf] I Aclj {as'on BU1P.t10) 
r;:XPORT PANORAMA' ' 
I.,"SPECTOR . Englsl' .' 
PIAnnts in English 
FACTS ABOUT HEALTH 
ELECTO~«)'_ COt)1r .... l:SS!()I\ 
News in Er~Jlish (as,on BluelB!.:;:efJo) I '. 
i\le .... 1S in KI$'.vahili .-. I 
Econo~)IC revie~ <- C.,." t.:"n5J, i-:-. j 
GAthollCl,Thl "-', (,-" ... 1 ~:- ". ,:" :l 
F()"y_s.::r:~;S~<l11F,%h,,; L~' "~> ,_ l,,,~1 t, Songs of Praise .f" ,'., I 
'i'.. _ I 
CLOSE DOWN i 
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BLUE CHANNEL. SUNDAY 
05:59 
06:02 
06:15 
06:30 
06:45 
07:00 
07:15 
07:30 
07:45 
08:00 
08:15 
08:30 
09:00 
09:15 
09:30 
10:00 
11 ;00 
1130 
11 :45 
1200 
1 :215 
12:30 
12:45 
13:00 
13:15 
13:30 
14:00 
15:00 
15:15 
15:30 
15:45 
16:00 
16:30 
17:00 
17:15 
17:30 
17:45 
18:30 
19:00 
19:'15 
19:30 
19:45 
2000 
21 :00 
21:15 
21 :30 
22:00 
22:'15 
23:30 
22:45 
23:00 
23:30 
24:00 
Opening Stn. & PrayerE 
P/Annts (Luganda) .'\ 
News in Luganda ,I-
Announc:ernnts il1 4Rs I'l 
News in 4rs i~ 
News in English (as on Red,! ;:, 
Orthodox Lug 'c 
MI,Jt\j6MPjGI :\ 
KAG,ODO,EARME.RS (Lugal1da) ,. 
S.G 2000 b 
':,' Modernisation ;;:, 
Ch ureh Music b 
Bukadde Mageli .2> 
Health (Lug.)"" 
Music to Remember (L1I9)i~' 
Church prayers (Lug) 0- . 
Endabirwarnu Yobllkrislu F" 
Catholic 1/4 hr 4R's 3 . l,c", 
C-:e-;I:f'+/4"'h~ f'l,,, .. ·, .. "'-, , 
News in 4R's I Ad~ f'-
PIAnnts in 4R's j. 
Health in 4rs b 
Lusoga News (as on Butebo) ,'c 
News in Luganda I Adj. ("-
P/Annts (Luganda) \: 
Children's (Luganda) ,?" 
Turnutendereze D 
Rukonzo Greetings L-
Rukonzo Re!igiouB 1/4h. £\ 
Rwamba Religious 1/4t1l 2.") 
Rwamba LC & You (\ 
Kallra t; ., l ",v_r.:\-::, '.~""",-:, \~ 
MRIGI'WES' ~~'" J \ 
News il1 English (as en Red) (\ 
EMFR-EMf:fE) , .. \" ..... ;1."".'''~~' t:: 
Nevvs in Rukonzo .:..1. 
Ija Tumuramye i) .. '" 
P/Anllts in 4 R's:-, 
News in 4R's / Adj. '. 
Matalisi .;':. 
P/Annts In Luganda 'b 
Nm'is in Luganda ~. -'. \,t..:.,..t..--l l» 
News HOLlc Oain Red} " :i'-f~,' .~. .i.:,~~-~\.e-~ 
Abalimi ~ :: .. l,:'· \ .~, -. . J 
C O.U 1/4 hr (Lug;' '.' 
TORANANVonlen's 
N'GvlS"in English (as on F~ecl; ,j-, 
Amatek&,:-" C. c.; -.. -'.., 1...:\ {< :. 
Luganda Languaoe 
Catholic 1/4 hr 
Luganda Feature 
Srtumye 
CLOSE DOWN 
RED CHANNEL. SUNDAY 
05:59 
06:02 
0630 
()(,4:; 
07'00 
0715 
0730 
07.45 
0800 
0815 
0830 
0900 
0915 
09.30 
1000 
10 15 
1030 
11 :OJ 
1200 
1215 
1230 
12:45 
13'00 
13;15 
1330 
1345 
14.00 
1430 
1445 
1500 
1515 
1530 
1545 
16:00 
16.30 
16.45 
1700 
17.15 
1730 
1745 
180C 
18 15 
18 3C 
1845 
19'00 
1 9 15 
19:30 
1945 
2000 
2015 
2030 
2100 
21 3D 
21 4:-
220G 
22 15 
2230 
2245 
23.00 
23.30 
2~ :011 
---
Opening Sin. & Prayer t;::. 
Day Break e (i.ftv~;: ) 
News in Kiswahili 1 Adj. It- .. 
Aleso Ne\\s / PA a, on BUleboD 
News in English As on Reel A-
PA in English b CA;.,v~ 
News in Luo I Aelj IPA ~ 
TJ'-X P~R b C",F 
f:.:1! RA C_lE;. i) v--"-' 
HUMI)N RiGHTS CQMMl~~IQN.En9b 
Praise the Lord h 
News in English "i'r 
Luo culture 12> -:;:> 
EGonomlc Review ( Luo);' 
INSPECTOf3.. D 
~~t~~·~~~~~QMMI§SIQNJUO j) I 
IS§UES IN EOUCAII9tL () I 
News in Luo ,4 
P/Annts Ifl Luo & Alur b 
Madi 1/4 hr t. 
News i/1 K,swahili f+. 
News in English (as on Butebo) p, 
P!Annls in English (as on Butebo) ~ 
Aleso News I PA (as on Butebo) Pr 
News In Luobilra i" 
Luqbara Sl;nday Sp'edal g 
Kakwa Poi. ;~\ 
Kakwa ReiiVIOlls 1ft hr" 2: 
Kakwa Chn f\ 
Alur 1/4 hr .~. 
Alur UF c:.. 
ALlJr H~a!ttl i,; 
Karamajong UF (as on Butebo) g; C 
News in Karamajong (85 on Butebo) IT 
Karamajong Religious 1/4 hr £3., 
News in En(Jllsh (as all Blue) ;0; 
Luo C. 0 U 114 hr I'c, 
News In Meril " 
NevIS in AIi.;· 
News in Lugha"(l i A-l) 
~t:g 114 cell r', 
New'S in Kakw;:l'/ Ad;. 
Ateso News,' PA (as 011 BlJt~bo) I:'; 
LUG CO.lilCalholic 1/" Itr :'., 
News If] LUG / Adj. '. 
Annis in Luo & Alu! 
News ill EnO I Adj,(~s all Butebo) .,'"' 
EXPORT PI'.NORArYtA 
iNSPECTOR· EnOld 
P/Annt" in English .' 
FACTS ABOUT HEALTH 
C:LECTOROl. COMM,SSION ' .. 
~~ews in Eng!~Sh (as on Bilie/E~tltebo) ",~ 
News In Kis,Vi:Jldli 
Economic fh'rHW ~ "; 
Calnolic 1 .: , .. 
FOClJS 0" Ifl Faith 't·' 
Songs H·.:ie ~ ... 
CLO',I': J)OWN 
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BLUE CHANNEL. SUNDAY 
05:59 
06:02 
06:15 
06:30 
06:45 
07:00 
07:15 
07:30 
07:45 
08:00 
08:15 
08:30 
09:00 
09:15 
09:30 
10:00 
11 :00 
11 :30 
11 :45 
1200 
1215 
12:30 
12:45 
13:00 
13:15 
13:30 
14:00 
15:00 
15:15 
15:30 
15:45 
16:00 
16.30 
17:00 
17:15 
17:30 
17:45 
18:30 
19:00 
19:15 
19:30 
19:45 
20:00 
21 :00 
21 :15 
21:30 
22:00 
22:15 
23:30 
22:45 
Opening Stn. & Prayer 5 
P/Annts (Luganda) ,j) 
News in Luganda A. 
Announcemnts in 4Rs b 
News in 4 rs :5'l' 
News in English (as on Red) r. 
Orthodox Lug g 
MUNAMPIGI G) K!'IGQQ60~l>/Ig~SJL~(lilnda)D S.&~Q.Q.Q D 
Modernisation I>' 
Church Music 0...-
Bukadde Magezi b 
Health (Lug) b 
Music to Remember (Lug) c.. 
Church prayers (Lug) e:, 
Endabirwamu Yobuknstu 2:, 
Catholic 114 hr 4R's C 
C.O.U 1/4 hr i> 
News in 4R's 1 Adj .;1-
P/Annts in 4R's t> 
Health in 4rs (3 
Lusoga News (as on Butebo) ", 
News in Luganda I Adj. 0r 
P/Annts (Luganda) i» 
Children's (Luganda) ro 
Tumulendereze 1', 
RUkonzo Greetings c.. 
Rukonzo Religious 1I4hr r, 
Rwamba Religious 1I4hr .0, 
Rwamba LC & You \0 
Kalira i> 
M2JGI.WES. D 
News in Englisl1 (as on Red) (J+ 
EMITI EMITO b 
NewslnRukonzo rl-
Ija T~m.~~~.,:!X~ ~~ 
P/Annts in 4 R's [S 
News in 4R's 1 AdJ.ic., 
Matalisi b 
P/Annts in Luganria j) 
News in Luganda 71 
News IWnr Gain Red) .r', 
Ab8limi i':., 
CO.U 1/4 hr (LtI[J) '0 
TORANAIWomen's ~~ 
News'in English (as on Red) 1''' 
Arnateka ('?:: 
Luganda Language :":. 
Catholic 1/4 hr.:'.' 
23:00 Luganda Fea~um ., 
23:30 Srturnye .C. 
24:00 CLOSE 001'1.'\ 
